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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dear members, friends and fellows,
Three of the most difficult and challenging years of the Greek companies’ presence in
Bulgaria belong already to the past.

Stamatios
Theodoropoulos
Chairman

During these three years we have seen some smaller companies ceasing their operation
in the country, some important and prestigious -being the symbols and the leaders of
the Greek presence- changing ownership and management and many others struggling
with the general financial and business recession. In these years on behalf of the council
we insisted reminding in several ways that the Greek businesses have been in Bulgaria
many years before, during and after the crisis. We remain in the country and provide
working positions, financial development and the implementation of advanced know
how during the execution of our business activities.
In the next years we have the opportunity to sustain our association, the Hellenic Business
Council in Bulgaria, as one among the most respectable and prestigious business unions
in the country. The progress of the council the last period is among the very important
achievements which make me to be positive for the future and to engage myself for even
longer presence in Bulgaria.
I consider as a personal priority to maintain the importance of the council and to enhance
even further the image of the “Greek Businesses in Bulgaria” during the forthcoming
period.
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MESSAGE FROM THE AMBASSADOR
OF THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC TO BULGARIA
Dear readers and members of the HBCB,
Greek businesses in Bulgaria play a catalytic role in the creation of solid foundations in
the overall relations with a neighbouring country, partner in the E.U. and ally in NATO.

Dimosthenis Stoidis
Ambassador of the
Hellenic Republic
to Bulgaria

The necessity to seek ways to enhance meaningful cooperation to the benefit of the
peoples of both countries urges businessmen to expand their activities and attempt
profitable initiatives, taking advantage of the geographic proximity.
Successful commercial ties and investments do contribute to the growth of the economy
and additionally project a positive image of the country of your origin.
It goes without saying that our country, Greece stands a constant and consistent
supporter of the exporting activity of all Greek companies and institutions. Locally,
the Embassy is focused to the development of the appropriate environment for the
promotion of qualitative bilateral economic cooperation, bearing in mind the operation
of the Greek Businesses.
The current semester Greece conducts the Presidency of the Council of the E.U., for the
fifth time since 1981, and aims at achieving progress, along with its partners, on specific
issues of European interest and concern, with emphasis, among others, to growth/
combating unemployment through the creation of opportunities for new jobs, support
of SME’s, the rationalisation of the banking system and the guarantees of savings.
Hoping for achieving tangible results to the benefit of the European citizens with positive
outcome for the entrepreneurship, I extend warm and sincere wishes to all members of
the prestigious HBCB for a profitable continuation of your activities and full fruition of all
your business plans.
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MESSAGE FROM THE
AMBASSADOR OF CYPRUS TO BULGARIA
It is with great pleasure that I address the members and friends from the Hellenic
Business Council in Bulgaria, and of course you - the readers of the third issue of the
HBCB Yearbook 2014-2015.

H.E. Mr Stavros Amvrosiou
Ambassador of Cyprus
to Bulgaria

This is going to be the third issue of the Yearbook, after the two previous successful ones.
The publishing of the Yearbook has become a tradition and it offers to its readers useful
information and provides help to anyone who needs it. It reviews the actions and the
overall activity of HBCB throughout the previous year.
I am fully satisfied with the cooperation between the HBCB and the Embassy of Cyprus.
I would like to assure you for the same in the years to come. Furthermore, I would like to
express my appreciation for the work of the HBCB. On behalf of all the Cypriot businessmen
and companies I wish to thank the HBCB for all the help that it provides to them.
The work of the HBCB is multidimensional and on a multitude of levels – it brings
businessmen and companies closer, it offers them the necessary assistance and it
protects their interests so that they become more powerful and their voice rises stronger.
In unity is strength and it is of benefit to everyone, especially in these difficult times
when the economic crisis has influenced us all.
At this point I would like to refer to the discovery of hydrocarbons in the Exclusive
Economic Zone of Cyprus.
The government of the Republic of Cyprus is doing its best for the exploration and
exploitation of the hydrocarbons discovered in its Exclusive Economic Zone. We hope
that the cooperation in this regard among all the countries of the East Mediterranean will
bring peace, stability and progress for all. Moreover, great opportunities for cooperation
among Cyprus, Greece and Bulgaria are presented.
Finally, I wish to all HBCB members, members of the Management Board and to all your
readers, to all the Greeks and Cypriots who live and work in this hospitable country –
Bulgaria – to be strong, healthy and powerful, to enjoy personal and family happiness as
well as professional successes.
Thank you
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MESSAGE FROM THE
AMBASSADOR OF BULGARIA TO GREECE
H.E Mrs EMILIA KRALEVA
Dear Mr. Theodoropoulos,
Dear Members and Friends of the Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria,
Emilia Kraleva
Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
of the Republic of Bulgaria
to the Hellenic Republic

It is an honour for me to be able to greet you from the pages of the second issue of HBCB
Yearbook 2012-2013.
I highly appreciate your activity which contributes to raising the well-being of both the
Bulgarian and the Greek people. I am convinced that with the work and the efforts of
the important entrepreneurship you represent, proper solutions could be found for
the difficult problems we face in the economic environment of today. There is no other
way of attaining the priority target of the State for accelerated economy growth, unless
people like you put therein devotedly their capabilities and intellect every day. Investing
significant capitals would not be sufficient by itself if their management does not involve
the professionalism and administration skills inherent to the members of the Hellenic
Business Council in Bulgaria. You are the ones who carry the real progress with their
activities and generate with every step made new productions and services, new jobs
and opportunities. This is the way for developing the Bulgarian economy, which also
leads to more stable prospects, indispensable for the improvement of the demographic
structure.
At the same time, I welcome the sensibility of the members of the Hellenic Business
Council in Bulgaria when reacting to the existing social problems surrounding us by
supporting those who cannot cope on their own. As in many other areas the HBCB leads
in introducing best practices to be followed by the business circles.
Diplomacy always tries to find mutually beneficial solutions in order to settle and preempt problems. In the HBCB it has a very useful and efficient ally to support further
development in the relations between Bulgaria and Greece. The HBCB contributes to
the mutual knowledge and understanding between our two nations and establishes a
strong foundation for the future.
I wish you further successful road forward and upward.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Stamatios Theodoropoulos

Makis Mavropoulos

Evangelos Lytras

Nikolaos Arsenopoulos
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Chipita Bulgaria

Deputy Chairman
Alpha Bank
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MISSION STATEMENT
Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria [HBCB] is a private, non-political, non-profit organization, established in 2005, that
provides a platform for networking, promotion, and information sharing, represents the interests of its members and
serves as a catalyst for further trade and investment between Greece and Bulgaria.
HBCB primary mission is to foster a bilateral dialogue between key business and government decision makers, thus
encouraging progressive economic policies in both countries.
HBCB actions are based on three fundamental values and beliefs, which link our vision to our business principles:
INTEGRITY
We are committed to the highest level of integrity in all our
relationships: to demonstrate honesty and sincerity in all of
our dealings, upholding only the highest ethical principles;
to provide open and transparent communications to create
informed opinion.
PERFORMANCE
We strive for continuous improvement in our performance
that meets the needs and expectations of our members.
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When we commit to doing something, we do it in the best,
most complete, most efficient and most timely way possible, ensuring that integrity and respect for people are never
compromised.
EXCELLENCE
We are committed to upholding the highest standards of
professionalism. We measure success by our ability to anticipate, create and implement solutions that help HBCB members achieve their objectives.

HBCB PROFILE

POLICY GOALS
HBCB provides a primary platform and focal point for networking between Greek and Bulgarian business
communities. The Council’s major aim is to assist the flow of trade and investments and the transfer of know-how
by improving business climate between both countries. In pursuing the above, HBCB has set several policy goals:
• To promote the Greek-Bulgarian and Cypriot-Bulgarian
business partnership;
• To inform members (and other interested parties) of
appropriate sources of information related to trade and
investment opportunities, practices and regulations in
Greece, Cyprus and Bulgaria;
• To promote investments and trade development between
Greece, Cyprus and Bulgaria through various events (incl.
trade missions and official visits), to create new business
opportunities and to encourage networking;
• To support and represent the interests of its members,
including the liaison with the governments of Bulgaria,
Greece and Cyprus;

• To facilitate an open and frank dialogue between public
and private sectors in both countries as to reach a mutually satisfactory understanding of commercial and economics concerns;
• In collaboration with other organizations and institutions, to encourage social and cultural exchange with the
aim to improve cultural relations and provide support to
studying and promoting cultural historical heritage and
traditions between Bulgaria and Greece;
• To cooperate with other business development councils
and chambers of commerce that are operating in Bulgaria;
• To encourage the creation of a network with other Greek organisations of similar nature operating in the Balkan region.
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ACTIVITY FRAMEWORK
I.Business Support Services
• Advise on Bulgarian-Greek general economic
trends, market intelligence, and government
regulations and policies;
• Advise on specific business practice issues or
projects;
• Advise on various business service providers and
consulting resources;
• Identify and refer business opportunities to
members;
• Interacting with Greek business interests groups
and trade missions visiting Bulgaria;
• Organise seminars/workshops on the trade and
investment climate, general business practices and
potential investment opportunities;
• Provide information about forthcoming fairs and
exhibitions and assist its members to participate in
them;

II.Policy Advocacy and Public
Affairs
• Ad-hoc talks and discussions with key business
leaders, both from Greece and Bulgaria, on matters
relating to trade and investments;
• Organise meetings with representatives of
Bulgarian governmental bodies and institutions
to discuss issues concerning the trade relations
between the business circles of the two countries,
as well as for the promotion of Greek investments
to Bulgaria;
• Present member companies: corporate image,
products and services;
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III.Briefings/Conferences and
Networking Opportunities
• Organize policy briefings, conferences and special
events thus giving the Council’s members access to
Bulgaria’s top decision makers, and also provide an
important networking; opportunity for members of
the business community to discuss past experience
and future projects;
• Hosting major conferences that advance member
interests and provide practical value;
• Provide a forum for ideas, opportunities, and
personal contacts that will promote education,
commerce, and industry between Bulgaria and
Greece;
• In partnership with other organizations and
institutions, take part (both in Bulgaria and abroad)
in international projects related to the activity of
HBCB.

IV.Information Services
• HBCB WEB-site;
• HBCB Daily Newsletter;
• Balkan Horizons Magazine
• HBCB Yearbook
• HBCB Awareness and promotional events;
• HBCB press releases and follow ups

Making strategic decisions requires reliable sources
of information as well as business skills and strategies
to stay competitive during times of global financial
instability. HBCB is pleased to provide its Members and
other readers with up-to-date business information and

comprehensive overview of its activities, events and
services.
In 2013 HBCB worked towards improving its media
and ensuring higher quality features and availability of
information to its members.
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HBCB PUBLICATIONS

BALKAN HORIZONS MAGAZINE
During 2013 HBCB Magazine was updated with novel attractive design and content. The “Balkan Horizons” Magazine publishes information about the economic and political development in the country, as well as interviews
with leading figures from the political and economic elites
of the two countries. The Magazine is a high quality product for members and an outside audience and it currently
reaches over 50 000 readers.
Every three months copies of the Balkan Horizons Magazine are distributed to top decision makers, CEOs of top

companies in Greece and Bulgaria, representatives of the
public and non-governmental sector, key figures, trade
and political missions in Bulgaria and Greece.
The HBCB Magazine gives a platform to its members to
promote their businesses and gives publicity to their recent activities and achievements.
As of 2010, the Balkan Horizons Magazine is available online. The online flip page version allows the use of the traditional electronic benefits.
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HBCB WEBSITE
Throughout 2013 HBCB launched its new interactive website located on the same address www.hbcbg.com in order to further the active involvement of its members in the
work of the Council by updating their profiles and publication of events, news and press releases.
The HBCB website is an important means of communication and up-to-date source of information for all members
and interested parties in Bulgaria and abroad. It contains
detailed information for the Hellenic Business Council in
Bulgaria – activities, members, upcoming events and announcements, reports, analyses, tax and legal updates, as
well as other useful information, archives.

HBCB DAILY NEWSLETTER
HBCB members and friends receive every day a summary
of the local news, highlighting the recent developments in
the world of business, political and international relations.
Together with the daily news, the HBCB members and
friends are provided with the most recent changes in Law
and Taxation. HBCB members are given tribune in the
“Members section” where they publish free of charge news
from their companies. During the past 12 months 50 companies took advantage of this opportunity.
During 2013 HBCB Newsletter was also renovated with
novel attractive design.
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HBCB LinkedIn Group intends to establish additional communication channels among the Council’s members, complementary to the HBCB website and the various events
and initiatives. It is also part of the Council’s strategy for
continuous improvement and advanced services to its
members.
Besides professional and business networking, the Group

is expected to serve as an open forum for matters relevant to the objectives of the Council, promoting mutual
dialogue between key government and business figures
and encouraging progressive economic policies in Bulgaria and Greece. In this context, opinions and/or viewpoints
expressed in this Group do not reflect the opinions and/
or viewpoints of the Council, its BoD and/or its members.
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HBCB LINKEDIN GROUP

HBCB YEARBOOK
In order to increase membership benefits and provide its
members with more detailed information, the Hellenic
Business Council in Bulgaria published in 2011 for the first
time its Yearbook.

companies considering membership and investigating the
Bulgarian market. All HBCB members are provided with the
opportunity to promote their company and business activity free of charge.

HBCB Yearbook is both a reference guide of the Greek-Bulgarian business relations and a membership directory. The
publication is up-to-date, sophisticated business guide,
valuable source of reference for current members and

A copy of the HBCB Yearbook is distributed free of charge
to all member companies, political leaders and business
managers in Greece and Bulgaria, to diplomatic missions
and Business Associations.
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HBCB PATRONS
In 2010, the Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria introduced a new advertising category: HBCB Patrons.
Patrons companies were chosen on the basis of their embodiment of HBCB values and their desire to engage as
strategic partners in the Council, taking also into account their previous year’s contribution to the Council.

HBCB is giving Patron companies the greatest level of exposure through the entire lineup of events, web space and
publications.
HBCB is deeply grateful to its Patrons for their generous support!
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HBCB EXECUTIVE OFFICE

Minko Gerdjikov
Executive Director

Diana Bakardjieva

Manager Administration and Members Relations

Maria Shahpazova
Manager Publications
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HBCB EVENTS
From July 2012 until July 2014 a total of
24 events were organized by HBCB, gathering
more than 3000 participants. Various
events were designed to give opportunity
to HBCB member companies to exchange
experience and promote themselves. HBCB
events attracted a great amount of attention,
thus providing the perfect platform
for networking, promotion and lobbying.
HBCB greatly appreciates the kind support
of UBB, Globul, Alpha Bank, Germanos.
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HBCB Member to Member presentations
September 25 th, 2012 Sofia Hotel Balkan

On the 25th of September, 2012, took place the traditional HBCB
“Member to member presentations”. The event took place at Sofia
Hotel Balkan and was attended by more than 150 business people.10 HBCB new members had the opportunity to present their
businesses to a welcoming audience.
Managers of AC Nielsen Bulgaria, AII Data Processing, Ecovis UBC
Bulgaria, Ciela Norma, Concorde International, E-Act, Internation-

al Hellenic University, Kempinski Hotel Grand Arena Bansko, Neon
Energy Bulgaria, Euroqualification Center presented the scope of
activities and services they provide.
The panel of presentations was followed by a cocktail reception
where in a more informal atmosphere the attendants of the event
mingled and exchanged valuable ideas and feedback.

Establish a world-class approach
to negotiating: HBCB Negotiation
Skills Workshop with ICAP Bulgaria
October, 24th, 2012, Sofia Hotel Balkan

On the 24th of October, 2012, in Sofia Hotel Balkan Mr.George
Pastidis, who has long-term experience in sales management
and negotiation training, conveyed to the audience basic knowledge on how to prepare and plan the negotiation process, how
to strengthen an argumentation and how to take the best out of
one’s assets in a negotiation.
The interactive workshop provoked lively discussions and interest and was attended by more than 120 participants.
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HBCB provided 80 books for the schools in Sofia
and in Plovdiv
In the framework of its cultural and charity activities on the occasion of the Christmas holidays, HBCB took the initiative to ensure books for the students of the Greek Educational Assosiation
“Odysseas Elytis” in Sofia and the High School “Kiril and Metodii”
in Plovdiv.
In this respect, HBCB would like to express its gratitude to Mr.
Nikos Psychogios from the Greek publishing house “Psychogios”,
as well as to Mr. Giorgos Papanastasiou and Mr. Dimitris Raptis
from the Institute of Modern Greek Studies for generously providing high-quality books for the above mentioned schools.
HBCB would also like to thank Mrs. Areti Georgili (owner of the
concept bookstore “Free Thinking Zone” in Athens) for her valuable contribution towards the initiative.

HBCB EVENTS

December 2012

HBCB Business Breakfast
with Minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism
January, 22nd, 2013, Sofia Hotel Balkan

A Business Breakfast with the Minister of Economy, Energy and
Tourism Mr. Delyan Dobrev took place in Sredetz Hall of Sheraton
Sofia Hotel Balkan. The topic of the meeting was the Economical
situation in Bulgaria 2013 - Investment policy - Energy strategy Infrastructural projects. Mr. Dobrev briefed the directions of the
Ministry’s activity, focusing on the efforts of the Government to

encourage export-oriented industries, to reduce energy prices
and to develop tourism. The event was followed by a meeting
between minister Dobrev and the Board of HBCB, where possibilities to further increase cooperation between HBCB and Ministry
of Economy, Energy and Tourism were discussed and specified.
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HBCB New Year’s party
January, 29th, 2013, Sofia Hotel Balkan

Members and friends of the Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria gathered at Sheraton’s Royal Hall raise a toast for a successful
year at the HBCB Annual New Year’s party. The event was opened
by the HBCB Chairman Mr. Stamatios Theodoropoulos, who welcomed the guests and wished them a Happy New Year. He also

stressed the large number of Greek companies and the important
role of HBCB in the future economic situation in Bulgaria. The program included traditional Greek dances, Vasilopita cutting and a
lot of exciting prizes.

HBCB seminar on tax residency rules and tax environment
in Bulgaria and Greece in cooperation with Ernst & Young
February, 12th, 2013, Sofia Hotel Balkan

More than 100 managers and employees attended the event. Ernst
& Young’s Tax Managers Mr. Manos Tountas, Ms. Nevena Kovacheva, Mr. Milen Raikov and Tax Partner Mr. Spyros Kaminaris spoke
on the taxes of individuals and taxation of business in Greece and
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Bulgaria. The seminar was followed by a light cocktail where guests
had the opportunity to continue their discussions in a more informal atmosphere.

HBCB workshop with Blanchard International
March 13th, 2013, Sofia Hotel Balkan

HBCB EVENTS

Business consultant and Managing Director of Blanchard International Hellas Mr. Spiros Paolinelis conveyed the essence of optimal
motivation to more than 120 managers and employees. He also
presented the most effective way for leaders to motivate themselves and their teams. The workshop was followed by a competition with flyers and nine participants were lucky enough to receive
books for effective leaders by Ken Blanchard.

Celebration of the National Day of Greece
March 25th, 2013, Sofia Hotel Balkan

For the 3rd consecutive the HBCB supported the traditional celebration of the National Day of Greece. More than 1500 distinguished guests, Ambassadors, Ministers and businessmen attended the event.
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HBCB General Assembly – two New Members Join HBCB
Board of Directors
April 23th, 2013, Sofia Hotel Balkan

HBCB General Assembly 2013 took place on the 23th of April at Sofia Hotel Balkan. More than 56 members gathered to vote for the
three vacant positions in the board and to review the results of the
Council’s activity for 2012. Mr. Panayiotis Diallinas, Member of the
Board of Directors and Director of Regional Operations Eurofast

Global Limited and Mr. Theodoros Polydoros, Executive Director of
ICAP Bulgaria and Cycle Credit Bulgaria joined HBCB BoD.
Mr. Ioannis Xirouchakis and Mr. Nikolaos Kalaitzidakis were released from liability for their activity as members of the Board of
Directors.

HBCB Member to member presentations
May, 29th, 2013, Flocafé Lounge Bar & Restaurants

Seven HBCB members presented their companies to a welcoming audience. Managers of All Channels Communication Group,
Bureau Veritas Conformity Assessment and Certification Services, Hertz Autotechnica Ltd, KPMG Advisory Ltd., Penkov, Markov
& Partners Attorneys at Law, Publicis Marc Group presented the
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scope of activities and services they provide.The presentations
were followed by a light cocktail in Flocafé where the attendants of
the event mingled and had an excellent opportunity to establish
contacts and exchange ideas and feedback.

HBCB summer networking cocktail at ParkInn’s garden
July, 24th, 2013, Park Inn by Radisson Sofia

HBCB EVENTS

Over 80 members and friends of HBCB gathered on the 24th of
July 2013 in the beautiful outdoor spaces of ParkInn to meet old
and to establish new contacts. Apart from the pleasant chat, the
guests could also enjoy an excellent service in the light summer
atmosphere of ParkInn’s garden.

HBCB Back to Business Cocktail
September, 27th, 2013, Flocafé Launch Bar&Restaurant

More than 200 guests had an opportunity to share experiences from their summer vacation as well as their plans for the new
business season in the cozy indoor and outdoor setting of Flocafé

Launch Bar&Restaurant. The evening was further enriched by the
live music – Greek traditional and international, the flying buffet
and free flow of wine, provided by Flocafé Launch Bar&Restaurant.
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HBCB participated in a conference organized by
“The Economist Events”
October,18th, 2013, Sofia Hotel Balkan

HBCB was among the partners of a conference organized by The
Economist Events and was present with its own stand.
Mr. George Roussos, Secretary General of HBCB and CEO of INTRACOM Bulgaria was among the experts who presented report at the
conference “THE EU-BALKAN SUMMIT: Paving the road to recovery
and growth. Mr. Roussos gave a speech in the panel “Economic and
business climate in the Balkans over the next decade”. The report
was divided into three parts – future economic trends, their outcoming business requirements from local governments and the
responsibilities of the business. The conference was attended by
political officials and economic experts from the Balkan region and
Europe.

“Program for economic development of Bulgaria during
the term of the present government”: HBCB Business
Meeting with the Prime Minister of the Republic of Bulgaria
October,10th, 2013, Sofia Hotel Balkan

On the 10th of October 2013 in Sofia Hotel Balkan took place a
business meeting between Mr. Plamen Oresharski, Prime Minister of the Republic of Bulgaria and representatives of the Hellenic
Business Council in Bulgaria. The topic of the meeting was the program for economic development of Bulgaria during the term of the
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Oresharski government. Prime Minister Oresharski also referred to
the priorities of the Government to attract foreign investors. Prime
minister’s presentation provoked great interest among Greek and
Cypriot managers and was followed by a lively discussion.

HBCB rewarded talented students in the essay competition
“Bulgaria - Greece: One century of diplomatic relations”
November, 13 th, 2013, University of Macedonia in Thessaloniki

HBCB EVENTS

HBCB provided the prize fund for an essay contest that focused on
the development of relations between Bulgaria and Greece since
the Balkan Wars till nowadays. The award ceremony was held on
the 13th of November 2013 at the University of Macedonia in Thessaloniki.
While addressing the winners and the participants in the conference, Mr. Stamatis Theodoropoulos, Chairman of HBCB, described
the positive business environment in Bulgaria, the availability of
tions between Greece and Bulgaria and the constantly progressive
society as serious basis which renders Greek companies leading investors for Bulgaria.

HBCB supported the Charity Christmas Bazaar of the
International Women’s Club – Sofia
December 2013, Inter Expo Center in Sofia

In the framework of its Christmas Charity Campaign HBCB supported for two consecutive years in 2012 and 2013 the Charity
Christmas Bazaar of the International Women’s Club - Sofia. The
bazaar, which is held in December at Inter Expo Center in Sofia, is
the biggest charity event to raise funds organized by the International Women’s Club - Sofia.
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HBCB New Year’s party
January 29th, 2014, Sofia Hotel Balkan

Members and friends of the Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria
HBCB gathered at the traditional HBCB New Year’s party at the
“Sofia Hotel Balkan” to raise a toast to a successful new 2014. The
program included traditional Greek music, Vasilopita cutting for
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health and prosperity and a lot of exciting prices. The HBCB New
Year’s party was an opportunity for partners and friends to meet
and exchange positive energy.

HBCB Business Meeting with the Deputy Prime Minister
for Economic Development of the Republic of Bulgaria
On the 11th of March 2014 at Sofia Hotel Balkan took place a Business Meeting with the Deputy Prime Minister for Economic Development of the Republic of Bulgaria Mrs. Daniela Bobeva. The
topic of the meeting was the “Investment policy of the Bulgarian
government and steps for supporting the business climate in the
country”. It was attended by more than 120 managers and employees from companies-members of HBCB.
Deputy Prime Minister guaranteed to the guests of the event a
sustainable fiscal framework and said there was no planned tax

increases, which will keep Bulgaria as one of the countries with
the lowest tax level in Europe. Mrs Bobeva’s government has begun major reforms for a start in the field of public procurement. A
forthcoming reform is the reducing the administrative burden on
businesses and citizens.
“We stand on the side of business,” said Ms. Bobeva and shared
with the guests Government’s strategy to help small and medium
enterprises in Bulgaria.

HBCB EVENTS

March, 11th, 2014, Sofia Hotel Balkan
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Celebration of the National Day of Greece
March, 24th, 2014, Sofia Hotel Balkan

On the 24th of March in Sheraton Sofia Hotel Balkan took place
the traditional reception of the Embassy of Greece in Sofia on the
occasion of the National Day of Greece.
More than 1000 distinguished guests, Ambassadors, Ministers,
businessmen attended the event. The Prime Minister of Bulgaria,
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Mr. Plamen Oresharski and the Ambassador of Cyprus to Bulgaria
H.E. Mr. Stavros Amvrosiou were also among the guests. For the
4th consecutive year the reception was supported by the Hellenic
Business Council in Bulgaria.

HBCB General Assembly
HBCB General Assembly took place on the 2nd of April 2014 at
Sofia Hotel Balkan. 63 members gathered to vote for the nine vacant positions in the board and to review the results of 2013.
Six members of the BoD – Mr. Evangelos Lytras (Country Manager
of Alpha Bank Bulgaria), Mr. Georgios Alexandris (Managing Director of ALEXANDRIS ENGINEERING EOOD), Mr. Georgios Roussos (CEO of INTRACOM Bulgaria S.A.), Mr. Makis Mavropoulos
(CEO REPORT.BG), Mr. Polydoros Theodoros (Executive Director of

ICAP Bulgaria & Cycle Credit Bulgaria), Mr. Theodoropoulos Stamatios (Country Manager Of Chipita Bulgaria) – were reelected
as members of HBCB Board of Directors for one more mandate.
We are pleased to welcome on HBCB Board of Directors Mr.Minas
Aggelidis (General Manager of Coca-Cola Hellenic Bulgaria), Mr.
Nikos Arsenopoulos (Chief Executive Officer of BILOT – INTRALOT
S.A. Group & CEO of Eurofootball Ltd) and Mr. Zisis Kotsias (Managing director of ORBIT Ltd . Sofia Bulgaria).

HBCB EVENTS

April, 2nd, 2014, Sofia Hotel Balkan
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HBCB & EY Bulgaria - 2014 Taxation in Greece and Bulgaria.
Challenges and opportunities for cross-border businesses
May, 14th, 2014, Sofia Hotel Balkan

Mr. Alexandros Karakitis, Tax partner at EY Greece spoke on the
Impact of Greek tax developments on the operations of Bulgarian affiliates of Greek companies. Mr. Viktor Mitev, Tax Manager
at EY Bulgaria discussed the Hidden profit distribution and other
tax anti-avoidance rules in Bulgaria. After the EU funding update
of Mr. Milen Raikov, Executive Director, EY Bulgaria, Mr. Boris
Smolyanov, Law manager, EY Law Partnership spoke on the Protection of Consumers Act – recent amendments and practices.
The seminar was attended by more than 110 managers and employees.

HBCB Members to Members presentations
June, 17th, 2014, Kempinski Hotel Zografski

10 HBCB members had the opportunity to present their businesses
to a welcoming audience. Managers of Atelier Serafimov Architects,
Samolis & Associates, Exalco-Harley Davidson, Forton EAD, Happy
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Tour Group, Interservice Uzunovi, Kempinski Hotel Zografski, Sienit Holding, Varadinov & CO Attorneys at law, Mtel presented the
scope of activities and services their companies provide.

World cup evenings with EKO Bulgaria
June, 25th & June 29th, 2014, Flocafé Lounge Bar & Restaurants

by of Flocafé Lounge Bar & Restaurants further enriched those
unforgettable evenings.

HBCB EVENTS

HBCB members and friends gathered in Flocafé Lounge Bar &
Restaurants and shared the excitement of the ongoing FIFA
World Cup 2014.The beautiful atmosphere and music provided

HBCB Summer Networking Cocktail Reception
July, 17th, 2014, ParkInn

Over 80 members and friends of the Hellenic Business Council in
Bulgaria gathered on the 16h of July 2014 in the beautiful outdoor spaces of ParkInn to meet old and to establish new contacts.

The event was also honored by the presence of H.E. Stauros Amvrosiou, Ambassador of Cyprus in Bulgaria.
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Analysis prepared by

BULGARIA – MACROECONOMIC OVERVIEW
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
GDP went up by 0.03% in 2013

Bulgaria’s GDP stood at BGN 78.115 bln in 2013, up by 0.03%, according to the National Statistics Institute (NSI). Gross
Value Added (GVA) remained almost the same as in 2012 and reached BGN 67.078 bln in 2013. In the fourth quarter of
2013, the country’s GDP increased by 1.2% year-on-year and totalled BGN 21.463 bln.

Source: NSI

The gross value added (GVA) generated by the national economy remained without change (BGN 67.077 bln in 2012) and
totalled BGN 67.078 bln in 2013. On yearly basis the industrial sector grew by 0.86% to BGN 16.897 bln in terms of value.
In the fourth quarter of 2013 the services recorded the most significant GVA increase (18.9%), followed by the sector of
agriculture and foresty (2.1%), and the industry (1.6%).
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Major Industries
According to an analysis of the Bulgarian Industrial Association, the sectors of Bulgaria’s economy with biggest development potential are information technologies, energy, pharmaceuticals and the chemical industry.

in
Current
Prices
(bln BGN)

%

Mining and Quarrying, Manufacturing and Electricity

16.897

25,0

Wholesale and Retail Trade, Transportation and Accommodation

13.077

20,0

Public Administration and Defense, Educ ation and Healthcare

9.662

14,0

Real Estate Activities

6.493

10,0

Financial Services

4.861

7,0

Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities

3.763

6,0

Sector

Construction

3.754

6,0

Information and Communication

3.629

5,0

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing

3.318

5,0

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
Gross Value Added

1.625

2,0

67.078

100,0

Source: NSI
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Share of Economic Sectors in Gross Value Added in 2013

Mining and quarrying, manufacturing and electricity remained the most important sector of Bulgaria’s economy in terms
of its share in the gross value added. In 2013 it formed a share of the national gross value added, equal to 25%. Besides
expanding its share, this sector saw an increase in terms of value – to BGN 16.897 bln in 2013 from BGN 16.753 bln in 2012.
The other leading sector – wholesale and retail trade, transportation and accommodation, is slowly backtracking. In 2013
its gross value added amounted to BGN 13.077 bln, while in the previous year it was BGN 14.131 bln. Its share in the national gross value added fell to 20.0% in 2013 from 21.1% in 2012.
Public administration and defense, education and healthcare are the third major economic sector in Bulgaria. It too
showed modest growth in absolute value in 2013 to BGN 9,662 bln from BGN 8.414 bln in 2012.
Real estate and financial services maintained their slow but steady growth, while the slump in construction persisted. In
2008 this sector had a gross value added of BGN 5.386 bln, while in 2013 its gross value added was BGN 3.754 bln, which
is a decrease of 30.3%.
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Industrial Output

Industrial output inched down by 0.8% year-on-year in Q4 2012
Industrial output went down by 0.8% in
the fourth quarter of 2012. The mining and
quarrying sector decreased by 6.3%, the
production and distribution of electricity,
heat and gas by 2.4%, and the manufacturing sector shrank by 0.1% year-on-year, respectively, in Q4 2012.
In December 2012 industrial output increased by 4.1%, compared to the corresponding month of the previous year. The
manufacturing and electricity, heat and gas
supply sectors went up by 2.3% and 9.2%
year-on-year, respectively, while the mining
and quarrying sector decreased by 7.4%.

Source: NSI

Retail and Wholesale Sales

Retail and wholesale sales up with 2.1% and 4.4% year-on-year in 2013
According to NSI data, retail sales increased
by 6.4% year-on-year in the fourth quarter
of 2013 and by an average 2.1% in January-December 2013.
In Q4 2013 retail sales index reached 111.8,
with sales of non-food products marking an
increase of 7.2%, and sales of food, beverages and tobacco an increase of 4.9% year-onyear, respectively.

Source: NSI
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Source: NSI

Labour Market

Unemployment rate edged up to 13.2% of the total labour force at the end of 2013
According to NSI data, unemployment in
Bulgaria went up to 13.2% of the total labour force in Q4 2013 from 12.5% a year
earlier.

DOING BUSINESS IN BULGARIA

The wholesale sector increased by 6.5%
year-on-year in the fourth quarter of 2013 as
for the whole 2013 it grew by 4.4%. In 2013
the most significant positive change in the
wholesale index was noticed in Q3 when it
went up by 6.6% on year to year basis.

Source: NSI

The unemployed population aged 15 years and older was 436,3 thousands at the end of 2013, up by 6.3% year-on-year.
In 2013 unmployment rate in cities and big towns was 11.4% (11% in 2012), while in the villages - 18.4% (16.9% in 2012).
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CPI, Inflation

Annual inflation dropped to 0.9% in 2013
Inflation went down to 0.9% in 2013, compared to 3.0% in 2012. In 2013 the sharpest
increase in consumer prices was registered
in restaurants and hotels, in education, and
in food an beveriges products that went
up by 3.6%, 3.0% and 2.8% year-on-year,
respectively. The consumer groups that recorded a decrease were healthcare (-2.5%),
recreational and cultural services (-1.4%),
house maintenance services (-0.6%), transport services (-0.6%), and clothing and footwear (-0.3%).

Source: NSI

Credits and Deposits
In 2013 deposits continued to grow. At
the end of the year BNB reported total deposits in Bulgarian banks of BGN 53.1 bln,
up 8.98% from 2012. In 2013 the deposits
of households and non-profit institutions
serving households (NPISHs) grew by 9.27%
year-on-year to BGN 37.7 bln and the deposits of non-financial companies went up
by 8.29% year-on-year to BGN 15.4 bln.
Credits amounted to BGN 53.8 bln at end2013, up by 0.03% compared to 2012, according to BNB. Loans for households and
NPISHs declined by 0.16% year-on-year to
BGN 18.7 bln, while credits for non-financial
companies grew by 0.13% to BGN 35.1 bln.
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Source: BNB

According to BNB preliminary data, the
country’s gross external debt went down by
0.09% year-on-year to EUR 37.42 bln at the
beginning of 2014 (February, 2014). General government debt increased by 9.23%
year-on-year to EUR 3.37 bln. The banks’
debt decreased by 9.90% year-on-year to
EUR 5.67 bln. The non-banking sector’s debt
increased by 2.57% to EUR 12.43 bln. Intercompany lending shrank by 0.06% to EUR
15.94 bln.

Source: BNB

Foreign Trade

Foreign trade gap shrank by 8.19% y/y in Q4 2013

DOING BUSINESS IN BULGARIA

External Debt

In Q4 2013 the trade deficit stood at EUR
1.054 bln, compared to EUR 1.148 bln in Q4
2012, according to data of the Bulgarian National Bank (BNB).
In 2013 the imports CIF totalled EUR 25.845
bln, compared to exports FOB, EUR 22.228
bln.

Source: BNB
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In 2013 Bulgaria’s top export destinations were Germany (12%), Turkey (9%), Italy (9%), Romania (8%), and Greece (7%).

In 2013 Bulgaria’s top import partners were Russia (18%), Germany (10%), Italy (7%), China (6%), and Turkey (6%). In 2013,
Greece had a share of 5% from the imports CIF in Bulgaria.

Source: BNB
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Foreign Direct Investments

Source: BNB

The largest investor countries in 2013 in FDI inflow were the Netherlands (EUR 815 mln.), Germany (EUR 136 mln.) and
Czech Republic (EUR 81 mln.). The most significant negative net flows were registered to Britain (-EUR 125 mln), Austria
(-EUR 59 mln) and Switzerland (-EUR 52 mln).

DOING BUSINESS IN BULGARIA

FDI Flow in Bulgaria in 2013 added up to
EUR 1.092 bln. Due to the slowdown in Bulgarian and European economies, FDI flow
dropped constantly between 2009 and
2013. However, the downtrend which led
to five times lower FDI in 2010 compared
to 2007, came to an end in 2011 when a
slight recovery was registered. According to
preliminary data from the Bulgarian central
bank, in February 2014 the FDI inflow in the
country amounted to 0.3% of GDP, while in
February 2013 it was 0.6% of GDP.

Source: BNB
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A Shift in Investor Interest
Apart from the slight recovery in their value, 2013 was characterized by a significant change in the structure of FDI by
industry. In the two historically dominant sectors - real estate and finance, in 2013 their FDI net flows were negative (-EUR
44 mln) and (-EUR 64 mln) respectively, while in the third major sector manufacturing, FDI flow was EUR 189 mln. Since
2005 the total share of these three sectors in the FDI flow had always been over 50%, to even reach 80% in 2008. However, they accounted for a quarter of foreign investments in Bulgaria in 2010 and approximately 6% of the total FDI flow in
2013. The most dynamic growth of FDI was registered in transport (EUR 412 mln), and trade (EUR 216 mln).

Source: BNB

Main Financial Institutions
BNB is responsible for the supervision of the local banking and credit system. BNB participates in issuance of banknotes
and coins in the country.
Bulgaria is operating a restrictive monetary mechanism, prescribed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and called
a currency board system that pegs the BGN at a fixed exchange rate to the EUR and bans the BNB from lending to the
government. The Banking Department can be a lender of last resort to local commercial banks but only to ward off systemic risk.
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Bank

BGN

UniCredit Bulbank AD

12 728 118

DSK Bank EAD

8 882 401

First Investment Bank AD

7 445 943

Corporate Commercial Bank

6 740 298

United Bulgarian Bank AD

6 715 118

Raiffeisenbank (Bulgaria) EAD

5 959 551

Eurobank Bulgaria AD

5 697 515

Central Cooperative Bank

3 746 278

Societe Generale Expressbank

3 664 575

Alpha Bank Bulgaria

3 655 242
Total

At end of 2012 the total assets of the Bulgarian banking system stood at BGN 82,4
bln (EUR 42.1 bln), according to BNB. Gross
credits represent 78% of assets, which is the
lowest level since summer of 2007.
As for March 2013 the gross foreign assets
accounted for BGN 42.1 bln (EUR 21.5 bln),
and the gross foreign liabilities for BGN 13.2
bln (EUR 6.7 bln)

65 235 039

In top ten Bulgarian banks for 2013, there are two banks with Greek capitals (The United Bulgarian Bank AD, and Alpha
Bank Bulgaria).

Trends and Forecasts

DOING BUSINESS IN BULGARIA

Source: BNB

Top 10 Bulgarian Banks by Total Assets in 2013

There are 29 commercial banks in Bulgaria –
22 banks licensed to operate in Bulgaria and
seven branches of foreign banks.

According to IMF, Bulgaria will maintain its
macroeconomic stability in 2014 and 2015.
Expectations are for real GDP growth rate of
2.5% for 2015 compared to 1.6% for 2014.
IMF forecasts stabilization of inflation at levels around 1% and jobless rate around 12%
in the next two years.

Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF)
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GREEK-BULGARIAN BILATERAL RELATIONS IN 2013
Bulgarian Direct Investments in Greece
The global economic crisis affected the investment climate in Bulgaria and Greece. As a result,
in the end of 2013 Bulgarian direct investments
in Greece amounted to EUR 33.0 mln. As a percentage of total Bulgarian investments abroad,
the share of investments in Greece has been
falling insignificantly from 2.1% in 2011 to 2.0%
in 2013.

Source: BNB

Greek Direct Investments in Bulgaria
In 2013 Greece remained the third largest foreign investor in Bulgaria after Austria and the
Netherlands. However, the Greek direct investments in Bulgaria totaled EUR 2.78 bln. For Bulgaria, 2013 was a year with positive FDI flow
from Greece (EUR 17.4 mln). Its share in the total
FDI in Bulgaria in 2013 was 7.3%, down from
7.7% in 2011.

Source: BNB
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Major Greek Investors in Bulgaria
Major Greek Investors in Bulgaria
Activity

Location

Sidenor SA
Halcor SA

Stomana Industry AD
Sofia Med AD

Metal Products
Metal Products

Pernik
Sofia

Cosmote Group
Sofia South Ring Mall

Cosmo Bulgaria Mobile EAD
IKEA/Sofia Ring Mall

Telecommunications
Real Estate

Sofia
Sofia

Fortore Holdings Ltd
Hellenic Petroleum SA

AP Retail I EOOD (The Mall)
EKO Bulgaria EAD

Real Estate
Petroleum Products

Sofia
Sofia

Brewinvest SA (1994)
Chipita Bulgaria Cyprus Ltd
Yiula Glass
Titan Cement Group
Delta Foods SA
Alpha Bank Greece
Piraeus Bank Greece
National Bank of Greece
Eurobank EFG

Zagorka AD
Chipita Bulgaria AD
Drujba Glassworks
Titan Bulgaria
Obedinena mlechna kompania
Alpha Bank Bulgaria
Piraeus Bank Bulgaria
UBB
Postbank/Eurobank EFG Group

Brewery
Food and beverages
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Food and beverages
Banking
Banking
Banking
Banking

Stara Zagora
Sofia
Sofia/Plovdiv
Zlatna Panega
Plovdiv
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Sofia
Sofia

Greek investments in Bulgaria are primarily focused in the following sectors:
• Metal products
• Trade
• Real Estate
• Petroleum products
• Banking
• Food and beverages
Furthermore, large global brands such as Coca-Cola, Starbucks, Carrefour, Nestle, Deloitte, Ernst & Young, Wolf Theiss,
House Market, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Sofia Hotel Balkan, and Subaru stepped on the Bulgarian market through their
Greek units.

Banking
The Greek investments are vital for
the Bulgarian banking sector as four
of the major banks in the country
are owned by Greek lenders. At the
end of 2013 the total assets of Greek
banks amounted for BGN 19.4 bln.
which is 22.7% of the total assets of
the banking system.

Bank

Total
assets
2012

Total
assets
2013

Financial
result
2012

Financial
result
2013

in 000 BGN

Piraeus Bank Bulgaria

3 098 835

3 355 817

9 675

3 333

UBB Bulgaria

6 347 603

6 715 118

-40 915

16 884

Eurobank

5 630 444

5 697 515

4 699

25 183

Alpha Bank Bulgaria

3 691 775

3 655 242

-19 343

163

Total for Greek Banks in Bulgaria

18 768 657

19 423 692

-45 884

45 563

Total for the banking system in Bulgaria

82 413 164

85 746 670

567 227

584 867

22,77%

22,65%

-8,09%

7,79%

Share of Greek Banks

BILATERAL RELATIONS

Bulgarian Company

Source: Invest Bulgaria Agency

Investor

Source: Investor.bg
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For 2013, the net profit of the four Greek banks operating in Bulgaria - Alpha Bank, Eurobank, Piraeus Bank and UBB
increased in comparison to 2012. In 2013 the share of their profits as part of the total profit of the banking system constitutes 7.79%.
The four banks: Alpha Bank, Eurobank, Piraeus Bank and UBB increased the amount of their assets with 3.49% in comparison to 2012. Among the four banks Piraeus experienced the highest annual growth of 8.29% in 2013.
The 2013 is successful as far as the financial results of the four banks are considered. While in 2012, Alpha Bank and UBB
reported negative financial result, in 2013, all four Greek banks registered profit.

Financial services and Insurance
The Greek investments in the Bulgarian financial services and insurance sector are represented by the following companies: Alico Bulgaria EAD (Metlife), Contract Insurance Broker OOD, Interlease AD, Marsh EOOD, UBB-Alico Life Insurance
Company AD (UBB Metlife) and ZBK Balkan AD.

Tourism
The number of Greek tourists in Bulgaria grew by 1.7% year-on-year to 1.1 million in 2013, NSI data showed. They represented 12.3% of the total number of tourists who visited Bulgaria in 2013.

Source: NSI

Greece remains to be an attractive tourist destination for Bulgarians and in 2013 the number of Bulgarian tourists in
Greece increased by 4.9% year-on-year to 0.8 million.
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In 2013 Greece was the fourth most important country in Bulgarian incoming tourism market with 114 167 arrivals.
The profile of the average Greek tourist in Bulgaria:
• male, aged between 15 and 34
• highly educated
• with income around and above the average
• living in a big city
The major advantages of Bulgaria as a tourist destination for Greeks are its geographical proximity and accessibility, low
prices and attractive winter resorts. The drawbacks, according to a survey among Greek tourists, are above all the lack of
sightseeing attractions and the country’s underdeveloped infrastructure.

Trade Balance - Export and Import by Sectors and Products
According to data of BNB, the total trade turnover between Bulgaria and Greece was EUR 2 809 mln. in 2013, down by
1.4% compared to the previous year. Bulgarian exports to Greece increased by 3.3% to EUR 1 544 mln. in 2013, whereas
imports from Greece decreased by 6.6% to EUR 1 265 mln. In 2013 Bulgaria’s exports to Greece accounted for 11.6% of
the total Bulgarian exports and imports from Greece made up 10.0% of Bulgaria’s total imports.
Greece ranked seventh as an export destination for Bulgarian products and also seventh as importer.

BILATERAL RELATIONS

Bulgaria’s Exports to and Imports from Greece in EUR Mln, 2009-2013

Source: BNB

The structure of Bulgarian exports to Greece in the 2011-2013 period was similar to the structure of total exports, dominated by goods with low processing level and sub-products, according to an analysis of Bulgaria’s Ministry of Economy,
Energy and Tourism (MEET). Exports from Bulgaria to Greece fell in three main product groups - textiles and textile materials, electricity and food and similar products. Imports from Greece to Bulgaria were dominated by petroleum products,
tobacco and tobacco products and textile and knitted products.
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Top 10 Imported Products from Greece, in 2013 (%)

Top 10 Exported Products to Greece, in 2013 (%)

Source: MEET

In the 2013 IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook Bulgaria is ranked 57th and Greece is 54th among 60 countries. Bulgaria performed worse than in 2012 when it
was ranked 54th, while Greece performed better, as in
2012 it was ranked 58th. The best score of Bulgaria is
in the area of government efficiency, whereas Greece
excelled in infrastructure.
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IMD World Competitivness Positions by Indicator
Bulgaria

Greece

Economic Performance

49

59

Government Efficiency

47

56

Business Efficiency

59

47

Infrastructure

51

35

Overall

57

54

Source: IMD Business School

Bulgaria and Greece in IMD World
Competitiveness Yearbook

Major statutory acts regulating bilateral relationships between Bulgaria and Greece include:
• Agreement on Five-year Development Cooperation Programme (2002 – 2006) – signed on August 28, 2002;
• Treaty for Cooperation in Tourism – signed on May 14,
1999;
• Treaty for Avoidance of Double Taxation, signed on February 15, 1991, with Additional Protocol, signed on June 18,
200 – valid since January 1, 2002;
• Agreement on Cooperation and Mutual Assistance between Bulgarian and Greek Customs Administrations –
signed on January 19, 1999 and valid since March 2, 2000;
• Agreement on Seasonal Employment of Labour Force
with Appendices 1 and 2 – signed on December 15, 1995
and valid since July 21, 1997;
• Agreement on Utilization of the Water of Mesta River –
signed on December 22, 1995 and valid since November
19, 1996;
• Agreement on Encouragement and Mutual Protection of
Investments – signed on March 12, 1993 and valid since
April 29, 1995.
In January 2012 Emiliya Kraleva was named ambassador-designate to Greece. Mrs. Kraleva had worked for
two mandates as an attaché in the Bulgarian embassy in
Greece.
Under the Hellenic Plan for the Economic Reconstruction
of the Balkans (HiPERB) in the 2002 – 2011 period Greece
invested in Bulgaria EUR 54.3 mln, of which EUR 42.9 mln
in public investments and big projects, EUR 10.9 mln in private productive investments and EUR 0.5 mln in the small
projects fund.
On the 4/02/2014 Bulgaria and Greece opened the sixth
border checkpoint between the two countries near the
Makaza Pass. The current traffic is about 3 600 cars per day.

The Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce maintains regular
business contacts with Chambers of Commerce and Industry in Greece, with Greek business unions and associations.
It has signed a number of agreements with: the Chamber
of Commerce in Athens, Serres, Drama, Kavala, Thessaloniki, with the Hellenic Association for exports’s promotion,
with the Federation of Greek Industrialists, with the Chamber of Commerce for small enterprises.
On the 22/01/2013, in Sheraton Hotel was held a business breakfast between the Minister of Economy, Energy
and Tourism Mr. Delian Dobrev and representatives of the
Greek business in Bulgaria. The topic of the meeting was
the Economical situation in Bulgaria 2013 - Investment policy - Energy strategy - Infrastructural projects.
On the 10/10/2013 in Sheraton Hotel took place a business
meeting between Mr. Plamen Oresharski, Prime Minister of
the Republic of Bulgaria and representatives of the Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria. The title of the meeting was
“Program for Economic Development of Bulgaria during
the term of the present government”. During the meeting,
the Prime Minister of Bulgaria presented the priorities of
the Government to attract foreign investors.
On the 11/03/2014 at Sofia Hotel Balkan was held a Business Meeting between the Deputy Prime Minister for
Economic Development of the Republic of Bulgaria Mrs.
Daniela Bobeva and representatives of the Greek business
in Bulgaria. The Meeting was attended by more than 120
managers and employees from companies-members of
HBCB. The topic of the meeting was the “Investment policy
of the Bulgarian government and steps for supporting the
business climate in the country”.
The events were organized by the Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria (HBCB).
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Bulgarian-Greek Treaties, Agreements and Conventions, Events
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HBCB Members by Industry
(as of July 10, 2014)
Banking

IT&Telecommunications

Alpha Bank Bulgaria
Credit Agricole Bulgaria
Postbank/Eurobank Bulgaria
UniCredit Bulbank S.A.
United Bulgarian Bank (UBB)

IBM Bulgaria
Alpha Grissin Infotech OOD BG
Balkan Services Ltd
Ciela Norma
Cosmo Bulgaria Mobile EAD
CT Europe Ltd
Daticum JSC
E-ACT GROUP Ltd
Entersoft Bulgaria EOOD
Intracom Bulgaria S.A.
Mellon Bulgaria EAD
Mobiltel EAD
Printec Bulgaria JSC
Unisystems Bulgaria Ltd.

Finance and Insurance
VM Finance Group
Balkan Insurance Brokerage AD
Interlease Bulgaria
Marsh EOOD
MetLife Bulgaria
Pension Assurance Company
Future LTD.
UBB ALICO ZHZD AD

Food&Beverages
Coffee Life Ltd.- Franchise partner
of Costa Coffee in Bulgaria
Chipita Bulgaria S.A
Coca-Cola HBC Bulgaria S.A
Flocafe Launch Bar and
Restaurant/ Balkan Restaurants
GoodMills /Sofia mel/
Interfoods Bulgaria Ltd.
Interion Ltd
Nestle Bulgaria
Nikas Bulgaria
P.I.C. CO
Palirria-Bulgaria Ltd
Pettas Bulgaria S.A.
Starbucks-Marinopoulos Coffee
Company Bulgaria LTD
Trofimo Ltd.
United Milk Company AD

Manufacturing
Alexandris Engineering Ltd.
Alesis Bulgaria
Belovo Paper Mill S.A
Convoy-World S.A
Drujba Glassworks S.A
Hemus-M S.A.
Intermetal Ltd.
S&B Industrial Minerals AD
Sunlight Industrial
Thrace Ipoma SA
Zlatna Panega Cement AD
(Titan Bulgaria)
Zlatna Panega Beton LTD

Marketing, PR & Media
All Channels Communication
Group
AII Data Processing OOD/SeeNews
Artius Integrated Sign Systems

EOOD (SIGNTEAM)
Attica Media Bulgaria Ltd.
Civitas Global OOD
Optimum Media EOOD
Printamax Bulgaria S.A.
ProAd EOOD

Real Estate&Construction
Aktor Branch Joint Stock
Construction Company, Branch of
foreign company
Arkoplan Ltd.
Atelier Setafimov Architekts OOD
Bluehouse Capital Ltd. EM&U propetrty services
Chaos Invest-1 EAD
Cleves Luxury Apartments for Rent
Cypbul Enterprises Ltd.
Egnatia O Bulgaria Ltd.
Eurobulstroy Holding AD
Icon EOOD
Lamda Development LTD
Sienit Holding Jsc
Sigma Bulgaria JSC (saracakis
group)
Sofia South Ring Mall EAD
Terna S.A.- Bulgaria branch

A.S.S. Bulgaria Ltd
Accounting Service LTD
Autotechnica Ltd./Hertz/Seat
AVAL IN
Baker Tilly Bulgaria
Bedor EXCEM Ltd.
Blanchard International Bulgaria Ltd.
Bodu Ltd
Bureau Veritas
Concorde International LTD
DDB Sofia OOD
Deloitte Bulgaria Ltd.
Dinova Rusev and Partners Law
Office
Ecopack Bulgaria AD
Ecovis UBC Bulgaria
Engineering & Risk Management
Consultant OOD
Ernst & Young Bulgaria EOOD
Eurofacility Management Ltd.
Eurofast Global Ltd.
Force Delta Ltd.
Forton EAD
Goldair Handling Bulgaria Ltd.
Happy tour group EOOD
Hill International BG Ltd
ICAP Bulgaria EAD
Iliev and partners law firm
Interservice Uzunovi AV Ltd
Intralot
Kempinski Hotel Grand Arena
Bansko
Kempinski Hotel Zografski Sofia
KPMG Advisory EOOD

Law office T.Ivanova & Partners
Maxi 1, Park Hotel Land Spa
Maxi Sofia
MBL/CBRE
Meli Tours BG Ltd.
Neon Energy Bulgaria EAD
Nielsen Bulgaria EOOD
Novotel Sofia
Park Inn By Radisson Sofia /
Greenville Bulgaria EOOD/
Pedersen & Partners OOD
Penkov, Markov & Partners –
Attorneys at Law
Premier Luxury Mountain Resort
PricewaterhouseCoopers EOOD
PUBLICIS JSC
Report BG Ltd
Samolis&Associates - EUROPEAN
LEGAL AND BUSINESS CENTRE
Sectron Ltd
Sofia Hotel Balkan AD
SPEKTAR JSK
Stanton Chase International
Bulgaria
The Mall Shopping Center
The Residence Exclusive Club
Todorov and Doykova law firm
Unicorn Bulgaria OOD
Varadinov & Co Attorneys at law
Vestitel BG
VIP Security Ltd
Wolf Theiss

Trade and Retail
Alma Libre
Alumil Bulgaria Ltd.
Beit S.A

Bulmakmetal OOD
Chrysmetal Ltd.
DFH Bulgaria Ltd.
Dromeas BG Ltd.
EKO Bulgaria S.A
Eldon’s Bulgaria Ltd.
Elgeka Ferfelis Bulgaria Ltd.
Exalco BG
Genco Bulgaria Ltd.
Glass Cleaning LTD
House Market Bulgaria/Ikea
Interallis Chemicals SA
Karelia Bulgaria
Mirkat Ltd.
Motodynamics EOOD
Plesio Computers Bulgaria
Sense Hotel Sofia
Subaru Motors Trading EOOD

Transport and Logistic
Econt Express
Navan Ltd.
Olympic Air
Orbit Ltd

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY
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Trade&Retail
13%

Transport &Logiscs
3%
Banking
3%

Finance &Insurance
4%

Food&Beverages
9%

IT&Telecommunicaons
9%

Manufacturing
8%
Services
37%
Real Estate&Construcon
9%
Markeng, PR &
Media
5%

HBCB Members Alphabetical List
(as of July 10, 2014)

Econt Express

All Channels Communication
Group

Bluehouse Capital Ltd.
EM&U propetrty services

A.S.S. Bulgaria Ltd

Bodu Ltd

Accounting Service LTD

Bulmakmetal OOD

AII Data Processing OOD/SeeNews

Bureau Veritas

Aktor Branch Joint Stock
Construction Company, Branch of
foreign company

Chaos Invest-1 EAD

Alesis Bulgaria

Chrysmetal Ltd.

Alexandris Engineering Ltd.

Ciela Norma

Engineering & Risk Management
Consultant OOD

Alma Libre

Civitas Global OOD

Entersoft Bulgaria EOOD

Alpha Bank Bulgaria

Cleves Luxury Apartments for Rent

Ernst & Young Bulgaria EOOD

Alpha Grissin Infotech OOD BG

Coca-Cola HBC Bulgaria S.A

Eurobulstroy Holding AD

Alumil Bulgaria Ltd.

Coffee Life Ltd.- Franchise partner
of Costa Coffee in Bulgaria

Eurofacility Management Ltd.

Arkoplan Ltd.
Artius Integrated Sign Systems
EOOD (SIGNTEAM)

Concorde International LTD
Convoy-World S.A
Cosmo Bulgaria Mobile EAD

Ecovis UBC Bulgaria
Egnatia O Bulgaria Ltd.
EKO Bulgaria S.A
Eldon’s Bulgaria Ltd.
Elgeka Ferfelis Bulgaria Ltd.

Eurofast Global Ltd.
Exalco BG
Flocafe Launch Bar and Restaurant/
Balkan Restaurants

Atelier Setafimov Architekts OOD

Credit Agricole Bulgaria EAD

Attica Media Bulgaria Ltd.

CT Europe Ltd

Autotechnica Ltd./Hertz/Seat

Cypbul Enterprises Ltd.

AVAL IN

Daticum JSC

GAEA - Green Alternative energy
assets EAD

Baker Tilly Bulgaria

DDB Sofia OOD

Genco Bulgaria Ltd.

Balkan Insurance Brokerage AD

Deloitte Bulgaria Ltd.

Glass Cleaning LTD

Balkan Services Ltd

DFH Bulgaria Ltd.

Goldair Handling Bulgaria Ltd.

Bedor EXCEM Ltd.

Dinova Rusev and Partners
Law Office

GoodMills /Sofia mel/

Beit S.A

Dromeas BG Ltd.

Belovo Paper Mill S.A

Drujba Glassworks S.A

Hemus-M S.A.

Blanchard International Bulgaria Ltd.

E-ACT GROUP Ltd

Hill International BG Ltd

Force Delta Ltd.
Forton EAD

Happy tour group EOOD

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Anglo-American School of Sofia

Chipita Bulgaria S.A

Ecopack Bulgaria AD
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House Market Bulgaria/Ikea

Neon Energy Bulgaria EAD

Sienit Holding Jsc

IBM Bulgaria

Nestle Bulgaria

Sigma Bulgaria JSC (saracakis group)

ICAP Bulgaria EAD

Nielsen Bulgaria EOOD

Sofia Hotel Balkan AD

Icon EOOD

Nikas Bulgaria

Sofia South Ring Mall EAD

Iliev and partners law firm

Novotel Sofia

SPEKTAR JSK

Interallis Chemicals SA
Interfoods Bulgaria Ltd.
Interion Ltd
Interlease Bulgaria
Intermetal Ltd.

Optimum Media EOOD
Orbit Ltd
P.I.C. CO
Palirria-Bulgaria Ltd

Stanton Chase International Bulgaria
Starbucks-Marinopoulos Coffee
Company Bulgaria LTD
Subaru Motors Trading EOOD
Sunlight Industrial

Interservice Uzunovi AV Ltd

Park Inn By Radisson Sofia /
Greenville Bulgaria EOOD/

Intracom Bulgaria S.A.

Pedersen & Partners OOD

The Mall Shopping Center

Intralot

Penkov, Markov & Partners –
Attorneys at Law

The Residence Exclusive Club

Karelia Bulgaria
Kempinski Hotel Grand Arena
Bansko

Pension Assurance Company
Future LTD.

Kempinski Hotel Zografski Sofia

Pettas Bulgaria S.A.

KPMG Advisory EOOD

Plesio Computers Bulgaria

Lamda Development LTD

Postbank/ Eurobank Bulgaria AD

Law office T.Ivanova & Partners

Premier Luxury Mountain Resort

Marsh EOOD

PricewaterhouseCoopers EOOD

Maxi 1, Park Hotel Land Spa Maxi
Sofia

Printamax Bulgaria S.A.

MBL/CBRE
Meli Tours BG Ltd.
Mellon Bulgaria EAD
MetLife Bulgaria
Mirkat Ltd.
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Olympic Air

Printec Bulgaria JSC
ProAd EOOD
PUBLICIS JSC
Report BG Ltd
S&B Industrial Minerals AD

Mobiltel EAD

Samolis&Associates - EUROPEAN
LEGAL AND BUSINESS CENTRE

Motodynamics EOOD

Sectron Ltd

Navan Ltd.

Sense Hotel Sofia

Terna S.A.- Bulgaria branch

Thrace Ipoma SA
Todorov and Doykova law firm
Trofimo Ltd.
UBB ALICO ZHZD AD
Unicorn Bulgaria OOD
UniCredit Bulbank S.A.
Unisystems Bulgaria Ltd.
United Bulgarian Bank (UBB)
United Milk Company AD
Varadinov & Co Attorneys at law
Vestitel BG
VIP Security Ltd
VM Finance Group
Wolf Theiss
Zlatna Panega Cement AD
(Titan Bulgaria)
Zlatna Panega Beton LTD

A.S.S. BULGARIA
Address: Anna Ahmatova Str., Mladost 1A,
bl. 529, entr.1 1729 Sofia
Tel.:(+359 2) 489 67 33
Fax: (+359 2) 421 421 1
E-mail: info@assupport.eu
Web page: www.assupport.eu
Installation of Building Management Systems, UPS systems,
Generator Sets, Building Management Systems, Low and Average
voltage electrical systems. Specialized in all kind of Security Systems, including Fire Extinguishing, Fire Signalization, CCTV and
Alarm Systems, Professional, high tech and non standard solutions.We are highly specialized in Facility Management and After
Sales Support of office, commercial and industrial buildings. Our
main activities are focused on Preventive and Corrective Maintenance of building installations (Building Management Systems,
UPS systems, Generator Sets, Low and Average voltage electrical
systems, HVAC systems, parking installations and etc.)
We are also specialized in all kind of Security Systems, including
Fire Extinguishing, Fire Signalization, CCTV and Alarm Systems.
We are giving professional high tech and non standard solutions

Head of company: Spyros Bellos

meeting all our customer needs.
On our disposal we have highly educated engineers and technicians. We have developed our network all around Bulgaria, which
is giving us the opportunity to take the responsibility of critical
systems with limited reaction time.
We have trained specialists on 24/7 availability.
Our main goal is to give high quality services on reasonable
prices, “turn key” solutions meeting all requirements of our
customers. We are working according to the instructions of the
equipment producers and Bulgarian national standards. We are
following all safety work standards.
We have wide range of customers- Mobile Operators, Oil stations, Shop chains, Mall centers, Business Buildings and etc.

ACCOUNTING SERVICE

Accounting Service Ltd. is a company, established back in 1993.
We have a long term experience in providing accounting, taxation, payroll and other business consulting services to a large
number of multinational and local companies. Our Corporate

Head of company: Konstantinos Karydis
Contact person: Elena Mincheva

philosophy was always to provide tailor made and best quality
services for our clients. We are always close to our clients in order
to support and consult them on various business needs.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1618, Belmeken Str. 3
Tel.:(+359 2) 808 114 1
Fax: (+359 2) 808 114 7
E-mail: office@aservice-bg.com
Web page: www.aservice-bg.com
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AEGEAN
Address: 31 Viltanioti, 145 64, Kifissia
Tel: +30 210 6261 700
Fax: +30 210 6261 901
E-mail: contact@aegeanair.com
Web page: www.aegeanair.com
Aegean is Greece’s largest airline providing since 1999, full service, premium quality, short and medium haul flights. In 2010
Aegean joined Star Alliance, the strongest airline alliance worldwide.
As a result of the acquisition of Olympic Air on October 23,
2013; Aegean passengers now have increased frequencies and
connections to many more Greek and international destinations.
In 2014 the company plans to operate approximately 100,000
flights and to offer more than 13 million seats, close to 2.5 million
more seats than during 2013. Following the addition of 5 more
Airbus A320/321 aircraft the fleet in 2014 is made up of 50 aircraft. Aegean has a total of 8 aircraft bases, connecting Greece
with 87 international destinations in 32 countries as well as flying

Head of company:
CEO Mr. Dimitrios Gerogiannis

to 33 domestic airports. Total traffic of both companies reached
8.8 million passengers in 2013.
Aegean has been honored with the Skytrax World Airline Award,
as the best European regional airline for 2014. It is the fifth time
that the company has received this distinction, the previous being in 2013, 2012, 2011 and in 2009.
Find out about Aegean’s services and products by visiting
www.aegeanair.com, or mobile.aegeanair.com or simply
download the Aegean iPad app and navigate through useful information about your trip wherever you may be.
Aegean fans may follow the company via social networks and
channels like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube.

AII DATA PROCESSING
Address: Sofia 1202, Kiril i Metodii 64 Str.
Tel.: +359 2 8012 600
Fax: +359 2 8012 801
E-mail: consulting@seenews.com
Web page: www.seenews.com
AII DATA PROCESSING a worldwide provider of high value-added
data processing solutions and capabilities, real-time business information, market and investment intelligence, and media evaluation services. The company employs more than 350 people
and supports 30+ languages. AII Data Processing is the owner of
SeeNews- a leading independent worldwide real time business
information and financial news provider with detailed coverage of the fast-growing companies and economies focusing on
the emerging markets. The Corporate wire http://wire.seenews.
com/ - real time coverage of business and financial news from 12
Southeast Europe countries; Power Market Review http://power-
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Head of company: Ilia Krustev, CEO
Anna Koleva – Head of SeeNews

market.seenews.com/ - industry trends,news,data,analyses from
the electricity markets of Central and Southeast Europe; Renewables - http://renewables.seenews.com/ -real time newswire focusing on the main renewable energy sources – wind,solar,water,biomass; Research on Demand http://research.seenews.com/
- tailored research made by highly qualified analysts; SeeNews
TOP100 – annual ranking of the biggest companies in SEE.Under
the Perceptica brand http://perceptica.com/ the company offers
media evaluation and measurement services for communications and PR professionals in Southeast Europe.

People love flying to Greece with
Europe’s Best Regional Airline because…

When you’re flying to Greece, we don’t think it’s enough to just get you
there. We believe you should experience the very best that Greece has
to offer from the moment you step aboard. From the warmest Greek
welcome to the fondest farewell – with the best food, drink and comfort
in between – you’ll soon understand why we’ve been named Skytrax Best
Regional Airline in Europe for five of the last six years. Because when you
fly to Greece with Aegean, it’s all part of the service.

aegeanair.com

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

…they can experience amazing Greek hospitality at 30,000ft
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AKTOR Joint-Stock Construction Company, Branch of Foreign Company
Address: Plovdiv 4003, Residential Complex
“Maritza Gardens” № 10, office 1
Tel. : (+359 32) 396 760
Fax: (+359 32) 396 762
E-mail: aktor@aktor.bg
Web page: www.aktor.gr
AKTOR is the largest building and construction company in
Greece. It is owned by ELLAKTOR Group which is the largest company in the sector of construction projects of all types. Except on
the Greek market, ACTOR is developing business activities in 12
other countries.
In Bulgaria, the company executed and completed successfully
the construction of the opera in the town of Plovdiv, of two diesel
fuel and petrol desulphurization plants of LUKOIL refinery in the
town of Burgas, as well as the section Nova Zagora - Yambol of
TRAKIA Highway under LOT 3 of the project that was successful-

Head of company:
Nikolaos Chatzitheodosiou, Branch Manager
Simos Pavlos Panagiotidis, Branch Manager

ly completed and delivered two months ahead of schedule; the
company has already built seven photovoltaic parks and at the
moment is carrying out the construction of the section Sandanski - Kulata under LOT 4 of Struma Highway.
Company’s success and dynamic development are resulting
from well advised decisions, strategic planning, know-how and
clear future vision. In Bulgaria, AKTOR is making steady and consistent progress to further expansion of its activities, thus contributing for the country’s development.

ALESIS BULGARIA
Address: Pazardjik 4400,
Dimcho Debelqnov 58 Str.
Tel: +359 34 445097
E-mail: alekam@delta.gr
Fax: +359 34 445097
ALESIS BULGARIA LTD is a company that belongs to the VIVARTIA
Group and deals in the production of frozen dough products. Its
factory opened in 2009 in the town of Pazardjik and in this short
time it has managed to meet the qualitative and quantitative re-
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Head of company: Alexandros Kampas

quirements of markets such as Greece, Europe and more recently, Bulgaria. Having focused on producing quality products, the
company has earned the trust of consumers and hopes that in the
coming years it will make even greater strides in the food industry.

ALEXANDRIS ENGINEERING
Head of company: Georgios Alexandris
Contact person: Rumen Ivanov

Address: Plovdiv 4004,
Kuklensko Shosse Str. 28, P.O.Box 93
Tel.: (+359 32) 587 390
Fax: (+359 32) 587 387
E-mail: alexandris_plovdiv@alexandris.gr
Web page: www.alexandris.bg
www.alexandris.com
Alexandris Engineering Ltd is founded in 1999, as a branch with
100 % partnership of GEORGE P. ALEXANDRIS S.A. The company
inherited traditions and experience of many years. Company is
located in Plovdiv, Bulgaria. The headquarter holds: showroom,
administration, main warehouse, laboratories, social gatherings and seminar hall, production plant and project office with
friendly personal reception, experienced and earnest service for
our customers who belong to all industry sectors. In 2002 was
founded our main branch in Sofia with well equipped shop, of-

fering the same services. In the beginning of 2004 the company expanded its activity and organized a plant of non-standard
details for the Bottling Industry and confectioning of conveyor
belts, based on a modern technology, high quality and productivity. For the needs of our customers we founded a second office
in Sofia at the end of 2009. In 2011 the company started building
of a new manufacturing plant for production items of metal and
plastic and finally, in the beginning of 2012 the new production
facility is in operation.

ALL CHANNELS Communication Group

All Channels Communication Group is a marketing communication group which unites All Channels | Advertising, All Channels |
Activation, all Channels | Interaction and All Channels | PR, A FleishmanHillard Associate. The Group is a leader in offering integrated
marketing solutions in the fields of corporate and product communication, crisis communication, digital communication, events
and BTL services
Our company offers integrated communication services to some
of the biggest international and Bulgarian brands – Zaharni Zavodi, Raiffeisenbank, Kamenitza, Philips, AVON, Bella Bulgaria, Ficosota Syntez, Nestle, Eko Bulgaria, Tishman International, LG, Techpark

Head of company: Alexander Dourchev, CEO

Sofia, Discovery Networks, H&M, AstraZeneca, Philips, the Representation of the European Commission in Bulgaria, State Energy and Water Regulatory Commission, Tech Park Sofia, Bulgarian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Bulgarian Industrial Association. Our company supports the causes of Bulgarian Association
for Neuromuscular Diseases, Eyes on 4 Paws Foundation, UNICEF,
National Network for the Children.
All Channels Communication Group is the only Bulgarian agency
with over 30 international awards and nominations and over 40 national prizes. All Channels | PR, part of the Group, was announced
the Best PR Agency for two consecutive years (2012, 2013).

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1202, Slivnitsa Blvd., 188B
Tel.: (+ 359 2) 8558083
Fax.: (+ 359 2) 8690075
E-mail: office@all-channels.com
Web page: www.all-channels.com
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ALMA LIBRE
Address: Sofia 1346, Zornitsa Str,
Voluak quater
Tel.: +359 2 937 99 99
Fax: +359 2 934 67 26
E-mail: almalibre@mail.bg
Web page: www.almalibre-prof.com
ALMA LIBRE LTD is on the Bulgarian market more than 15 years
and is a leading company with traditions in trade and distribution of food products and raw materials for food industry.
It has well-developed commercial network covering the whole
territory of Bulgaria.

Head of company: Ioannis Liolios

ALMA LIBRE LTD imports and distributes raw materials for food
industry, produced by 29 world-famous manufacturers and has
the rights of an exclusive importer for Bulgaria. The company offers to its customers more than 2000 different articles.

ALPHA BANK BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1113,
99, Tsarigradsko Shosse Blvd.
Tel.: (+359) 800 19 022
Fax: (+359 2) 810 36 31
Web page: www.alphabank.bg

ALPHA BANK, founded in 1879, presents one of the leading
banking and financial groups in the South Eastern European region (Greece, Serbia, Cyprus, Romania, Bulgaria, Albania and FYR
of Macedonia). Alpha Bank offers a broad spectrum of products
and services to individuals, small and medium businesses and
the overall market. Alpha Bank Bulgaria is present on the market
since 1995 but has been expanding in the retail and small and
medium business segments since 2006. Meanwhile, the Bank has
built a solid network of branches and has enriched its portfolio
with a full range of products and services, developed to meet the
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Head of company:
Evangelos Lytras Country Manager,
Nikolaos Labrakakis
Wholesale Banking Business Unit Manager,
Sevdalina Vassileva
Retail Banking Business Unit Manager,
Konstantinos Kormentzas
Operations and IT Business Unit Manager
all customers’ expectations and needs.
Transparency, long-term loyal relationship and clients’ support
are the pillars of the bank philosophy that enable Alpha Bank
Bulgaria to contribute to their development and to encourage
further establishment of the industry best-practices. For a number of years, Alpha Bank has demonstrated its determination to
support and participate in the culture and art scene not simply
by sponsorships but also through the initiation and organization
of major exhibitions and events.

ALPHA GRISSIN INFOTECH BG
Address: Sofia 1618, Bulgaria Blvd. 118,
Abacus Business Building, office 3-20, fl. 4
Tel.: (+359 2) 489 98 68
Fax:(+359 2) 854 97 17
E-mail: alphabg@alphagrissin.bg
Web page: www.alphagrissin.bg

Head of company:
Vasileios Grissin, Managing Director
Dimitrios Parthenis, Managing Director
Marios Kapenekakis, Managing Director
Todor Kanev Todorov, Managing Director

ALPHA GRISSIN INFOTECH BG OOD provides mainly power and
cooling solutions for business critical applications such as telecommunications and IT Data Centers.

ALUMIL BULGARIA

ALUMIL is the biggest private industrial unit in Greece in terms
of production capacity, and among the top European production
groups and systems integrators for integrated aluminium profile
systems and components. It is among the accredited suppliers of
aluminium systems for architectural use in Europe.
ALUMIL GROUP has 26 subsidiaries. Most of them are located in
Europe, Africa and the Middle East. The company has developed

Head of company:
George Kyurchiev , Managing Director
Antigonos Maltezos, COO
Gergana Kocheva,
Financial Administration Manager
sales networks in 45 countries and warehouses in 4 continents.
Currently for ALUMIL GROUP work more than 2300 employees.
ALUMIL BULGARIA is a subsidiary of ALUMIL GROUP. The focus of
the company is sales of ALUMIL aluminium profiles and systems
and a wide range of supplementary products/accessories that
are used in the aluminium systems.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1528,
Drujba 1, Ilia Beshkov Str. 5
Tel.: +359 2 979 00 22
Fax: +359 2 979 05 65
E-mail: ordersbg@alumil.com
Web page: www.alumil.bg
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ANGLO-AMERICAN SCHOOL OF SOFIA
Address: Sofia 1407, 16 Kozyak Str.
(mailing address); Sofia 1 Siyanie str.
Tel.: +359 2 9238810; 11; 12
Fax: +359 2 923 8859
E-mail: ipapazova@aas-sofia.org;
estaevska@aas-sofia.org
Web page: www.aas-sofia.org
Our mission is to engage, support and prepare each student
for today and tomorrow. The Anglo-American School is the premier Pre-kindergarten to Grade 12 international school in the
Balkans and offers a well-rounded and rigorous program. Currently we have more than 450 students from over 45 countries.
Our core values are commitment, respect and excellence. The
Anglo-American School of Sofia (AAS) is an International Baccalaureate (IB) World School, is accredited by the Council of Inter-

Head of company: Jim Urquhart, Director

national Schools (CIS), as well as the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges (NEASC), and is a member of the Council of
British International Schools (COBIS). Our graduates are accepted to, and attend excellent universities in Bulgaria and around
the world, including Cambridge and Harvard. Beyond academics,
AAS values and celebrates the arts, athletics and service – offering over 50 extra-curricular activities. Each year AAS offers full
scholarships to talented Bulgarian students.

ARKOPLAN
Address: Sofia 1111, Dounav Str. 3
Tel.: +359 2 988 83 09
Fax: +359 2 988 81 94
E-mail: arkoplan@abv.bg
Arcoplan Ltd was established in 2003 as international construction company with Bulgarian - Greek partnership and for a short
period of time took a firm position on the Bulgarian market. In
the resent years we operate also in Greece and in FYROM by establishing afiliate companies.
Arcoplan Ltd is registered in the Chamber of Construction Companies of Bulgaria. The company has adopted quality management system and has ISO Certificate. The aim of our company is
to offer high quality services in short terms.
Arcoplan Ltd has activities in four main areas: design, technical
consultansy, construction and investment in real estate.
As designer, Arcoplan Ltd has years of work for some of the
Greek banks present in Bulgaria. We have made architectural
and electromechanical design of more than 170 bank offices all
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Head of company:
Stelios Vafeas, architect
Nadezhda Mihaylova, civil eng.

around the country. We have designed many offices and shops of
different commercial companies. Also we have made the interior
design of houses and hotels.
For many of the projects we have conducted legalization procedures as representative of the investor. Our consultancy services include: Project Monitoring, Technical Due Diligence, Project
Management, Investment Control and Facility Management
In the field of construction Arcoplan Ltd has made full reconstruction of offices of commercial companies and banks, also
shops and cafeterias and restaurants. We have constructed many
Base Telecommunication Stations (BTS) of Globul, many External
Power Supplies of BTS ‘s and roads leading to BTS ‘s. We have conducted the legalization procedure for the implemented telecommunication sites.

ARTIUS INTEGRATED SIGN SYSTEMS
Address: Sofia 1528, Munhen Str. 14
Tel.: +359 2 964 10 95/96
E-mail: artius@artiusbg.com
Web page: www.artius-signs.com
“Artius was first established in 2005 as a subsidiary of Kouros S.A
, leading company in the Greek market of signage applications.
With a complete range of production capabilities, strategically-placed production units in the Balkans, on-going staff training
and continuous upgrades of our equipment and infrastructure,
we are able to successfully cover the most exacting signage
requirements from the largest retail networks till the smallest
chain of shops , in Bulgaria , Romania, Serbia, Albania, Cyprus,
Fyrom , Ukraine and Greece as well
Our company manufactures advertising structures such as outdoor signage, indoor signage, merchandising materials, products that first fulfill the requirements of our customers and on the
other hand are a marketing and advertising tool of the products

Head of company:
Andreas Pouloglou, General Manager
E-mail: apouloglou@artius-signs.com
Tel : 0898569239
with the ultimate goal of better visibility to the final customer .
“Always accurate” is the principle governing all parts of our operation process . This principle gives us a strategic advantage for all
our activities focusing to the customer satisfaction .
Our operations are fully integrated, from the design and implementation design through production to project completion and post-project maintenance. This fact, combined with
our long experience and highly-skilled personnel, places Artius
in the leading positions of the markets it operates in. We enjoy
long-running business relationships with our clients and support
their expansion both within national borders and abroad.
We are here to implement all the requirements of your company,
for the best and most reliable projection of your products. “

AUTOTECHNICA / HERTZ / SEAT

HERTZ/Autotechnica Ltd, the leader on the Car Rental market has
been operating on the Bulgarian Car Rental Market, since 1996,
providing a wide variety of Services - from the simply Leisure/Business oriented short term Rent a Car to the most comprehensive
programs for Long Term Rental / Operating Leasing or Fleet Management and Sale-Lease back for the existing owned car fleet of
your Company. Hertz Lease is a subsidiary company of Autohellas ATTE which is located in Greece, a company of the T. Vassilakis
Group, who also holds the franchisee of Hertz Rent-a-Car & Leasing
for Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia and the islands of Cyprus. The group
operates a fleet of more than 32,000 Vehicles in all five countries.
HERTZ/Autotechnica Ltd, manages 1.650 vehicles under Operating leasing/Fleet management for over than 170 different customers, including some of the major commercial and industrial com-

Head of company:
Vesselina Nedyalkova, Hertz Lease Sales Manager
Christina Chakarova,
Rent a Car Operations Manager
Lubomir Oratchev, Financial Manager
Panayiotis Kolomvos, Commercial Manager
panies of the Country. The company is the official importer of SEAT
for Bulgaria and also operates more than 270 different in brands
and sizes vehicles on the field of short-term Car Rental throughout its owned network of Rental Stations (Sofia Airport, Sofia
Downtown, Bourgas Airport, Varna Airport, Sunny Beach, Plovdiv
Airport). HERTZ/Autotechnica Ltd., offers a complete solution in
Operational Leasing and Fleet Management at the highest international standards. Through Fleet Management Services, HERTZ/
Autotechnica Ltd, provides a variety of services tailor-made to fit
the clients’ requirements, which may include Maintenance and
Tires, Full Insurance, Accident and Service management, Road taxes, Replacement vehicles, Pick-up and Delivery or any combination
of services a client may require.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1407, Nikola Vaptsarov Blvd. 53
Tel.:(+359 2) 439 02 20
Fax: (+359 2) 439 12 25
E-mail: ltr@hertz.bg
Web page: www.hertz.bg; www.seat.bg
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ATELIER SERAFIMOV ARCHITECTS
Address: Sofia 1700,
4A, Simeonovsko shose blvd.
Tel.: + 359 2 862 19 78;
E-mail: office@asa-bg.com
Web page: www.asa-bg.com
Atelier Serafimov Architects Ltd. is an architectural, engineering, urban planning and design company, established in 1990.
Eversince we follow the aspiration for quality and professional
achievement, focussing on smart budgeting.
The local and international ASA Projects range from Tokuda
Hospital Sofia– one of the largest developments in Bulgaria,
the Central office of Alpha Bank, Sofia, IKEA- Sofia - to individual
houses for private clients. Atelier Serafimov Architects Ltd. has
worked on a wide variety of designs such as cultural, educational
and health facility buildings, sports facilities, banking, office, conference and retail centers, showrooms and exhibition buildings,

industrial buildings and warehouses, hotels, residential buildings, infrastructure projects, metrostations and metrodiameters,
houses and many others.
Atelier Serafimov Architects Ltd. offers the most efficient and
professional team of more than 25 architects and engineers, relying on the most contemporary project design and management
Technologies and software within the FCMG, Health care, banking, automotive, lawyer’s, industrial, social field and services.
Various competitions won and a multitude of adjudged Prizes
and Awards contribute to the recognition of our Projects.

AVAL IN
Address: Sofia 1303, Bulgaria
73 Todor Aleksandrov blvd.
Tel.: (+3592)9804825; +35929873360
Fax: +35929860911
E-mail: sahakyan@aval-in.com
Web page: www.aval-in.com
Rendering investment services and activities on the territory of
the Republic of Bulgaria and abroad, i.e.: 1.Accepting and transferring of orders related to securities, including intermediary activities in concluding transactions related to securities; 2.Fulfillment of orders for purchasing and selling of securities at client’s
account; 3. Management, in compliance with concluded client’s
contract, of individual portfolio, incorporating securities, at its
own discretion without special instructions by client; 4.Rendering
individual investment consultancies to the client, on his own initiative or at client’s request with regard to one or more transactions
related to securities; 5.Offering securities for initial sales without
the unconditional and irrevocable obligation for acquiring the securities on own account. Rendering of additional services, related
to: - Safe-keeping and administering of securities on the account
of client, including trust activities (safe-keeping of securities and
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Head of company: Bistra Ilkova
Contact person: Velichka Sahakyan

money at a depositary institution (and the services related thereto
such as management of monetary means received/collaterals extended: - Granting of loans for concluding transactions in securities, provided that the person, who grants the loan, participates in
the transaction under the conditions and procedures, determined
by an ordinance; - Consultancy to companies related to the capital
structure, the industrial strategy and the matters r elated thereto,
as well as consultancy and services, related to mergers and purchasing of companies; - Transactions with foreign means of settlement in so far as they are related to the investment services
rendered. - Investment researches and financial analyses or other
forms of general advices related to transactions in securities. - Services, related to the activities for initial sales offering of securities
without the unconditional and irrevocable obligation for acquiring the securities on own account.
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ATTICA MEDIA BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1113, Ch.Darvin Str. 14A entr.B
Tel.: +359 2 870 36 41
Fax: +359 2 870 32 91
E-mail: administration@atticamedia.bg
Web page: www.atticamedia.bg
Established in 2001 Attica Media Bulgaria is one of the leading
magazine publishing houses in Bulgaria. Major shareholder is the
Greek company AtticaPublicationsS.A.
Attica Media Group is part of Arnoldo Mondadori Editore S.p.A
and has also a successful presence in the media markets of
Greece and Serbia.
Attica Media Bulgaria publishes 7 of the most popular monthly
magazines in Bulgaria that have the highest circulation as well as
readership. These are PLAYBOY, MAXIM, GRAZIA, OK, JOY, CASAVIVA and FORBES.

Head of company:
Athanasios Priovolos, Managing Director
Christos Christou, General Manager

Loved by the readers and appreciated by the advertisers, all 7
magazines are on top in the ranking among the best in terms of
readership and advertising.
In the latest years, AMB is expanding the company activities,
entering also in the fields of internet, mobiles and event organizations.
Attica Media Bulgaria will remain true to its philosophy of a dynam ic development and will continue to launch world-known
international titles in Bulgaria.

BALKAN INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Address: Sofia, 7,Tzar Boris III Blvd, Fl. 2
Tel.: (+359 2) 917 98 60
Fax: (+359 2) 917 98 88
E-mail: office@zbkbalkan.com
Web page: www.zbkbalkan.com
BALKAN is one of the first Insurance Brokerage Companies established in Bulgaria in 1998 immediately following the insurance
legislation amendments in Bulgaria regulating the operations
and activities of the insurance brokers on the Bulgarian market.
Our company is among the top 15 insurance brokers nationwide
and one of the initiators and founders of the Association of the
Insurance Brokers in Bulgaria (AZBB).
We are a full-fledged member of the Worldwide Broker Network,
www.wbnglobal.com. With our partners around the globe we are
able to access the worldwide insurance market, design international insurance programs, arrange all types of insurance lines
and provide risk management and advisory services.
Our dedicated team of professionals performs the whole range
of services: risk assessment, risk management, design, implementation and handling of insurance programs, claims management. We specialize in both Non-Life and Life Insurance with
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Head of company:
Iordan Velev, Executive Director
Maria Veleva, CEO

annual growth for the last three years varying between 20% and
23%, while the annual growth of the Non-Life Insurance market
for the last year is 20%.
At Balkan we are committed to protect the interests of our clients by offering them tailor-made insurance solutions and contributing to their business expansion.
Our main goal is to provide effective and adequate risk management services to our clients. Our core task is to assist our clients
in the risk mitigation process for their business.
Balkan is a highly experienced insurance broker defending the
interests of its clients for 14 years.
Currently Balkan monitors the risk management and insurance
needs of more than 500 Companies. We are a partner of International Insurance Carriers and references are available upon
request.

АТТICA MEDIA BUGARIA
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PROUD PUBLISHER OF WORLD’S TOP MAGAZINE
BRANDS IN BULGARIA AND THE MOST EXCLUSIVE
LIFESTYLE FEMALE PORTAL

Address: Sofia 1113, Charles Darwin 14A, Entr. B tel: +359 2 870 36 41 e-mail: administration@atticamedia.bg webpage: www.atticamedia.bg89
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BAKER TILLY KLITOU AND PARTNERS
Address: Sofia 1612, Akad. Ivan Evstratiev
Geshov Blvd. 104, En A, Fl. 7, office 12,
Tel.: (+359 2) 958 09 80
Fax: (+359 2) 859 21 39
E-mail: info@bakertillyklitou.bg
Web page: www.bakertillyklitou.bg
Baker Tilly Klitou (operating as Baker Tilly) is a leading firm of
auditors, accountants and business advisors. It operates through
offices in Nicosia, Limassol and Larnaca in Cyprus, Bucharest in
Romania, Sofia in Bulgaria and Chisinau in Moldova.
14 partners and more than 200 people offer services of the highest standards to more than 4.500 businesses operating both nationally and internationally. Through our membership with the
Baker Tilly International network, we are able to draw resources
and expertise to help meet the needs of our clients, solve complex business problems and face the demanding challenges of

Head of company:
Marios Klitou, Chief Executive Officer
Krassimira Radeva, Director

tomorrow.
Synergy, determination and professionalism are among the key
ingredients that make our teams able to handle all tasks assigned
successfully. Baker Tilly in Bulgaria (www.bakertillyklitou.bg) is
an independent member firm of Baker Tilly International, the 8th
largest accounting and business advisory network in the world
by a combined fee income of over $3,4 billion of its independent
firms, all of whom are committed to providing the best possible
service to their clients, both in their own marketplaces and across
the world, wherever the client needs help.

BALKAN SERVICES
Address: 1000 Sofia 31, Ekzarh Yossif Str.
Tel: (+359 2) 980 95 99
E-mail: info@balkanservices.com
Web page: www.balkanservices.com
Balkan Services Ltd. provides focused business software solutions. We have 200+ projects in financial institutions, manufacturing, retail, logistics and distribution, etc. Our experienced
consultants provide effective business solutions to help every
customer grow their business.
Our client’s base includes Bulgarian, Greek as well as other international companies – leaders in their business areas.
We are specialized in offering complete solutions – multilingual,
localized and synchronized with the business needs.
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Head of company:
Vladimir Rashev, Managing Partner

Our portfolio includes:
• ERP (Atlantis ERP);
• Business Intelligence, Reporting, Key Performance Indicators,
MIS (QlikView, Microsoft Reporting Services);
• CRM (Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Atlantis CRM);
• IBM BPM;
• Mobile solutions (CRM, ERP, BI);
• Financial consolidation and budgeting (LucaNet Financial Consolidation, LucaNet Planning & Controlling);
• Professional development and management of project proposals under the Structural and Pre-Accession funds of the EU, as
well as other programmes of the European Union;
• IT Services (hardware maintenance, consulting services).
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BEDOR EXCEM
Address: Sofia 1000, Saborna 2a Str.,
Sredetz District
Tel.: (+3592) 93 13 702
Fax: (+359 2) 93 13 702
E-mail: Bulgaria.general@bedorexcem.com
Web page: www.bedorexcem.com
Bedor EXCEM is an international company with central office
in Paris, France and regional offices in Bulgaria, Greece, Serbia,
Portugal and Brazil. It was established in 1987 and for almost 25
years we have successfully accomplished more than 800 projects
all over the world in companies from different fields - Services,
Industry, Wholesales & Retail, Construction, Transports, Public
entities etc..
Our company is working in Bulgaria for 7 years so far and Bedor
EXCEM EOOD has already accomplished successfully about 15
projects in Bulgaria and FYROM. The Bulgarian subsidiary is under the umbrella of the Greek headquarter of Bedor EXCEM S.A.
The company is specialized in helping its clients to improve
their productivity, quality of work and customer service, which
means as well improving internal organization, optimizing costs,
improving management skills and organizational culture of Man-

Head of company:
Dominique Servajean, Managing Director
Contact person: Lyubomir Darvenyashki

agers and Supervisors.
From purchasing to sales, from research & development to production; from personnel to finance and administration; from distribution to the final client, it is possible to rationalize costs and
improve management. Using a practical approach, Bedor EXCEM
analyses situations and accompanies the installation of methods
to improve productivity of a company. Bedor EXCEM measures
the results of its methods.
We are the front line of different dominions of management.
We permanently focus our attention towards innovation, and the
perfecting of practices and the methods of re-engineering, management and skills training, of the conception and development
of management systems and of the application of solutions,
which guarantee that these changes will be perpetuated in the
future.

BEIT
Address: 1532 Kazichene Industrial Complex
Tel.: +359 2 974 64 32
Fax: +359 2 974 64 33
E-mail: m.dimova@beit.bg
Web page: www.beit.bg
BEIT SA is a detergents company licensed by of the Greek company Rolco Bianil and established in 1992. In 2000 the company
invested over 2 million euro in building an administrative and
warehouse centre in Sofia (Kazichene), which in 2006 is also used
as dispatch station for company export activities in neighboring countries. In 2007 BEIT started the implementation of a 2.5
million euro investment plan for the construction of a modern
logistic centre and warehouse area of over 5 000 sq.m. in Sofia
(Kazichene). The company’s activities are expanded due to some
successful collaboration with foreign partners and BEIT is developing a project for selling services.
Beit provides high quality products. The production is certified
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Head of company: Atanasios Surolidis
Contact person: Marina Dimova

by ISO 9001-2000.The products portfolio fulfills almost 100% the
family needs for cleanest and gives excellent results in every category.
The categories are : Laundry detergents - ( powder and liquid)
brands ESSEX, MIRAGE,ROLFabric care - PURLAN (wool and delicate shampoo),RIF ( Fabric softener); Baby care - PURLAN BABY
(powder and liquid detergent); Dishwashing liquids - AVA, FORTE
, ROL; Scouring powder and cream – ROLI; Window cleaners FORTE CASA, FORTE XTREME; Floor cleaners - FORTE AROMA
Our product categories also includes professional laundry systems and HORECA portfolio for fulfilling the need of the business.

BELOVO PAPER MILL
Address: Belovo 4470, Dabrovsko Shosse Str. 1A
Tel.: +359 3581 26 53
Fax: +359 3581 21 10
E-mail: office@belana.bg
Web page: www.belana.bg
Belovo Paper Mill ¬Belana is the biggest tissue producer in
Bulgaria and the market leader in away-from-home and tissue
household products. The Company is producing paper in rolls
and sheets and various paper products such as: Creping Tissue,
Coloured Tissue, Crepe Toweling, Crepe Paper, Greaseproof Paper, Opaline and Core Stock.
The converting- finishing operation comprices the production
of toilet rolls, napkins, kitchen towels, pocket handkerchiefs, facial tissues, away from home products, wadding, femine sanitary
napkins, greaseproof paper, opaline, wrapping paper and specialities paper in sheets and rolls.
The export activity of the Company, both in S/F and converted products includes more than 25 countries and represents the

Head of company:
Michael Sideridis, Executive Director

35% of it production volume.
MG paper, greaseproof, opaline, wrapping and specialities, both
in rolls and reems, papermaking and converting machinery construction and services is also part of the Mill’s activities.
The trade mark BELANA is spread in all selling points of the
country holding the leading position in the market.
Along with the dominating position on the Bulgarian market,
the “Belana” products have a traditional presence in the Balkan
Region.
The Company has its own strong sales and distribution organization with branches in Sofia, Varna, Bourgas, Pleven and sales
office in Plovdiv.

BLANCHARD INTERNATIONAL BULGARIA

The Ken Blanchard CompaniesTM is a global leader in workplace
learning, productivity, performance, and leadership effectiveness solutions.
Blanchard International Bulgaria Ltd. is the exclusive licensed
affiliate of The Ken Blanchard CompaniesTM for Bulgaria and is
established in partnership with Blanchard International Group
Hellas, a licensed company for Greece and Cyprus.
We help companies improve their performance, productivity,
and bottom-line results. Our comprehensive learning initiatives
integrate research-based, proprietary content with processes
that are specifically and explicitly connected to the critical business issues that your organization is facing. This allows your peo-

Head of company:
Sonia Slavcheva, Manager
Contact person: Sonia Slavcheva

ple to achieve their full potential and better align individual goals
and competencies with organizational objectives. The results are
measurable and lead to sustained improvements for your organization.
We work with clients from various sectors of economy and provide our trainings and consultations in English, Greek and Bulgarian languages.
Blanchard International Bulgaria is aiming to make Bulgarian
companies more profitable and competitive and their employees more engaged, effective and happier with what they do. We
co-operate with our clients to design results-oriented interventions for the benefit of all companies and their managers.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1000, Vasil Levski Blvd. 47
Tel.: +359 898 400 150
E-mail: sonia.slavcheva@blanchard-bg.com
Web page: www.blanchard-bg.com;
www.kenblanchard.com
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BLUEHOUSE DEVELOPMENT BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1407, Nikola Vaptsarov Str. 53,
Challenger Office Building, fl.3
Tel.:(+359 2) 816 59 55
Fax:(+359 2) 816 59 59
E-mail: sandreeva@bluehousecapital.com
Web page: www.bluehousecapital.com
Founded in 2004, Bluehouse Capital is a private equity real estate
investment management firm, active in the property markets of
Central and South East Europe.
Bluehouse currently has 324 mln Euro under management
through:
• Bluehouse Capital Partners L.P., a real estate fund established in
2005 with total capital commitments of 50.6 mln Euro.
• Bluehouse Accession Property (II)L.P., a real estate fund established in 2006 with total capital commitments of 152.6 mln Euro.
• Bluehouse Accession Property (III) FCP-SIF, a real estate fund established in 2009 with total capital commitments of 120.8 mln
Euro.
Bluehouse has established a high-quality institutional investor
base, comprised of a number of financial institutions including
the EBRD, US foundations and endowments, pension funds, multimanager funds and family offices.

Head of company: Slava Andreeva

Bluehouse has invested in over 26 property transactions in the
office, residential, retail and industrial sectors, by leveraging its
strong local presence and reputation, sourcing proprientary investment opportunities and co-investing alongside multinational
developers accessing large scale projects.
in addition to its investment capability, Bluehouse has an extensive in-house asset management expertise value through a handson approach, while having established strong relationships with
international and local service providers.
In order to implement its investment strategy and achieve superior, risk adjusted results, Bluehouse has established an operating
platform that spans the SEE region, steadily expanding its sphere
of competence, with local presence in Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech
Republic, Greece, Hungary, Romania and Serbia. This geographical
commitment allows for local market knowledge, off-market transactions as well as flexibility and immediate reaction.

BODU
Address: Sofia 2A “Bigla” str.
Tel.: (+359 2) 944 2000; 02 946 1000
Fax: (+359 2) 946 16 52
E-mail: office@bodusod.bg , totov@bodusod.bg
Web page: www.bodusod.bg
BODU Ltd. offers security services in all types of security activities specified in Art.5 of the Private Security Services Act:
Personal security for physical entities;
Protection of the property of physical persons and legal entities;
Event security;
Protection of valuable consignments and cargo (collections);
Security services using technical equipment – security and
alarm systems, video surveillance and fire alarm systems.
To perform its activities throughout the country the company
has the relevant unlimited licenses issued by the General Directorate Security Police.
The Management of BODU Ltd. ensures compliance with the
confidentiality requirements by both experts and security of-
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Head of company: Tihomir Totov, Manager

ficers. All employees sign a Declaration for protection and
non-disclosure of facts and data they have become aware of during or in connection with the performance of their job duties.
We also guarantee confidentiality control with regard to entities
having contractual or any other relationships with customers.
Another advantage is the technical resources BODU Ltd. Company has, the highly qualified staff, the availability of emergency response teams and our good cooperation with the police.
What is crucial is the safety concept for each particular site, who
and how will respond in emergencies, the options for cooperation and taking any other adequate measures. Risk and threat
assessment analysis is one of the major procedures that should
precede a safety system implementation.

BULMAK METAL
Address: 1113 Sofia
Nikolay Haitov Str. 2A, fl.4, ap.6
Tel.: +359 2 951 55 47
Fax: +359 2 951 55 47
E-mail: office@bulmakmetal.com
Web page: www.bulmakmetal.com
Bulmakmetal Ltd was established in 2005 in Sofia. Our main activity is to distribute premium class CNC machines - machining
centers and lathes of one of the biggest and best quality Japanese manufacturer OKUMA Corporation in Bulgaria. We are the

Head of company: Ioannis Skopelitis,
Olympia Stoyanova

official representative of some of the most prominent names in
machine tools, accessories and consumables such as Hartford
– Taiwan, Geka – Spain, Allmatic – Germany, WTO – Germany,
Kintek – Italy, Kitagawa – Japan, SMW/Autoblok – Germany.

BUREAU VERITAS

Bureau Veritas is one of the proven leaders in certification services in Bulgaria, with over 1,000 customers and more than 1500
certified management systems.
Despite the difficult period for Bulgarian business, Bureau Veritas is adapted to the market changes, thanks to the long experience of the organization in world markets.
Moreover, Bureau Veritas provides a rich range of services in the
field of certification, training and conformity assessment tailored
to the individual needs of companies in Bulgaria.
The rich corporate experience, individual approach to each cli-

Head of company: Denica Neykova

ent and undisputed professionalism of the staff are the advantages of Bureau Veritas to become a preferred partner in times of
rapid changes in the business climate.
This is the main reason Bureau Veritas is an example of quality,
transparency, stability and security.
The company team is constantly striving to justify the confidence of its customers and partners, without compromising
in the quality of services. Thereby, Bureau Veritas supports the
development of Bulgarian business, helping customers to move
confidently forward.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: 81A, Bulgaria Blvd., fl. 1
1404 Sofia Bulgaria
Tel.: (+359)889609040
Fax.: (+359 2) 9836065
E-mail: denica.neykova@bg.bureauveritas.com
Webpage: www.bureauveritas.bg
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CHAOS INVEST-1
Address: Sofia, 110, Bulgaria blvd., bl.B ,fl.7
Tel.: +(3592) 8 549 435
Fax: +359 2 976 18 00
E-mail: office@gpenergy-bg.com

Head of company:
Georgios Spirou, General Manager
Contact person: Ioannis Mantziaris

Wind farms

CHIPITA BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1532, Kazichene,
Seraphim Stoev Str. 6, Municipality Pancharevo
Tel.: +359 2 976 16 00
Fax: +359 2 976 18 00
E-mail: office@chipita.bg
Web page: www.chipita.bg
Chipita Bulgaria is a part of Chipita Group of companies, operating in 65 countries. Chipita Bulgaria was established in 1995 and
the local production started in August 1996.
Currently, Chipita Bulgaria is a production and hub centre for West
Balkans and Middle Europe.
The company produces and markets flour based snacks & chocolate confectioneries.
7DAYS, Chipita’s International brand, has become generic to the
Croissant and a key brand in the savory snacks and Bread Chips
markets. Main 7DAYS product categories in Bulgaria are: Croissants, Bake Rolls (baked bread rolls), Cake bars, Swiss Rolls and other dough - based snacks, such as Borseto.
7DAYS products are authentic Baked goods, made with the best
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Head of company: Stamatios Theodoropoulos,
General Manager

quality ingredients (wheat flour, delicious fillings, exciting seasonings). They keep their freshness and taste, they are pleasurable and
immediate to enjoy at an affordable price. They are for everyone,
anytime, anywhere. Produced with proprietary technology, highest safety and quality standards in factories that are HACCP, IFS
and AIB certified. Both 7DAYS croissants and Bake Rolls are market
leaders in Bulgaria. Another market leader brand of Chipta is Fineti
– a wide range of chocolate spreads and kids products.
In 2013 Chipita re-launched with a huge success in Bulgaria the
popular Chipicao brand, mostly preferred by kids.
In 2014 the company successfully relaunched the unique choco
covered croissant 7DAYS Choco and launched a new Bake Rolls
product with the traditional Chubritza taste.

CHRYSMETAL
Address: Sofia 1528, Munich Str. 14
Tel.: +359 2 973 26 71
Fax: +359 2 973 26 74
E-mail: sales@chrysmetal.bg
Web page: www.chrysmetal.com
CHRYSMETAL OOD was established in 2002 and is a member of
CHRYSSAFIDIS S.A. Group - Greece.
The company is specialized in trade of industrial and pipeline
equipment (pipes, fittings, strainers, pressure reducing and safety valves, steam traps, actuators, insulation, PP-R systems, etc.).
The products are accompanied with quality certificates
(EN10204- 3.1b, 2.2, 2.1 etc.) and are in accordance with international standards (ISO, DIN, API, ASA, BS etc.).
The equipment is designed for pipeline installations for water,
steam, LPG, NG, chemical and abrasive fluids for variety of production lines, including for pharmaceutical and food processing
industries.

Head of company: Vasileios Kainaros

CHRYSMETAL OOD imports most of its inventory and maintains
close relationships with quality manufacturers from all over the
world. It is the distributor of SPIRAX SARCO (steam, traps, regulators and other items), EBRO (butterfly valves and actuators),
RMG / BRYAN DONKIN (valves and natural gas regulators and
meters), EFFEBI (ball valves and butterfly valves), FLUVAL (ANSI
valves), SAUNDERS (diaphragm valves), CRANE (double regulating valves), REGO (LPG items), RECOMB (grooved fittings) BÄNNINGER (PPR) and others. The company also maintains a large
stock of pipes (API, DIN, 316L, 304, etc.), fittings, flanges, insulating material, valves.

CLEVES Luxury Apartments for Rent

Cleves is Sofia’s premier rental company, with top-quality apartments available for rent in the best parts of Sofia.
Finding the perfect apartment to rent can be challenging. You
want to live somewhere stylish, convenient and comfortable. But
you also want to be supported by efficient and professional service.
The team behind Cleves is British. Our background is in the London residential market and multinational companies. Since 2006
we have opened and operated Sofia’s largest portfolio of newly

Head of company:
Peter Diakov, General Manager
Vesey Crichton, Partner
Alena Basheva, Marketing Manager

built rental apartments – 110 units in total.
Cleves focuses on service and style. All our apartments are interior-designed, fully-furnished, beautifully equipped, & have secure parking. All our properties are owned and directly managed
by Cleves – so we can look after you beautifully!
Today there are Cleves luxury apartments for rent in Oborishte,
Iztok, Boyana, Manastirski Livadi and Izgrev.
Please contact us – we will be happy to discuss your requirements.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1172, St. Pimen Zografski Str. 16С
Tel.: 0700 17 008
Fax: 0700 17 008
E-mail: sales@cleves.bg
Web page: www.cleves.bg
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CIELA NORMA
Address: Sofia 1510 Vladimir Vazov Blvd. 9
Tel.: + 359 2 9030030
Fax: +359 2 9030100
E-mail: vtankishev@ciela.com
Web page: www.ciela.net
Ciela has developed 15 information products, maintaining current and archive normative documents from the Bulgarian legislation, administrative procedures, Europian legislation, translations
of the legislative framework in English and Russian languages, as
well as products specializing in different areas - accountancy, taxes, insurance, construction, customs and currency regulations, energy sector, education, etc. Different options of using the products
give our clients quick and easy access to the needed information
trough installation on their PCs, direct internet access or from our
server, or a desktop installation of the system.
Ciela Norma is engaged with all big projects for the development

Head of company: Veselin Todorov,
Managing Director (CEO)

of Bulgarian electronic government, including Integration System
for the Electronic Government, Portal of the National Company
Registry, Digitalization of the National Company Registry, Portal and Database for Distribution of the Verdicts of the Bulgarian
Courts, Human Resource Management System for the Judiciary,
Management System for the Judiciary System Experts, etc.
Ciela maintains a chain of specialized legal literature bookshops
in the largest Bulgarian cities. In 2006 CIELA launched the setting
up of its chain of large universal bookshops. Ciela became an official for partner of the Publicworld chain.

COCA-COLA HBC BULGARIA
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Address: 1766 Sofia,
Racho Petkov Kazandjiata Str. 8
Tel.: +359 2 921 46 00
Fax: +359 2 921 4651
E-mail: pacbg@cchellenic.com
Web page: www.coca-colahellenic.bg

Head of company:
Svetoslav Atanasov, Country General Manager
Contact person: Hristina Georgieva

Coca-Cola HBC Bulgaria is one of the biggest companies in the
non-alcoholic beverage industry in the country and is a franchised bottler of The Coca-Cola Company.
Coca-Cola HBC Bulgaria started operations in Bulgaria in 1992.
Since its establishment the company has invested over 500 milion BGN in the Bulgarian economy. Based in Sofia, we operate 2
bottling plants across the country – in Kostinbrod and Bankya. In
addition, we channel products through 9 warehouses and distribution centres. We employ about 1 000 people and indirectly
support the jobs of up to 8 times more in our value chain.
We produce, sell and distribute a wide range of beverages, most
of which are trademark products of The Coca-Cola Company. Our

product portfolio consists of: the world-leading brands Coca-Cola, Coca-Cola Zero, Fanta, Sprite, Schweppes and Cappy; local
brands such as Bankia source of life natural mineral water; brands
licensed by other companies, such as Nestea.
Our company is part of the Coca-Cola Hellenic Group , one of
the largest bottlers of The Coca-Cola Company’s products in the
world, and the biggest in Europe. The operations of the Coca-Cola Hellenic Group span 28 countries, serving more than 581 million people. The group’s holding company, Coca-Cola HBC AG, is
headquartered in Switzerland and has a premium listing on the
London Stock Exchange as well as secondary listings on the Athens and New York stock exchanges.
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COFFEE LIFE – Franchise Partner of Costa Coffee in Bulgaria
Address: Sofia 1113, Tintyava Str. 13B,
Doverie Office Building, office 3-3
Tel.: (+359 2) 962 75 31
Fax: + 359 2 868 90 64
E-mail: rotsas@mbox.contact.bg
Web page: www.costacoffee.bg
A DROP OF HISTORY IN EVERY CUP
Costa coffee was first poured on our shores in 1971 at 9 Newport Street, London, by Sergio and Bruno Costa. Today, just a few
meters away from where they first set up, the Costa Roastery produces the same unique Mocha Italia blend that the Costa brothers worked so hard to create.
THE PERFECT COMBINATION
When you walk into a Costa store you’ll notice it’s different to
other coffee shops. First of all, there’s the warm and welcoming
atmosphere. Then the great range of authentic coffee drinks.
Next the Ferrari of coffee machines. And finally, the most passionate and well trained baristas around. It’s this unique combination that makes us stand out from the others, and we’re incred-

Head of company: Kleanthis Kourtis, CEO

ibly proud of it.
THE MOST IMPORTANT INGREDIENT IN A CUP OF COFFEE
Hand-making a cup of coffee is an art. It takes time and skill
to perfect. That’s why every single barista, in every single Costa
store is professionally trained in the art of coffee by our experts.
It’s a little thing, but it makes a big difference, because it means
you’ll get a perfect cup of Costa coffee every time.
COSTA IN BULGARIA
The first Costa Coffee shop in Bulgaria was opened late in December 2006. All the cafes here are operated by Coffee Life Limited – a franchise partner of Costa Coffee in Bulgaria. Today, 5 years
later, Coffee Life operates the biggest coffee chain in the market,
with 16 COSTA stores around the country.

CONCORDE INTERNATIONAL
Address: 1000 Sofia, Vitosha Blvd. 44, fl. 1
Tel.: (+359 2) 933 10 33
Fax: (+359 2) 933 10 30
E-mail: airmalta@concorde.bg
Web page: www.concorde.bg
Concorde International Ltd. is the biggest Bulgarian company
for commercial representation of foreign airlines, acting as General Sales Agent for Air Malta, Emirates Airlines, TAROM and Brussels Airlines since 1997.
Air Malta operates two weekly flights Malta – Athens – Sofia – Athens – Malta by Airbus 320. Compared to other carriers that operate
the Sofia – Athens – Sofia route, Air Malta provides the fastest and
largest aircraft in combination with most competitive airfares.
Emirates is one of the fastest growing airlines in the world, being
awarded by more than 400 international prizes for its high quality of service both on board and at airports. Currently the airline
is the world’s largest operator of most modern aircraft Airbus 380
and Boeing 777. The Bulgarian connoisseurs of air travel enjoy
flying Emirates to Dubai, The Seychelles, The Maldives, Mauritius
and a significant number of other destinations in Asia, Africa and
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Head of company:
Chavdar Mitov, Managing Director

Australia. The frequent flyers get a variety of advantages as members of Skywards.
TAROM is operating 12 weekly flights on routing Bucharest –
Sofia – Bucharest and provides both convenient schedule and
airfares.
Brussels Airlines are famous for their network in Scandinavia and
Africa.
For HBCB members “Concorde International” is in position to
offer most favorable conditions for air travel and other services,
such as hotel accommodation, tours and visas.
Our contacts are:
• Air Malta – tel. 02 / 9331033 airmalta@concorde.bg
• Emirates – tel. 02 / 9331066 and 02 / 9331050 emirates@concorde.bg and ek@concorde.bg
• TAROM – tel. 02 / 9331055 tarom@concorde.bg

CONVOY-WORLD
Address: Sofia 1280, Novi Iskar, Katinsko shosse,
Convoy factory
Tel.: (+359 2) 400 50 23
Fax: (+359 2) 936 09 37
E-mail: convoy@convoybg.com
Web page: www.convoy-world.com
We are Convoy-World S.A. a company with more than 25 years
history, the biggest producer of polyurethane foam, kitchen
sponges, floor mops, cleaning cloths and detergents in Bulgar-

Head of company: S
nejana Andonova, Executive Manager
Panos Karanikolis, General Manager

ia and on the Balkan market. Our production capacity and well
organized logistics and sales force can meet any demand of the
market.

COSMO BULGARIA MOBILE

GLOBUL is the trademark under which Cosmo Bulgaria Mobile
EAD offers mobile telecommunications services in Bulgaria.
Since August 1, 2013 GLOBUL is part of Telenor Group - leading
telecommunication company which operates in 13 countries in
Europe and Asia and has over 170 million subscribers.
As of the end of March, 2014, GLOBUL has 4 million active
subscribers, while its services are available to 99.98% of Bulgaria’s population, covering over 99.49% of the country’s territory. GLOBUL UMTS network covers 96.14% of the population.
GLOBUL employs some 2,200 people in the country.

Head of company: Stein-Erik Vellan

The company provides the full range of telecommunication services: mobile, fixed and data; and continually invest in innovative
solutions to meet the ever-changing needs of its clients. GLOBUL
offers roaming services in over 180 countries in partnership with
more than 480 international telecommunication networks.
GLOBUL has developed a wide distribution network with more
than 370 points of sale throughout the country, including over
230 GLOBUL and GERMANOS branded stores and over 140 stores
of the official partners Global Net Solutions and Internity.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1766, Mladost 4,
Business Park Sofia, Building 6
Tel.: (+359 2) 415 4123
Fax: (+359 898) 198 102
E-mail: PR@globul.bg
Web page: www.globul.bg
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CREDIT AGRICOLE BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1 000, Knyaginya Maria Louiza
Blvd. 2, Business Center TZUM, fl. 5
Tel.: + 359 2 895 1204/1205
Fax: +359 2 895 12 12
E-mail: credit-agricole@credit-agricole.bg
Web page: www.credit-agricole.bg
Crédit Agricole Bulgaria EAD provides variety of products and
services regarding fund management with competitive conditions directed to individuals and companies from all sectors of
the economy, as well a possibility for account operations and
management through the online banking system.
Bank clients have the opportunity to use flexible financing programs to achieve optimal results. The interaction of the bank
with all the structures of Crédit Agricole Group provides oppor-

Head of company:
Athanasios Petropoulos,
CEO and Chairman of the MB
Delyana Pesheva,
Executive Director and Member of the MB

tunity for large international collaboration.
2012- Crédit Agricole Bulgaria fully owned by Credit Agricole
Group has 10 branches in Sofia and 11 in the country, also 3 business Centers in Sofia and Rousse for Medium Corporate Customer Service.Crédit Agricole Bulgaria EAD is granted a full banking
license for retail and corporate activities and cross border business services within Crédit Agricole Group.

CT EUROPE
Address: Sofia 1113, Shipchenski Prohod Blvd.
18, Galaxy Trade Center floor 7, office 702
Tel.: (+359 2) 49 10 110
Fax: (+359 2) 491 01 11
E-mail: biliana_b@caretower.com
Web page: www.cteurope.bg
As an independent IT security specialist, Caretower provide comprehensive solutions to individual problems, thus allowing our
recommendations to be unbiased. Over the years Caretower has
quickly established many long standing relationships with all of
our vendors, achieving the highest status within these organizations based on the level of expertise within our internal sales, support and professional services teams. This relationship ensures we
provide our customers with the key changes within the industry
which assists in their ongoing security management strategy.
CT Europe is Caretower’s European subsidiary based in the Bulgarian town of Sofia. Established in 2004, CT Europe has been
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Head of company: Chris Neophytou, CEO
Ivelina Konkina-Gogova, S
ofia Office Managing Director

actively working on the Bulgarian market for the past five years.
Between the two sites Caretower has grown to become one of Europe’s leading Value Added Resellers in network security, offering
complete practical and more importantly impartial advice from
pre-sales recommendations and advice through to post implementation support.
We have always believed that service and support are the keys to
a strong relationship with our customers and this has ensured that
we not only supply our security products, but also offer additional
services such as onsite demonstrations, installations, training, audits and health-checks.

CYPBUL ENTERPRISES
Address: Sofia 1220, Iliantcy Blvd. 12,
SAFKO Business Center
Tel.: + 359 2 931 2383; +359 2 931 2104
Fax: + 359 2 832 1012
E-mail: properties@cypbul-bg.com
Webpage: www.cypbul-bg.com;
www.cypbul.com
The company was established in 1992, started in Sofia as a wholesaler of cosmetic and cleaning products, which it imports from
deferent foreign countries and it has exclusive rights for their sale
in Bulgaria. In 1993 was set up a distribution network covering the
whole country. The portfolio of the products was increased as it
was added hygienic and household plastic products. Today the
company has cooperation with the biggest local and international
chains of supermarkets and DIY hypermarkets. The portfolio includes padlocks and screws and other fasteners.
In 2004 Cypbul enterprises Ltd. develops a new branch of activity in the field of the property investments. It could provide to its

Head of company:
Loucas Louca, General Manager
Sonia Penkova, Managing Director

clients: investment and corporate advisory, brokerage services,
property and facility management. The company has legal and accounting departments which teams work closely with the clients
to achieve greater understanding of their individual objectives.
The company has a department specialized in sales of building
materials and execution of design, building interior and decoration of industrial, administrative, trading and domestic projects by
using the most modern building technologies.
The company’s mission is to build a solid base for mutual trust and
cooperation by offering professional manner and loyal attitude to
the clients.

DDB SOFIA

DDB Sofia, part of DDB worldwide communications group, is a
full service advertising agency, operating in the Bulgarian market
for more than 17 years. DDB Sofia offers full range of advertising
and communication services, including among other: Marketing
and Communication strategy, Creative development, Production, Digital and Social media communication.
DDB Sofia communication and marketing expertise covers
FMCG industry, Banking and Finance, Mobile and Digital prod-

Head of company: Angelos Paraschakis, CEO
Contact person: Daniela Chaneva

ucts and services, Utilities, Light and Heavy Industry, Retail business and Corporate communication.
Current main clients: Alpha Bank, IKEA, McDonald`s, Chipita,
Henkel, Belana, EVN Bulgaria, Piccadilly, Handy.
Achievements: DDB Sofia is ranked Best Advertising agency of
2010 and Best Media Agency of 2009 in Bulgaria (source: National Association of Advertising Agencies).

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1504, Shipka 7Str.
Tel.: (+359 2) 81 46 900
Fax: (+359 2) 81 46 901
E-mail: office@sofia.ddb.com
Web page: www.ddb.com ; www.ddb.bg
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DATICUM
Address: Sofia 1784
Tsarigradsko shose 135 Blvd., Floor 3
Tel.: +359 2 42 78 418
Fax: +359 2 974 39 88
E-mail: sales@daticum.com
Web page: www.daticum.com
Daticum, part of Sirma Group, was established in 2008 to meet
the growing demand for internationally graded data centers. Our
company provides business solutions and services to ensure a high
level of sensitive data availability and reliability to our customers.
With Daticum you will drastically reduce the IT costs on infrastructure, equipment, support, maintenance and energy consumption.
We meet individual customer needs and at the same time ensure
a high degree of security. The Bulgarian National Bank (BNB) and
The Communications Regulation Commission (CRC) approved
Daticum as the data center to store banking information systems
and information systems issuing electronic signatures, digital cer-

Head of company: Rosen Marinov, CEO

tificates and personal data.
Daticum data center offers full variety of managed services, such
as: colocation and dedicated hardware equipment, including
hardware maintenance, connectivity, power supply, hardware and
software support, through setup of Disaster Recovery systems, design and support of Private Clouds. We also provide public cloud
IaaS services to our customers to deliver high availability and more
secure, stable and managed IT environment. Daticum is Microsoft
SPLA partner and as such is authorized to provide the full specter
of Microsoft software products as a service on a monthly basis.

DELOITTE BULGARIA
Address: : 1303 Sofia,
Al. Stamboliiski Blvd. 103, fl.6
Tel.: (+359 2) 80 23 300
Fax: (+359 2) 80 23 350
E-mail: diordanova@deloittece.com
Web page: www.deloitte.bg
Since 1992 Deloitte is one of the leading professional services organizations in Bulgaria, devoted to excellence in providing
services in the following areas: audit, tax, legal, bookkeeping
and payroll, risk services, consulting and financial advisory and
data analytics. Our 180 professionals located in two offi ces in
Bulgaria – Sofia and Varna, are specialized in industries such as:
aviation and transport; consumer business; energy and resources; financial services; manufacturing; public sector; technology,
media and telecommunications, life science and health care. In
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Head of company:
Silvia Peneva, Country Managing Partner

addition to our resources in Bulgaria and in Central Europe, we
are also able to draw on the expertise of our global organization,
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu. Over 200, 000 people in nearly 150
countries serve more than one half of the world’s largest companies, including large national companies, public institutions
and successful, fast-growing enterprises. Our integration made it
possible to combine regional leadership with local delivery thus
increasing the values and efficiency of our services.
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DFH BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1528, 7 Iskarsko shose blvd,
Trade center Europe building 12
Tel.: (+359 2) 841 10 16
Fax: 00359 2 841 10 12
E-mail: office@druckfarben.bg
DFH BULAGARIA is a part of DFH Group
H DRUCKFARBEN Hellas Α.Ε.Β.Ε is a group of companies with international operations and sales in over 10 countries. The Group
consists of subsidiaries and branches operating in:
• Flexible Packaging, through production and marketing & Flexography Rotogravure inks (water and solvent)
• Graphic Arts, through production, distribution and marketing

Head of company:
Themistoklis Labrou, General Manager
Contact person: Vanya Gerenska

inks Offset, Offset printing consumables and printing systems
• Building Paints, through production and marketing of construction paints and varnishes
The Company has developed strategic partnerships with
leading European firms for their exclusive distribution and representation in Greece, Cyprus and the Balkan countries, the inks
and printing auxiliaries.

DROMEAS BG
Address: Sofia 1618, Bulgaria 110 Blvd.
Tel.: (+359 2) 489 97 20
Fax: (+359 2) 489 97 21
E-mail: office@dromeas.bg
Web page: www.dromeas.bg
Since 1979, DROMEAS manufactures a wide range of products
such as office furniture, kitchen system, home furniture, children’s room furniture, partition walls and filling systems.
DROMEAS is located in the industrial area of Serres 80 km north
east of the Port and airport of Thessaloniki, in Northern Greece.
Production and administration facilities cover a 55.000 m2 area
resided on a wider, company owned area of 115.000 m2.
Through the years, DROMEAS became the leading office furniture manufacturer in Greece and one of the leading companies
in Europe, in terms of infrastructure technology, production capacity and quality.
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Head of company:
Anastasios Kouverianos, Executive Manager

The company operates its own branch in Sofia and has partnerships in Albania, Romania, the UAE , Egypt, Cyprus, France,
Germany, Italy and the UK. Since 2009 Dromeas has been the exclusive office furniture supplier of the European Commission and
all its agencies, while the company has expanded its international portfolio to include customers such as Daimler, The European
Organization for Nuclear Research (Cern), The German Army, The
European Parliament and others.
In the local market, DROMEAS is already recognized, as the market leader and is well respected amongst its customers.
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DINOVA RUSEV AND PARTNERS LAW OFFICE
Address: Sofia 1000, Emile de Laveleye Str. 22
Tel.: +359 2 943 43 50; (+359 2) 402 43 50
Fax: +359 2 946 34 18
E-mail: office@drp-legal.com
Web page: www.drp-legal.com

Dinova Rusev & Partners is one of the leading full service law firms
in Bulgaria offering companies a wide range of legal services. We
pride ourselves in providing results oriented and personalized advice of an expectionally high standard in a time and cost efficient
manner.
From it’s establishment until April 2009, Dinova Rusev & Partners
had been part of the PI Partners, a group of associated law firms
active in Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey and Romania. In March 2009 the
PI Partners network was recognized and since 1st April, 2009, DRP
acts as an independent entity while retaining close ties with other law firms in South East Europe, which formed the PI Partners
brand.
DRP offers services in Banking & Finance, Corporate, M&A, Commercial, Competition & Antitrust, Energy and environmental as
well as administrative and employment law. Construction and Real
Estate are also core areas where we continue to support some of

Head of company:
Anelia Dinova, Managing Partner
Milen Rusev, Partner
Diana Valkova, Partner
Konstantin Stambolov, Partner
Iliya Grozdanov, Partner
Georgi Vladov, Partner
the major investors in Bulgaria. Our dispute resolution practice is
recognized among both clients and peers as one of the top practices in Bulgaria. Our client base ranges from large multinational
organizations, banks, financial institution and private funds to local businesses and private investments.
Dinova Rusev & Partners is commited building long-term, sustainable relationships with its clients. We achieve this by treating each
client as an individual entity with their own set of priorities, challenges and objectives. Whatever industry you operate in, Dinova
Rusev & Partners is well placed to provide you with expert, tailored
and effective advice. It is this energetic and enthusiastic approach
to service which has gained us a place among the leading firms in
Bulgaria.
We walk the extra mile with clients to help them achieve their
business goals by providing high quality legal advice in practical
manner.

DRUJBA GLASSWORKS
Address: Sofia 1220, 1 Prof. Ivan Georgov Str.
Tel.: (+359 2) 921 65 00
Fax: (+359 2) 931 12 47
E-mail: office@drujba.bg
Web page: www.drujba.bg
DRUJBA GLASSWORKS SA, a member of YIOULA Group, with its
up-to-date production facilities in Sofia and Plovdiv, is the leading
manufacturer of glass containers both in Bulgaria and on the Balkan
peninsula.
DRUJBA GLASSWORKS, in its capacity of a successor of Stind
and Drujba, has inherited the tradition and professionalism in
glass-manufacturing, dating back to 1931.
What DRUJBA GLASSWORKS SA is nowadays originates from the
strategic decision of YIOULA GLASSWORKS SA, Greece, in 1997, to invest in glass container manufacturing in Bulgaria. That decision has
resulted into the commissioning of two new, modern glass-manufacturing plants, equipped with highly-productive manufacturing
lines, state-of-the-art control devices, well-trained personnel. The
annual production capacity exceeds one billion pieces.
Realizing our responsibility of a manufacturer of packaging glass
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Head of company:
Nikolaos Georgopoulos, Country Manager,
Executive Director

which is an indispensable part of goods’ trip from the producer to
the consumer, we have implemented ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS
and ISO 22000 standards.
DRUJBA GLASSWORKS offer more than 500 shapes of containers
for wine, beer, foodstuffs, hard and soft drinks to the market. The
product array has significantly expanded adding to the capability
to develop unique glass containers to client’s order.
The major wine producers and the fruit and vegetable processors,
just like the big international companies, e.g. SabMiller, AB InBev,
Heineken, Carlsberg, Coca Cola, are among our numerous clients.
The goods, which DRUJBA GLASSWORKS produce, reach the markets in CIS, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Romania, the United
Kingdom, etc. 70% of the company revenue is earned through
exports to 30 countries all over the world.

ECONT EXPRESS
Address: Russe, 11 Tutrakan blvd.
Tel.: 080018001
Fax : +359 2 9819549
E-mail: alkalay@econt.com
Web page: www.econt.com
Econt Express is part of the Logistics group „Econt” and operates
actively on the market of the domestic and international courier
and cargo services since 2000. In 2007, thanks to the experience
and public confidence Econt Express was licensed as an Operator
of an universal postal service.
As a licensed postal Operator and a courier service company,
Econt has a well developed network of offices and distribution
(logistic) centers, which cover the entire territory of Bulgaria. Nowadays Econt has over 450 offices in Bulgaria, as well as affiliates in
Brussels, Budapest, Bucharest, London, Ljubljana, Prague, Athens
and Thessaloniki, through which services the territory of the current country.
For providing the delivery of your postal and courier’s consignments, cargo shipments and pallets are involved over 2000 employees, supported from over 500 units of transport and freight
loading machines and of course huge amount of computer and
security equipment.
For all these years the company inculcates and develops a stable,

Head of company: Nikolay Sabev, CEO
Youri Alkalay, Director

sustainable system for management of quality and operative activities. For us the main purpose is expressed in two words: SATISFIED CUSTOMERS, i.e to guarantee highest possible safety, quality
and financial responsibility for our Customers.
In its activity as an external and internal courier Econt offers a
wide range of unique advantages: optimizing of costs, sharing expenses, money transfer, two - way shipment, automatic order, purchase with a Courier, free SMS notification, delivery to 13:00 hours
on the next business day, temporarily storage, safe keeping and
expedition on order.
Through the free telephone 080018001, each Customer has access to current information and professional consultation from the
team of our Consulting Center
All these resources allow us to provide an unique overnight delivery service, which covers cities of Bucharest and Thessaloniki and
also entire Bulgaria.
Service to Athens and other cities Romania is 2 business days.

ECOVIS UBC BULGARIA

ECOVIS UBC Bulgaria is an association that consolidates specialized consulting companies in the field of law, finance, tax, audit,
training and project development. It was established in 2006 and
aims at encouraging the local, regional and international cooperation of Bulgarian business in the fields of economy and law.
The specialized audit company performs financial audits in conformity with the international audit standards.The company has
licenses for auditing insurance companies and pension funds.
The specialized accounting company provides tax consulting
and tax protection of the companies, specialized finance and
accounting services using state-of-the-art software solutions
which provide a complete optimization of the processes.
The specialized law company is organized in a manner to be
capable of covering almost all fields of law, having its emphasis
on commercial and company law, real estate and construction

Head of company:
Atina Mavridis,
e-mail: atina.mavridis@ecovis.com
tel.: (+359 2) 818 58 55
Albena Yaneva,
e-mail: albena.yaneva@ecovis.com
tel.: (+359 2) 958 00 20
issues, tax and customs law.
The specialized consultancy company for training and project
development provides advice and performs studies in the field
of funding by European and other funds, develops and manages
projects, organizes preparatory courses, seminars, conferences
and other activities.
As an exclusive Bulgarian partner of Ecovis our office in Sofia
benefits from the know-how of all Ecovis experts worldwide.
This additional expertise is one of our consulting strengths. We
are able to present specialized information from all parts of the
world in short time – on one hand regarding legal and fiscal
questions and on the other hand for the evaluation of investment possibilities or if it concerns to call on trustworthy locally
specialists as well.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1404, Tvardishki prohod 23 Str., fl. 3
Tel.: (+359 2) 818 58 58
Fax: (+359 2) 818 58 59
E-mail: sofia@ecovis.com
Web page: www.ecovis.com/sofia
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E-ACT GROUP
Address: 1700 Sofia,
2 Prof. Petar Dzhidrov str., fl.4, ap.14
Tel.: +359 2 4175279, 359 897 702070
E-mail: k.pagidas@e-act.info, office@e-act.info
Web page: www.e-act.info
E-Act is leading creative web design and web development
company. Founded in 2007 E-Act is one of the most innovative,
modern and contemporary companies on the Bulgarian market
in the field of information technology. Our core business is fo-

Head of company:
Konstantinos Pagidas, Managing Director

cused on developing and implementing new edge technology
in web design and marketing solutions tailored to the needs of
our customers.

EGNATIA O. BULGARIA
Address: : Sofia 1700,
Simeonovsko shose 128, fl. 3
Tel.: +359 2 868 0801
Fax: +359 2 862 7797
E-mail: office@group-egnatia.com
Web page: www.group-egnatia.com
Egnatia Bulgaria is turn-key solution company providing activities in the following spheres: Telecommunications, Renewable
energy, Retail shops, Automations, Access roads and Infrastructures, External power supply of sites.
Egnatia Bulgaria was establihsed in 2001 as a part of Egnatia
Group providing turn-key solutions for mobile operators and
gradually expanded its activities.
Since 2004 implementation of External Power Supply of sites
was added to the scope of work.
The company expanded in large dimensions in 2007 and its
equipment was significantly improved, it acquired a great deal
of assets.
Frоm the start of 2008 gradually new market shares as renewable energy and retail shops implementation were taken. Thus
the provided services spectrum included supply, installation and
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Head of company:
Marios Diplas, General Manager

maintenance of steel structures for telecommunication structures; site acquisition, design, construction, telecom installation,
integration, maintenance and legalization for base stations of
GSM operators, retail shops, renewable energy sources; GSM
coverage quality measurement by mobile laboratories, installation and maintenance of fibre optic lines and microwave links;
external power supplies for low and middle voltage sites (air and
underground lines).
In 2010 Egnatia Bulgaria contracted European clients who invest
in “green” energy. The company managed to achieve close partnerships that will go on with development in the next few years.
The company is authorized by the Bulgarian Construction
Chamber for implementation of sites from first to fifth group and
is certified by TUV Nord for applying of quality management system as per standard ISO 9001:2008.
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ECOPACK BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1784, Tsarigradsko shosse Blvd.
60, fl. 1
Tel.: +359 2 40 19 100
Fax: +359 2 40 19 101
E-mail: office@ecopack.bg; sales@ecopack.bg
Web page: www.ecopack.bg
ECOPACK was established in 2004 as a not-for-profit joint stock
company by 18 of the largest multinational and local companies.
ECOPACK has been the market leader in Bulgaria since its establishment and currently has over 1200 members.
Over the past 10 years ECOPACK has:
Improved existing and created new services for our clients in the
following areas:
• collection and transportation of packaging waste from plants
and warehouses;
• consultations, seminars and trainings on accurate packaging
reporting and legal compliance;
• assistance with Corporate Social Responsibility programs.
Been the main supplier for the Bulgarian recycling industry with
over 50% market share.
Invested over 9 m EUR in separate waste collection – 12 sorting lines, over 16 000 three-colored containers - servicing 2.84 m
people in 70 municipalities.
Organized 11 nationwide and over 100 local awareness and educational campaigns:

Head of company:
Todor Bourgoudjiev, Executive Director
Mihail Mitev, Business Development Director

• Main partner in the “Let’s Clean Bulgaria!” campaign - part of
“Let’s do it World!”;
• Over 85 000 students in more than 490 schools trained in our
interactive 3D Ecobus.
Received numerous prestigious awards in the field of environmental and social care:
• The Greenest Company in Bulgaria Award of b2b Magazine
(2014);
• Investor in the Environment award of the BBLF (2014);
• Second place at ISWA (International Solid Waste Association)
Communication awards among 48 candidates from 27 countries
in 4 continents (2013);
• CSR award of Economy magazine (2013), etc.
The only Bulgarian organization member of PRO Europe and
co-founder of EXPRA.
Successfully implemented an Integrated System in Quality Management BDS EN ISO 9001:2008 and Environmental Management BDS EN ISO 14001:2005.

EKO BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1756, 3,
Lachezar Stanchev Str., Litex Tower, Floor 9
Tel.: +359 2 448 55 00
Fax: +359 2 448 55 85
E-mail: office@eko.bg
Web page: www.eko.bg
EKO BULGARIA EAD has a network of 82 filling stations and 2
oil depots, using the EKO trade mark, operating around Bulgaria. The Company has been successfully implementing its 5-year
investment plan for the company’s activities in Bulgaria by constructing new facilities, acquiring and modernizing already built
petrol stations. The number of EKO petrol stations in Bulgaria is
constantly growing.
EKO Bulgaria EAD offers a wide range of high quality fuels and
lubricants. The company has become exclusive dealer on the Bul-
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Head of company: Georgi Deyanov, CEO
Panagiotis Oikonomou, Commercial Director

garian market of of the new fuels 95 EKONOMY (since May 2011)
and DIESEL EKONOMY (since April 2012). The fuels score the beginning of a new age in the development of the fuel market in
Bulgaria and meet the standards of the European Union.
Each filling station has a mini market, snack bar, coffee-restaurant and a carwash. EKO offers its customers the whole range of
high-quality lubricants and liquid fuels thus contributing to the
preservation of the environment.
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ELDON’S BULGARIA
Address: Plovdiv 4000 Kuklensko Shose 21
Tel.: (+359 32) 674 006
Fax: (+359 32) 67 4008
E-mail: eldonsbg@abv.bg
Web page: www.eldons.gr
ELDON’S Bulgaria EOOD, is the Bulgarian subsidiary of the ELDON’S S.A. It was founded in 1994 and today is well known as
one of the most reliable high quality lubricants suppliers. With
premises in Plovdiv it covers the needs of the in the Bulgarian
market in mineral and synthetic based lubricating oils & greases
as well as specialties.
ELDON’S products cover a wide range of lubrication requirements of the Energy, Industry, Transportation, Automotive, Construction, Agriculture and Marine segments and are produced
according to international standards and specifications of equipment and machinery manufacturers. We also design and develop

Head of company:
Georgios Dodos

customised special lubricants and process products (mineral or
synthetic based) for specific applications and operational conditions.
Our main product line includes amongst others: Automotive
Oils, Gear Oils, Transmission Fluids, Hydraulic Fluids, Turbine Oils,
Circulating and Industrial Gear Oils, Compressor Oils, Transformer Oils, Cutting Fluids, Metal Treating Oils, Mould Oils, Marine lubricants, Greases, Industrial and Pharmaceutical Paraffin Oils, etc.
and a series of special lubricants of high performance.
All products are manufactured in Greece and are also exported
in 16 countries in Europe, Asia and America.

ELGEKA-FERFELIS BULGARIA
Address: Ring Road 467, Logistic Park “STAD”,
Sofia 1588
Tel.: + 359 2 489 44 08; + 359 2 489 44 09
Fax: +359 2 489 48 85, 489 44 10
E-mail: office@elgeka-ferfelis.com
Web page: www.elgeka-ferfelis.com
ELGEKA-FERFELIS Bulgaria - established in May 2006 as a partner
of ELGEKA S.A. Greece and ELGEKA-FERFELIS Romania in order to
offer integrated operations in 3 countries.
OUR BUSINESS is to provide a complete integrated system of
commercial services of FMCG - Sales, Marketing, Trade and Logistics with the primary goal - a successful building of the represented and distributed BRANDS.
OUR PROMISE - we offer a wide selection of high quality products to the consumers which satisfy nutrition and pleasure needs
every day. We add value to our shareholders, employees, partners and society by generating a consistent profitable growth.
OUR SUPPLIERS – AGROS NOVA ( Market leader in the nsatural
carrot based juices SONDA and nectars DR.WITT), VIOTROS (
Cheese alternatives with vegetable fat ), MAREVEN FOOD ( The
biggest producer of instant noodles in Russia: ROLLTON, BIG
BON, PETRA), SOYUZPLODOIMPORT ( The world No:1 vodka
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Head of company:
Latchezar Krastev, General Manager
Antonia Pentieva, Operation Manager

brand STOLICHNAYA, also MOSKOVSKAYA, RUSSKAYA, KRISTAL),
RISO SCOTTI ( One of the first Italian rice factories ), UNILEVER
(SAVO homecare products, Savo against mildew - the leader in
its category), SAPONIA ( Famous producer of laundry detergents
and fabric softeners: BIOAKTIV), MAUTNER MARKHOF ( High
quality Austrian MUSTARDS and McDonald’s ketchups), BAVARIA ( World famous Dutch beer ), MAPA SPONTEX (Well-known
household products Spontex and Söke ).
OUR CLIENTS – All international retail chains: METRO, KAUFLAND,
BILLA, CARREFOUR, PICCADILLY, HIT, PENNY MARKET; Local retail
chains: FANTASTICO, CBA, PRO PARKET, 345 SHOPS, LEXI, NIKON,
FRESH MARKET; Petrol channel: LUKOIL, OMV, SHELL, PETROL,
ROMPETROL; We have an established distribution network which
covers big number of independent shops and sub-distributors.

ENGINEERING & RISK MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT
Address: Pernik District, 39 N.Vaptsarov Str.
Tel.: +359 885 625830
Fax: (+359 77) 79845
E-mail: nadkapetrova123@gmail.com
Web page: www.ermc.bg
ERMC is a member of MANAGEMENT FORCE GROUP (MFG), a
leading Health & Safety institution in southeastern Europe. MFG
with establishments in Greece, Romania, Bulgaria,Cyprus and Albania and the experience of a wide spectrum of EHSS Projects in
13 countries has become an EHSS Consultant of choice. Alone in
construction sector MFG counts an experience in more than 200
projects with a total budget of more than 25 billion Euros.
MFG founds ERMC in February 2010 to cover the Bulgarian Mar-

Head of company:
Georgios Panopoulos, CEO
Head of Bulgarian company: Nadka Petrova

ket.
ERMC represents the MFG in Bulgaria Market with highly trained
personnel and in very close cooperation with MANAGEMENT
FORCE. ERMC develops its own procedures and systems under
the MFG umbrella sophistically adapted to the Bulgarian environment. ERMC intends to act as a pioneer in the EHSS field in
Bulgaria. Holistic approach and Project Life Cycle coverage are
adopted.

ENTERSOFT BULGARIA

Entersoft S.A. is a leading provider of enterprise application software for small and medium sized businesses and departments of
large enterprises in South East Europe. The company was founded in 2002 by very experienced professionals and investors in the
field. Since then, Entersoft has been growing impressively, steadily enlarging a prestigious clientele that trust their daily operations and strategic decisions on Entersoft’s innovative products
and solutions amplifying their competitiveness.
The company is listed in the Alternative Market of the Athens
Stock Exchange, has established subsidiaries in Bulgaria and
Romania while exports in Cyprus, Serbia and Saudi Arabia. Additionally, during 2009 acquired the Greek company Retail Link

Head of company:
Antonis Kotzamanidis, Managing Director

S.A. Entersoft has established a Certified Partner Network that
ensures high quality support and implementation capabilities to
its customers.
Its mission is to provide constantly innovative and effective full
range Integrated Enterprise Applications along with high quality
services and support to ensure optimized efficiency for its customers.
Entersoft is addressed to enterprises that regard their software
applications as means to amplify their competitive advantage.
Targets companies who wish to enhance their growth and empower their executives with concurrent tools to manage and
analyze information effectively and efficiently.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: EVROTUR Business Center Mihail Tenev Str. 12, fl. 6, оffice 21, Sofia BG1784
Tel.: +359 29 798 989
Fax: +359 29 753 976
E-mail: info@entersoft.bg
Web page: www.entersoft.bg
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EY BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1124, Tsarigradsko shose Blvd.
47 A, Polygraphia office center
Tel.: +359 2 817 71 00
Fax: +359 2 817 71 11
E-mail: office.sofia@bg.ey.com
Web page: www.ey.com
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory
services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build
trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the
world over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver
on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a
critical role in building a better working world for our people, for
our clients and for our communities. EY in Bulgaria is part of the
Central and Southeast Europe (CSE) Sub-Area which comprises

Head of company:
Nikolay Garnev,Country Managing Partner
Contact person: Elena Litova

22 of the strongest emerging markets in Europe. By organizing
ourselves across national borders, into a few integrated and effective business units, we have created a truly global culture and
mindset. In Bulgaria, we have assembled a team of highly skilled
professionals. Currently, more than 220 people work with our clients in a proactive, open and objective way to help them meet
their challenges.

EUROFACILITY MANAGEMENT
Address: 1324 Sofia 10 Lyulin,
13A Mayski Den Str., floor 5, app. 28
Tel.: +359 2 9581755, +359 899 146 347
Fax: +359 2 8548752
E-mail: office@euro-f-m.com
Web page: www.euro-f-m.com
Eurofacility Management is a company, established by
high-qualified specialists, who have been operating for a long
time in the field of Total Facility Management and implementation of advanced integrated systems for property management
of their clients.
The main part of the team has long-term experience in the field
abroad, and later throughout the country.
Our intent is: NEW AND OPTIMAL DECISIONS ALL THE TIME
• To provide more and various services;
• Always surpass expectations;
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Head of company: Dimitrios Papanis, Manager

• To go further than the standard implementation;
• To provide more integrated solutions;
Services we provide:
• Technical maintenance
• Cleaning services
• Pest control
• Security services
• Repairs
• Transport and common works
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EUROBULSTROY HOLDING
Address: 1618 Sofia Bratia Bakston Blvd. 40, fl.4
Tel.: +3592 445 04 28, +3592 445 04 29
Fax: +3592 445 04 28
E-mail: office@eurobulstroy.com,
eurobulstroy@abv.bg
Web page: www.eurobulstroy.com
Eurobulstriy Holding JSC was founded in 2004 as a private jointstock company. Our group is formed by the companies – Eurobulstroy, Eurobulsoft, BUY-BG.COM, Mycolordream, Eurobulstroy
Yambol and others.
The company integrates a highly qualified team of professionals with great experience in the fields of design and construction
of industrial enterprises, warehouse bases, administrative and
residential buildings, flats, sport buildings and facilities, telecommunication outfit (mobiles and stationary stations of GSM
operators), refrigerators, conservatories and penthouses, telecommunication installations, high-rise buildings exterior fire-es-

Head of company:
Yavor Naidenov, Executive Director
Sergi Boyanov, Marketing Director

capes and other construction processes.
Our specialists carry out with excellence the remedial activities
of reinstating and rebuilding outworn constructions by building
new roof constructions or rebuilding exterior or interior elements of the building.
The company also possesses all the appropriate certificates, including ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004, BS OHSAS 18001:2007.
From 2012 Eurobulstroy Holding JSC is operating successfully
in the spheres of construction, online selling, software, programming and advertising.

ENTERSOFT BULGARIA
Address: EVROTUR Business Center Mihail Tenev Str. 12, fl. 6, оffice 21, Sofia BG1784
Tel.: +359 29 798 989
Fax: +359 29 753 976
E-mail: info@entersoft.bg
Web page: www.entersoft.bg
Entersoft S.A. is a leading provider of enterprise application software for small and medium sized businesses and departments of
large enterprises in South East Europe. The company was founded in 2002 by very experienced professionals and investors in the
field. Since then, Entersoft has been growing impressively, steadily enlarging a prestigious clientele that trust their daily operations and strategic decisions on Entersoft’s innovative products
and solutions amplifying their competitiveness.
The company is listed in the Alternative Market of the Athens
Stock Exchange, has established subsidiaries in Bulgaria and
Romania while exports in Cyprus, Serbia and Saudi Arabia. Additionally, during 2009 acquired the Greek company Retail Link
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Head of company:
Antonis Kotzamanidis, Managing Director

S.A. Entersoft has established a Certified Partner Network that
ensures high quality support and implementation capabilities to
its customers.
Its mission is to provide constantly innovative and effective full
range Integrated Enterprise Applications along with high quality
services and support to ensure optimized efficiency for its customers.
Entersoft is addressed to enterprises that regard their software
applications as means to amplify their competitive advantage.
Targets companies who wish to enhance their growth and empower their executives with concurrent tools to manage and
analyze information effectively and efficiently.
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EUROFAST GLOBAL
Address: Sofia, 22 Cyril and Methodius street,
5th floor, ap.12. (corner with Dunav Str.,
opposite the Ministry of Regional Development
and Public Works).
Tel.: +359 2 988 69 77
Fax: +359 2 988 69 79
E-mail: Rossitza.koleva@eurofast.eu
Web page: www.eurofast.eu
Eurofast is an international boutique professional services Group,
delivering a range of professional services in South Eastern Europe and East Mediterranean through 200 professionals working
in its fully fledged offices in Athens, Lefkosia, Sofia, Bucharest,
Belgrade, Podgorica, Tirana, Skopje, Zagreb, Pristina, Banja Luca,
Tbilisi, Sarajevo, Cairo and Alexandria as well as representative
offices in Moscow, Kiev and Beijing. Our professional services
include accounting and payroll services, company registrations,

Head of company: Panayiotis Diallinas,
Regional Director of Eurofast Global Ltd.

compliance reporting and cross border structuring. Eurofast is
administered by a team of professionals capable of addressing
all client needs in all the countries in the Region in one single
meeting, using one single language for all the countries involved.
The fact that all local Eurofast companies are fully fledged subsidiaries of Eurofast enables Eurofast to implement and maintain
a uniform region-wide management policy with the same client
focused approach and partner led personal service.

EXALCO BG
Address: Sofia 1517,
Botevgradsko Shosse Blvd. 348
Tel.:(+359 2) 945 22 33
Fax: (+359 2) 945 22 55
E-mail: exalco@exalco.bg
Web page: www.exalco.bg
Exalco Bulgaria S.A. is a trade association with majority owner
Exalco S.A. Aluminium Industry (Greece), registered in Republic
of Bulgaria with object of activity: trading with system aluminium profiles for windows, doors, facades, as well as standard profiles, accessories and Exalco BOND, production of Exalco S.A.
Exalco S.A. is a member of the “Greek Aluminium Association” and
it is the first Greek company that extrudes aluminium profiles that
is a member of “Aluminium Zentrale” E.V. Exalco S.A. was established back in 1973 and through continuously improving the quality the company has received numerous certificates and awards.
Through 1995 Exalco S.A. received a quality certificate ISO9001
from ELON (National Quality Commission of Greece). In 1996 Exalco S.A. wins first price for export from the Trade-industrial court of
Athens and in 1999 gets the first place as an extruding aluminium
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Head of company:
Aristovoulos Tzelepis, Managing Director

company in Greece.
The extrusion capacity of the factory amounts to 33 000t aluminium profiles per year, 16 000t of them are export. The annual
volume of sales for 2002 amounts €82 000 000.
From the beginning of 2002 the company restores its presence
in Bulgaria through Exalco Bulgaria S.A.
Exalco Bulgaria is being specialized in the industry and the delivery of clients’ profiles designed by the clients. These profiles
find wide enclosure of the specific business of our customers. We
elaborate different in their complexity and shape clients’ nozzles
(opened and closed). These are profiles with different specific of
the composition of the material, with high homogeneity of the
material by the whole length.

FILKAB
Address: Plovdiv 4004,
Komatevsko shosse Str. 92
Tel.: +359 32 608 881, +359 32 277 171
Fax: +359 32 671 133
E-mail: office@filkab.com
Web page: www.filkab.com
Electrical Equipment and complex solutions
Delivery, distribution and sales of:
• cables and conductors;
• cable accessories and instruments;
• electrical equipment and automation devices;
• transformers and equipment;
• lighting;
• electrical materials
• PV modules, invertors, supporting structures, cables and connectors
Production of:
• electrical switchboards,

Head of company:
Ivan Kukov, Executive Director
Alexander Prihodkov, Executive Director

• distribution cabinets;
• complete transformer stations,
• complete distribution stations 24kV;
• PV power stations,
• lighting fixtures
Engineering activities – design, manufacturing, supply and installation of:
• Complete electrical equipment and automation of projects,
lines and facilities for the industry, construction and projects with
RES,
• street, industrial, park and office lighting

FLOCAFÉ LOUNGE BAR & RESTAURANT

The first and biggest coffee shop chain in Greece, with more than
90 stores worldwide. Except from Greece, Flocafé offers “an all
around the clock experience” to its customers in Cyprus, Bulgaria,
Romania & Hungary.
They can enjoy this experience during their spare time, not only
through the relaxed, carefree and stylish Flocafé ambience, but
also through the lively and upbeat entertainment, made up by the
music, the colors, the action and the Flocafé staff with their service.

Head of company:
Giannis Badas, Executive Director

An amazing mixture of coffee and chocolate aromas, a sumptuous
feast of tastes, fills us with energy, bringing together all different
moods at the same time. In Flocafé friendship flourish among people who find in our cafes a meeting point that perfectly suits their
tastes and needs.
Flocafé and its people, completely devoted to the coffee culture,
create a luxurious but also casual everyday chance for relaxation,
communication and flirting, in a festive spirit of tasteful enjoyment.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1000, Sveta Nedelya Sq. 3
Tel.: (+359 2) 950 66 45
Fax: (+359 2) 950 66 46
E-mail: balkrest@datacom.bg
Web page: www.flocafe.com
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FORCE DELTA
Address: Sofia 1756, 5 Lachezar Stanchev Str.,
Sopharma Properties REIT, floor 7,
Office-1-B7 and Office-2-B7
Tel.: +359 2 91 163
Fax: +359 2 971 44 78
E-mail: force@forcedelta.com
Web page: www.forcedelta.com
Force Delta” Ltd. is one of the leading security companies in Bulgaria. The firm is among the first private security companies in the
country, and is specialized in the provision of all kinds of security
services on the whole territory of Bulgaria, namely:
• Delivery, installation and adjustment of alarm security systems;
• CCTV, fire-alarm, access-control systems;
• Physical and personal security;
• Collection of pecuniary funds and valuables;
• GPS control;
• Drink, drive be safe
“Force Delta” Ltd. provides monitoring and security services for
embassies and diplomatic missions, sites of National significance,
banks, hotels, offices, shops, private homes, public buildings, etc.
Amongst our clients are:
Embassies: these of the USA; Great Britain; Germany; Italy; Finland;
Netherlands; Belgium; Greece; Cyprus; Austria; Switzerland, Qatar;
Republic of South Africa; Algeria
Hotels: Sheraton Sofia Hotel Balkan; Hilton Sofia; Holiday Inn Sofia.

Head of company:
Traianka Orfanidou, President
Maria Konstantinova, Administrative Director
Atanas Antov, Marketing Director

Banks: Alpha Bank; Eurobank EFG; First Investment Bank.
Insurance companies: Bulstrad Vienna Insurance Group; ALICO
Bulgaria.
Telecommunications companies: Vivacom; Globul; Germanos;
Mtel
Agents for Bulgaria of the renowned brands: Benetton; Sisley; Motivi; Palmers; D&G; Max Mara; Ermenegildo Zegna; Marina Rinaldi;
Furla; etc.
Jewellery: Cartier; Chopard.
Agencies of importers and dealers of leading automobile brands:
• “Generous Auto” – official importer of CHEVROLET and dealer of
OPEL;
• “Autotechnica” Ltd. – official importer of SEAT and dealer of AUDI;
• “Sofia France Auto” – official importer of PEUGEOT for Bulgaria.
Companies of the food processing industry: United Milk Company;
Sofia Mel SA; etc.
Gas stations: Eko Bulgaria; Lukoil Bulgaria

FORTON
Address: 1124 Sofia, Bulgaria
47A Tsarigradsko Shosse Blvd.
Tel.: +359 2 805 90 90
E-mail: forton@forton.bg
Webpage: www.forton.bg
Forton is an advisory company focused on commercial real estate. We are a subsidiary of Bulgaria’s largest real estate holding
AG Capital and an Alliance Partner of Cushman & Wakefield, the
world’s largest privately owned real estate advisory firm, for Bulgaria and Macedonia. Forton provides a full range of commercial
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Head of company: Michaela Lashova, CEO

property services to our partners. We are able to guide investors
through every stage of the real estate process – from research &
strategic planning, to the purchase, financing, leasing, management, valuation and disposal of assets.

GAEA - Green Alternative energy assets EAD
Address: Sofia, 6 Poruchik Nedelcho Bonchev str.
Tel.: (+3592) 9760089
Fax: (+3592) 9760072
E-mail: George.Tagarinski@titan.bg
Webpage: www.gaea.bg
GAEA Green Alternative Energy EAD is a Bulgarian company
whose main activities are waste management/environmental
protection, waste utilization and alternative fuels production.
GAEA Green Alternative Energy is a joint venture between Evolution Environmental Group LLC (“E2”) an American environmental
and alternative energy company and Titan Cement SA (“TITAN”),
a leading international manufacturer of building materials.
TITAN incorporates more than 40 companies involved in the
production of a wide range of materials - from inert materials
to various types of grey cement, white cement, concrete, dry
construction mixes, fly ash, etc. The company owns 13 cement

Head of company: George Tagarinski
Head of Company: Teodora Peneva

plants in Southeastern Europe, the US and the Eastern Mediterranean with current overall output of more than 17 million tons. In
Bulgaria, TITAN owns and operates Zlatna Panega Cement AD in
Zlatna Panega, Lovech Region, and has invested more than EUR
86 million in modernization projects. Zlatna Panega Cement is
one of the leading manufacturers of high quality cement in Bulgaria. The company operates ready mix units in three major cities planning to enter other locations and is also looking for new
gravel and sand quarries. The activities of Zlatna Panega Cement
improve the living standard in the region, support social and cultural initiatives and preserve the environment.

Address: Sofia 1797, Okolovrasten pat 216 Str.
Stolichna Municipality, Vitosha region
Tel.: (+359 2) 439 31 81
Fax: (+359 2) 439 31 86
E-mail: office@genco.bg
Web page: wwww.intersport.bg
Genco Bulgaria Ltd. is the exclusive representative of INTERSPORT trade marks for Bulgaria. It is part of Fourlis Group of Companies, which is one of the leading consumer goods Group of
Companies in Greece and Balkans and has the franchise rights of
Intersport International Corporation in Greece, Cyprus, Romania,
Bulgaria and Turkey.
With retail turnover of EUR 10 billion and more than 5,300 asso-

Head of company:
Ioannis Provatakis, General Manager
Kostas Liagouris, Sales Manager

ciated retailers in 40 countries, INTERSPORT has the worldwide
leading position in the sporting goods retail market. At INTERSPORT we are committed to bring sport to the people, giving our
customers the best products by the best brands. With our motto
Sport to the People we ensure that everyone can enjoy sport!
5 Intersport Stores( Sofia Hermes Park, Sofia Mall, Grand Mall
Varna, Burgas Plaza Mall, Serdika Center Mall)

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

GENCO BULGARIA
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GLASS CLEANING
Address: Sofia 1528,
Poruchik Nedelcho Bonchev Str. 10
Tel.: +359 2 979 17 72 ; +3598 78 33 75 76
Fax: +359 2 979 15 28
E-mail: glasscleaningbg@hotmail.com
Web page: www.glasscleaning.bg
The products and services that GLASS CLEANING and its collaborators offer are addressed to:
• Professional users such as industries, manufactures, commercial
stores, hotel and tourist units, food and catering companies, professional cleaning stores, etc.
• Public bodies and companies of the wider public sector
• Educational institutions, public services, etc.
• Distribution Companies and after-sales companies for non-network areas
• Finally a part of the products are available for direct consumption
The areas where GLASS CLEANING can provide innumerable
smart hygiene solutions:
• Personal Care Products (liquid soaps, toilet paper, tissues, products for protection and safety)
• Cleaning products for buildings and surfaces (detergents, cleaning tools, cleaning machinery)

Head of company: Dimitrios Touroutoglou

• Bathrooms (professional detergents, paper products, hygiene dispensers, cleaning tools, cleaning programmes)
• Kitchens (detergents, paper products, hygiene dispensers, cleaning tools, cleaning programs)
• Health Care (Paper products as protection for beds, disinfection
products)
• Building Care (machines for polishing and cleaning floors, vacuum cleaners for dust and water)
The System for Guarantee of Qualitys
The main goal of GLASS CLEANING strategy is its customers’ best
interest, achieved through high-quality products and services that
totally fulfil customer satisfaction. The values on which the company based its activity are:
• Continuing Improvement
• High quality services
• Great customer satisfaction

GOLDAIR HANDLING BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1540 Brussels1 Blvd.,
building of Institute of Air Transport
Tel.: (+359 2) 945 90 21
Fax: (+359 2) 942 41 45
E-mail: gm.bg.secretariat@goldair-handling.gr
Web page: http://www.goldair-handling.bg
Goldair Handling SA, the ISAGO Certified and leading ground
handling company in Greece and Cyprus, has formed its subsidiary company Goldair Handling Bulgaria and on 7th June 2010 acquired full ground handling licence for Sofia International Airport.
Goldair Handling Bulgaria Ltd. is proud to announce having expanded its network as effective 15 of May 2012 is offering full han-
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Head of company:
Sotirios Basdekis, Proxy, Area Manager Bulgaria
Dimitrios Papamichail, CEO

dling services also at Bourgas international Airport and effective
01 July 2014 is offering full handling services at Varna airport.
Goldair Handling Bulgaria provides a complete range of ground
handling services to various well-known airlines and executive
operators, operating schedule & charter flights during winter and
summer season.

GOODMILLS BULGARIA
Address: 4 Pavlina Unufrieva Str.,
Sofia 1510, Bulgaria
Tel.: 00359 2 81 32 700/ 701
Fax: 00359 2 81 32 600
E-mail: info@goodmills.bg
Web page: www.goodmills.bg
www.sofiamel.bg
GoodMills Bulgaria EAD is one of the biggest and most modern
mills on the Balkans. The company was founded in 1986. In April
2000 the Greek company Loulis Group acquired the majority of
the share capital. Since then the company has made many improvements in production, reconstructions and modernization
of the equipment. In May 2009 the Austrian LLI Euromills GmbH
acquired 100% of the company’s capital. In 2012 the sole shareholder of the mill was renamed to GoodMills Group and Sofia
Mel EAD to GoodMills Bulgaria EAD.
The company’s personnel are highly qualified and well-trained
to produce high quality products under strict hygiene, technological and regulatory requirements. The mill is certified to ISO
9001:2008, IFS Version 6 and the international НАССР system for
safe food production. GoodMills Bulgaria possesses an environ-

Head of company:
Pantazis Savvopoulos, CEO
Stilianos Malamousis, COO
Iliya Velikov, CSO

mental permit from the authorities in the EU countries under the
IPPC Directive. Furthermore, the company passed SMETA audit
and is approved as a B member of SEDEX as of the end of 2012.
GoodMills Bulgaria offers a diversified B2C and B2B portfolio
of flour products. The B2C portfolio includes flour packages of
1kg, 2kg and 5kg under the market leading consumer brand
Sofia Mel. The latter possesses very high brand awareness and
recognition among flour end consumers. The B2B portfolio offers
in addition to the typical industrial flour variants, also many specialized types of flour, satisfying even the most demanding customers’ needs. The company’s biggest strength and power lies in
the high and constant quality of the flour, which guarantees all
customers a constant baked goods result.

HEMUS-M

“Hemus -M” S.A., Mezdra is a factory, established in 1949. Since
2000 it is a part of “Venus Marble” S.A. Greece, which has factories
and show rooms in Bulgaria, Greece, USA and China, and quarries
in Bulgaria and Greece.
At present, “Hemus -M” S.A. is a market leader in the field of extracting and processing of stone-cladding materials from limestone and marble, and vast variety of stoneware.
The factory is equipped with up-to -date processing machinery
with digital control, and literally could produce anything, depend-

Head of company: Andreas Ispyridis

ing on the client’s desire and plan.
The production range is very large: thin and thick tiles - standard
size and “cut to size”, steps, sills, rails, skirting, window surrounds,
columns, mosaic, capitols, fountains, stone tables, fireplaces, balustrades, flower pots, and many other hand made details.
All stone products could be done in different processing: polished,
honed, glitz, sand-blasted, bush hammered, rustic, antique.
Тhe products of “Hemus -M” S.A. are well known and with good
reputation on three continents - Europe, Asia and America.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Mezdra 3100, Hristo Botev Str. 1
Tel.: (+359 910) 91 999
Fax: (+359 910) 91 990
E-mail: a_ispyridis@hemusmarble.com
Web page: www.hemusmarble.com
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HAPPY TOUR GROUP
Address: 115 N, Tsarigradsko Shosse Blvd, floor 3,
Sofia 1785
Tel.: 02 / 447 27 36; 0884 223 302
Fax: 02 / 447 27 39
E-mail: office@happytour.bg
Web page: www.happytourgroup.bg
Happy Tour Group Bulgaria is the newest member of the largest travel services providing Group of companies in Romania,
including Happy Tour, Travel House, Paravion and Prestige Tours,
owned by a Spanish investment fund – GED Capital. Happy Tour
is representing in both Bulgaria and Romania FCm Travel Solutions – one of the top 5 global travel management companies
in the world.
Whether you look for integrated travel solutions or just leisure
opportunities, the experience and the resources of our team are
at your disposal.
Our customers inspired us in shaping our philosophy and motivated us in offering dynamic solutions for every company, regardless its size:
* Services – Your needs are our priorities and we do our best to
offer you an immediate solution. We always bear in mind the
human factor and we understand the complex nature of this
business and its emotional implications. Excellence is our com-

Head of company: Javier Garcia del Valle,
CEO Happy Tour group of companies
Contact person: Dimitrina Goranova

mitment. Happy Tour provides an extensive range of corporate,
leisure and group travel services including:
- Full service assistance and support for air, hotel, car hire and
transfer reservations;
- End-to-end corporate travel management;
- Meetings, incentive, conference and events expertise;
- 24/7 emergency assistance;
* Satisfaction – unique, innovative solutions, multiple travel options and desire to offer you best value trips for the satisfaction
of both the management and the traveler.
* Integrity and relationships based on productivity and durability
principles. We also encourage open, honest communication with
our customers.
* Savings – we offer best in class services, complete travel management and latest booking and reporting systems to insure valuable savings for the travel budget of your company.

HILL INTERNATIONAL BG
Address: Sofia 1618, 110 Bulgaria Blvd.,
build. A, fl.2
Tel.: +359 2 958 19 20
E-mail: hill@hill.bg
Web page: www.hill.bg
HILL International Bulgaria is part of the Austrian consulting
group HILL International GmbH with around 40 offices in more
than 20 countries. In our more than 20 years of practice in Bulgaria we have gained significant knowledge about the market and
have built up efficient contacts in different industries.
As your Human Resource Partner, we combine shared and systematic approach with the specific needs of your company.
SERVICES : Personnel search and selection, Executive Search,HILL
Competence Audit / Single Evaluation, Analysis of potentials,
Management Audit, Assessment centers, Career guidance, Out-
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Head of company:
Irena Joteva, Managing Partner

placement + Career coaching, HR Due Diligence, Sales Potential
Analysis / Sales Team Audit and Development, HILL Best Fit – software version of HILL Competence Analysis©,Personnel leasing .
Successful companies put their trust in the unique HILL Competence Analysis© system to secure their competitive edge.
Regardless of whether you are looking for new personnel, attempting to select the right applicants, or in the process of deploying your employees according to their individual strengths
– our customized services provide the support you need.
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IBM BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1057, Dragan Tzankov 36 Blvd.
Tel.: +359 2 400 9100; +359 2 973 3171
Fax: (+359 2) 973 31 63
E-mail: d.yordanov@bg.ibm.com
Web page: http://www.ibm.com/bg
IBM is the world’s largest information technology company, with
more than 65 years of leadership in helping Bulgarian business innovate. IBM’s advanced technology and know-how support the
most important economic processes and industries in the country. IBM marked its 100-year anniversary on June 16, 2011, with a
yearlong global initiative. The company reexamined the history of
technology innovation and predicted where the world will be in
the next 100 years.
Drawing on resources from across IBM and key Business Partners,
IBM offers a wide range of services, solutions and technologies
that enable customers, large and small, to take full advantage of
the new business challenges.
IBM Bulgaria was founded in 1937 as International Business Machines. Thomas Watson Sr. personally inaugurated IBM Bulgaria. Its

Head of company:
Alexandar Rakov, Country Manager
Dimitar Yordanov,
Territory Sales Representative

first General Manager was Dr. A. S. Angelov. He led the company
until its forced dissolution in 1971. On 5th of May 1994 IBM Bulgaria was re-inaugurated. Four generations Bulgarians have grown up
with IBM. The country General Manager of IBM Bulgaria is Mr. Alexander Rakov, who is in this position since January 2008.
IBM strives to lead in the creation, development and manufacture of the industry’s most advanced information technologies,
including computer systems, software, networking systems storage devices and microelectronics. IBM translates these advanced
technologies into value for our customers through our professional solutions and services businesses worldwide. In Bulgaria, IBM is
focused on bringing high-value solutions to clients that can help
transform themselves, innovate, grow and become by themselves
global players.

ICAP BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1592,
Christopher Columbus 43 Blvd.
Tel.: +359 28014100
Fax: +35928014101
E-mail: icap@icap.bg
Web page: www.icap.bg
ICAP Bulgaria is subsidiary of ICAP Group, the largest Business
Services Group in Greece, with strong presence in South-Eastern
Europe and the ambition to become a leading group in this region.
Our Mission is to provide high quality and added value Business
Services in a wide range of markets in Bulgaria, Greece and in
South-Eastern Europe.
Our Vision is to be the most successful Business Services Group
and clients’ first choice, through innovative solutions in multiple
Business Areas.
Credit Risk Services: Business Information, Credit Risk Assessment,
ICAP Credit Ratings
Marketing Solutions: Online and Print Business Directories, Find-
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Head of company:
Theodoros Polydoros, Executive Director

biz, Sector Studies, Marketing Databases, Google AdWords, Market
Research (TNS ICAP)
Management Consulting: Data Management Services, Strategic
and Business Planning, Organizational and Operational Improvement,Project Management and Development Programs,
Enabling Technologies,Marketing & Franchising Services
People Solutions: Executive Search and Selection, Human Capital
Consulting, Training Solutions
Employment Solutions: Leasing of personnel, Business and HR
Processes Outsourcing
Cycle Credit Bulgaria: Receivables management, Contact Center,
Telemarketing services
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ICON
Address: Sofia, 110 Bulgaria Blvd.,
building B, floor: ground floor
Tel.: 359 2/854 94 35
Fax: 359 2/854 80 21
E-mail: office@icon-bulgaria.com
Web page: www.icon-bulgaria.com
ICON Ltd, is a 100% subsidiary of GEK TERNA Group in Bulgaria. ICON ltd owns an exceptionally rich portfolio of properties in
Bulgaria, (Sofia, Bororvets - Samokov, Lom, Svilengrand, Krivina,
Batak), which are under development for residential uses, urban
& rural, alpine & by the seaside, malls, office buildings, etc.
Indicatively, ICON Ltd has completed the development of “Borovets Euphoria Club” – “Euphoria Hotel & Spa” a luxury hotel and

Head of company:
Panagiotis Ioannidis, Executive Manager
Konstantinos Lamprou, Executive Manager
Stylianos Alexopoulos, Executive Manager

residential resort in the popular Bulgarian ski center, “3 Tops”
commercial, business and residential complex, as well as the
luxurious complex of residences in Boyana - Sofia, “Gerganitza
Palace”. Moreover, the Company is currently developing the business Center “City Tower” in the heart of the Bulgarian capital and
in the ring road of the city the retail park “GLS”.

IKEA/House Market Bulgaria
Address: Sofia 1797, 216, Okolovrasten pat Str.
Stolichna Municipality, Vitosha region
Tel.:+359 2 439 46 11
Fax: +359 2 439 46 01
E-mail: info@ikea.bg
IKEA (with legal entity House Market Bulgaria EAD) set foot on the
Bulgarian market in 2011 with the launch of its Sofia store. IKEA
entered the Bulgarian market through a franchise agreement with
the company House Market S.A., part of Fourlis Group of Companies, which operates five IKEA stores in Greece and one in Cyprus.
IKEA is the largest home furnishing retail chain. The company was
founded in southern Sweden in 1943 by Ingvar Kamprad. Since
then, IKEA has grown to a retailer with 151,000 co-workers in 42
countries, generating annual sales of more than 29.2 billion Euros.
345 IKEA stores in 42 countries were open and operating by the
end of business year 2013. IKEA stores were visited 775 million
times during year 2013 offering to their visitors a fun day out for
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Head of company:
Theodoros Mouratidis, Store Manager
Nikolaos Manalis, Finance Manager

the whole family.
IKEA vision is to create a better everyday life at home for the many
people.
IKEA business idea is to offer a wide range of well designed, functional, home furnishing products at prices so low, so as many people as possible will be able to afford them.
Every single company that belongs to The Fourlis Group has its
own separate management, and the Groups’ coordination that
takes advantage of the synergies created, exists through the
“mother” company FOURLIS S.A. HOLDINGS.
FOURLIS S.A. HOLDINGS entered Athens’ Stock Exchange market
in 1988.

ILIEV AND PARTNERS LAW FIRM
Address: Sofia 1000, 132A Georgi Rakovski Str
first floor, office 3
Tel.: (+359 2) 851 72 27
E-mail: office@ilievlawoffice.com
Web page: www.ilievlawoffice.com
ILIEV AND PARTNERS LAW FIRM supports its clients in all spheres
of Bulgarian law throughout Bulgaria, Balkan region and SouthEast Europe and also internationally through partnership networks. As one of the leading Bulgarian law firms to provide
business related legal support for foreign investment projects
implemented by multinational clients in Bulgaria and continuous
post-investment support for large multinational companies operating in Bulgaria, the law firm has accumulated and developed
significant practical experience based on a deep understanding
of all the aspects of Bulgaria’s legal realities, social, economic and
political developments, the local culture and the mentality, strat-

Head of company:
Peter Radoslavov Iliev, Managing partner

egies and expectations of investors.
The main practice areas of ILIEV AND PARTNERS LAW FIRM include: Corporate and Commercial Law, Mergers and Acquisitions,
Real Estate and Construction Law, Energy and Natural Resources, Contract Law, Litigation, Private Equity, Tax Law, Public and
Administrative Law, Public Procurement, Public Private Partnerships, Media Law, Telecommunications, Infrastructure, Banking
and Finance, Capital Markets, Project Finance, Pharmaceuticals,
Healthcare & Biotechnology, Competition Law, Consumer Protection Law, Environmental Law, Foreign investments, Employment
and Social Security Law, Intellectual Property Law.

NTERFOODS BULGARIA

Interfoods Bulgaria is a leading distributor of FMCG in Bulgaria. It was established at 1992 and since has been continuesly
expanding. With warehouses in Sofia, subdistributors at all big
cities and trade stuff of 110 people Interfoods covers the whole
country. Interfoods Bulgaria stands out for its flexibility which al-

Head of company: Petros Petridis

lows adapting to market changes and guarantees a continuous
presence at points of sale. Providing the consumers with products and services of superior quality and value that improve customers’ experience.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1540, Hristofor Kolumb 57 Blvd.
Tel.: (+359 2) 817 10 10
Fax: (+359 2) 817 10 20
E-mail: office@interfoodsbg.com
Web page: www.interfoodsbg.com
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INTERALLIS CHEMICALS
Address: Sofia 1407, Bulgaria 15, Henrik Ibsen str.
Office “ SREBARNA”, floor 2, office 2
Tel: +359 2 8921770-9
fax: +359 2 8921789
E-mail: bulgaria@interallis.com,
Webpage: www.interallis.com
INTERALLIS is an international distribution network. Core activity of the group is the distribution of chemicals, representing
leading producers across South East Europe. Our business model is based on geographic coverage of the SEE region, providing
B2B distribution solutions and linking chemical suppliers and
customers in the most profitable way.
INTERALLIS is active in 12 countries with 8 local legal entities,
distributes for more than 150 chemical producers over 4000 different product codes, dispatches 80.000 tons annually and serves

Head of company:
Nikos Kazantzis, CEO
Nikos Balanos, General Manager

regionally more than 4500 satisfied customers.
INTERALLIS is a major chemical network in South East Europe,
offering complete B2B supply solutions to customers across all
industry sectors through five business units:
Food
HPCI: Home, Personal Care, Industrial Chemicals
Paints & Solvents
Petrochemicals
New Business Development: Lubricants, Agro, Feed

INTERLEASE
Address: Sofia 1784,
Tsarigradsko shosse Blvd. 135A
Tel.: +359 2 971 81 72
Fax: +359 2 971 8333
E-mail: info@interlease.bg
Web page: www.interlease.bg
Interlease JSC is a Bulgarian leasing company member of the National Bank of Greece group and is a leading leasing organization
in all market segments.
Interlease finances the acquisition of high-quality equipment,
transportation vehicles, cars, office equipment and real estate
properties.
The activities of Interlease are targeted towards increasing the
competitiveness and improving the market positions of the Bulgarian enterprises both domestically and abroad.
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Head of company: Atanas Botev, CEO

To date the company has concluded equipment lease contracts
with more than 20 000 Bulgarian customers at total value amounting to 1,5 milliard Euro.
Interlease has opened 17 branch offices, which enables the registration of vehicles in all big cities in Bulgaria.
The company secures for its customers professional service after
delivery of the asset, based on effective internet and mobile technologies.
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INTERION
Address: Kostinbrod 2230, Shesti septemvri 9 Str.
Tel.: (+359 721) 66 222
E-mail: sales@nucrema.com
Web page: www.nucrema.bg

Head of company: Efstathios Loizos
Contact person: Alexander Vladimirov

The company started its activity in Bulgaria with the production
of hazelnut spread under the brand name Nucrema. Interion is
general representative for Bulgaria of all the products manufactured by ION S.A.

INTERMETAL
Address: Sofia 1225 32 Nesho Bonchev Str.
Tel.: (+359 2) 936 60 14/24
Fax: (+359 2) 936 60 34
E-mail: sales@intermetal.bg
Web page: www.intermetal.bg
Intermetal Ltd exists in the Bulgarian market since 1996. Its main
activity is import and wholesale of stainless steel materials and
materials for industrial installations. Also intermetal imports and
distributes equipment for household installations (water, heating
and gas).
Intermetal Ltd operates in Sofia (central office), Varna, Plovdiv, Burgas, Stara Zagora, Ruse, Pleven and Montana with own warehouse
facilities and in the rest of the main Bulgarian towns with distributors. Intermetal Ltd was classified by the Bulgarian Chamber of
Commerce in the top hundred companies in sales volume for two
consecutive years (2004 and 2005).
The product portfolio of the company covers wide range of instal-
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Head of company:
Theodoros Gounaropoulos, CEO
Contact person: Lidia Marinova

lation applications:
Stainless steel installations - pipes and fittings, sheets, coils, profiles;
Industrial installations - pipes and fittings, pumps, valves, filters;
Equipment for fire installations;
Water installations - pipes (ppr, pe, pe-al; galvanized), fittings,
valves, pumps, sanitary articles
Heating installations - pipes (copper, pex-al-pex, ppr-al, ppr-fiberglass, steel), fittings, pumps, radiators (aluminium, panel), boilers,
burners, water-heaters, solar panels, air-conditioners;
Gas installations- pipes, fittings and valves
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INTERSERVICE UZUNOVI
Address: Varna 186 Vladislav Varnenchik blvd. ,
office 305
Tel.: (+359 889) 44 96 14
E-mail: event.manager@playground.bg
Web page: www.playground.bg
Playground is the place, where you can find all entertainments in
one place.We have been the host for companies events and other
team building activities for a number of big firms in Bulgaria. Thousands of people have enjoyed their billiards and bowling game on
our AMF professional bowling lines while our nice waitresses are

Head of company: Krasimir Uzunov
Contact person: Filip Rashev

serving their drink from our nearest located Bar - Club and Bar Playground. Playground Paradise Center is happy to announce that
the newest and most modern children animation center PLAYKIDS
have open doors and its THE best place for children birthdays and
other parties. more information at www.playgorund.bg

I.K.ROKAS and Partners Law Firm- Branch Bulgaria, Ioannis Rokas
Address: Sofia 1164, Dragan Tsankov 12-16 Blvd.,
fl. 4, ap. 20, Lozenetz Square
Tel.: (+359 2) 952 11 31
Fax: (+359 2) 952 06 80
E-mail: sofia@rokas.com
Web page: www.rokas.com

Wolf Theiss is one of the leading law firms in Central, Eastern and
Southeastern Europe (CEE/SEE). We have built our reputation on
a combination of unrivalled local knowledge and strong international capability. We opened our first office in Vienna over 50
years ago. Our team now brings together over 300 lawyers from
a diverse range of backgrounds, working in offices in 12 countries
throughout the CEE/SEE region.
Our Sofia office has significant strength in all areas of corporate
law, mergers and acquisitions (M&A), banking, debt financing,
project financing and capital markets, energy, telecommunications, media, pharmaceuticals and financial services laws and
regulations. We are able to translate international requirements
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Head of company:
Prof. Dr. Ioannis Rokas, Managing Partner
Contact person in Athens:
Dr. Daniela Dzabarova-Anagnostopoulou LL.M.,
Attorney at law, member Sofia Bar Association
and Athens Bar Association
Contact person in Sofia: Lyubomir Talev LL.M.,
Attorney at law, member Sofia Bar Association
to local circumstances and sit down with management teams and
employees to ensure understanding. Our lawyers have worked at
senior levels for leading professional services, industrial and investment firms, have detailed knowledge of the political and business
environment, and give practical legal support of the highest quality to a broad range of domestic and international clients.
Wolf Theiss Sofia have advised on several of the Top 10 M&A deals
on the Bulgarian market for 2013. We regularly act as a lead counsel on major transactions on the Bulgarian market. With a business-oriented approach, Wolf Theiss goes beyond providing legal
advice. We aim to also look after our clients’ commercial interests
and put our extensive industry knowledge into practice.
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INTRACOM BULGARIA
Address: 36, Dragan Tzankov Blvd., Interpred
WTC, block A, floor 9, 1040 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: + 359 2 80 77 777
Fax: + 359 2 80 77 787/8
E-mail: office@intracombg.com
Web page: www.intracombg.com
Intracom Bulgaria, established in 1995, focuses on the design
and delivery of technology and turn-key projects in the field of
telecommunications, such as mobile networks, data networks, IT,
infrastructure and building management solutions. It also participates in system integration and software projects for the banking and finance sector. Intracom Bulgaria provides training and
support services ensuring the perfect and efficient operation of
the delivered applications. Intracom Bulgaria is a subsidiary of
Intracom Telecom, a global telecommunications systems vendor
with over 100 renowned customers in more than 70 countries.
The high-quality products, services and solutions of Intracom
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Head of company: Georgios Roussos, CEO

Bulgaria, an ISO 9001:2000 and an ISO/IEC 27001:2005 certified
company, are widely recognized as the company ensures the
high-level of professionalism in business transactions and joint
activities. Intracom Bulgaria has established and maintains strategic partnerships with Cisco, HP, Symantec, Genesys, Oracle and
others.
Today, Intracom Bulgaria employs more than 70 highly skilled
professionals. Its mission is to establish itself as a local technology leader and to contribute significantly to the modernization
and development of telecommunications and information technologies in Bulgaria.
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INTRALOT
Address: Sofia 1618, Bulgaria 88 Blvd.
entr. 1, fl. 2, app.7
Tel.: (+359 2) 854 80 76
E-mail: donchev@bilot.bg
Fax:(+359 2) 955 98 32
Web page: www.eurofootball.bg
INTRALOT, a public listed company, is the leading supplier of
integrated gaming and transaction processing systems, innovative game content, sports betting management and interactive
gaming services to state-licensed gaming organizations worldwide. Its broad portfolio of products & services, its know-how of
Lottery, Betting, Racing & Video Lottery operations and its leading-edge technology, give INTRALOT a competitive advantage,
which contributes directly to customers’ efficiency, profitability
and growth. With presence in 57 jurisdictions, more than 5.700
people and revenues of €1,54 billion for 2013, INTRALOT has established its presence on all 5 continents.

Head of company: Nikolaos Arsenopoulos, CEO

Since 2002 is participating in by 49% in Eurofootball LTD, Eurofootball is a leading sports gaming company which operates in
Bulgaria, since Year 1993.
Eurofootball is a leader company on the Bulgarian market, its
activities are based on the European values and market principles, is regular member of European Lotteries “EL” association
and World Lottery Association “WLA”.
The company offers professional and innovated products developed with responsibility and high quality, in 800 POS in Bulgarian
territory.

KARELIA BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1680, Bulgaria 102 Blvd.,
Belissimo Business Centre Fl. 3, Of. 18
Tel.: (+359 2)854 80 61
Fax: (+359 2)854 80 88
E-mail: karelia@karelia.bg
Web page: www.karelia.gr
Karelia Tobacco Company Inc., established since 1888, is Greece’s
largest cigarette manufacturer and one of the fastest growing,
family owned, international cigarette companies. Karelia brands
are currently available in almost seventy international markets
around the world - in Europe, the Far East, the Middle East and
Africa.
In 2007, due to the liberalization of the cigarette market following Bulgaria’s entry into the EU, Karelia Bulgaria EOOD was established, for the purpose of importing, distributing and promoting
the Karelia brands in the Bulgarian market. The strong portfolio
of brands, the high quality of the Karelia products and the dedication of its people, made Karelia Bulgaria the tobacco company
with the fastest growing market share in Bulgaria.
In 2013, the company posted its strongest results ever, with unsurpassed growth, as it continued to expand its presence in the
market, earning for the fourth time in a row the distinction of Bulgaria’s leading international tobacco company.
Today, Karelia brands are the leaders in several popular tobacco
segments with Karelia Slims dominating the slims category, Ka-
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Head of company: Efstathios Karelias
Contact person: Violeta Georgieva

relia Blue 100’s heading the 100’s category, and George Karelias
and Sons RYO at the top of the Roll Your Own category. In addition, brands Omé and George Karelias and Sons continue to turn
in excellent market performances.
The KARELIA cigarette blends are made from the world’s best
leaf tobaccos that have been carefully selected and combined by
the company’s Master Blenders in Greece. The finest crops from
the world’s richest and most exotic tobacco regions, such as the
U.S., Brazil, Zimbabwe, Korea, Malawi, as well as other countries,
are chosen for their character, colour, smoothness and richness
of aroma.
The Company is cooperating with some of the world’s most innovative packaging designers who spend months, even years, in
order to deliver the brands’ unique and sophisticated packaging
into the hands of smokers.
Through its Bulgarian subsidiary, Karelia Tobacco Company Inc.
is one of the most successful Greek companies on the Bulgarian
market.
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KEMPINSKI HOTEL GRAND ARENA BANSKO
Address: Bansko 2770, Pirin 96 Str.
Tel.: (+359 749) 88888
Fax:(+359 749) 88565
E-mail: reservations.grandarena@kempinski.com
Web page: www.kempinski.com/bansko
Located in the very heart of the mountain resort, Kempinski Hotel Grand Arena Bansko is ideally positioned right across the ski
lift and only a short walk away from the town centre. It is the only
hotel in Bansko providing VIP ski passes to its guests, giving direct access to the gondola. The hotel is the only Bulgarian member of the Leading Hotels of the World and Kiwi Collection and it
has been awarded as Bulgarian Leading Spa Resort and Bulgaria’s
Leading Resort for 2013.
Kempinski Hotel Grand Arena Bansko comprises 157 Alpine-style
spacious rooms and suites, the unique Kempinski The SPA as well
as superb meeting and dining facilities with spectacular views
of the majestic Pirin Mountain. For corporate events and festive
occasions there are four meeting rooms with natural daylight.

Head of company:
Athanassios Manos , General Manager

Kempinski The Spa offers a full range of traditional and exotic
massages, as well as various skin and body spa procedures.
The hotel restaurants and bars serve a variety of international
meals and beverages. The Gallery Restaurant offers theme buffets throughout the year and BBQ at the sun-lit terrace during the
summer. The spirit of Mediterranean cuisine hotel guests can explore at Come Prima Restaurant in a romantic and cosy ambience.
The Sushi Bar and the only Teppanyaki Grill in Bulgaria welcome
for an exquisite meal and show by expert Asian Teppanyaki chefs.
In summer, La veranda Bar & Lounge offers not only breathtaking
view of the Pirin Mountains but also a diverse menu and a heated
outdoor pool. Piano bar “Sing Sing” warms up the winter nights
with amazing live performances and spirited atmosphere.

KEMPINSKI HOTEL ZOGRAFSKI SOFIA
Address: 100, James Bouchier Blvd,
1407 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.:+3592 969 2222
Fax.:+3592 969 2223
Email: kempinski.zografski@kempinski.com
Webpage: www.kempinski.com/sofia
Kempinski Hotel Zografski Sofia has an outstanding location,
just 20 minutes from the airport, and in close proximity to the city
center, Sofia Business Park and the biggest congress venues – NDK
and SEC.
This unique hotel has an impressive infrastructure on 30 000 sqm
with 442 rooms and suites, including the biggest Presidential suite
in Bulgaria (270sqm), magnificent views, superb dining facilities,
modern fitness centre with the biggest indoor hotel swimming
pool and the only Japanese garden on the Balkan Peninsula.
The hotel has the most comprehensive facilities in Sofia including
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Head of company:
Gerd Ruge, General Manager

13 meeting rooms available in sizes ranging from 10 to 1200 people, each fitted with every amenity needed for a successful meeting, congress, exhibition, workshop or celebration.
The 6 restaurants and 2 bars offer various types of cuisine from
cocktails and snacks through authentic Bulgarian specialties or international cuisine at the top of the city to Italian flair delicacies,
exclusive fish selection or sushi fantasies.
Impress your delegates with a memorable stay, real luxury and
impeccable service!
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KPMG BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1404, Bulgaria 45/A Blvd.
Tel.: (+359 2) 9697 300
Fax: (+359 2) 9697 878
E-mail: bg-office@kpmg.com
Web page: www.kpmg.com/bg
KPMG in Bulgaria is one of the leading professional services
firms, operating since 1992, with over 330 professionals located
in our offices in Sofia, Varna and Burgas. The firm also forms part
of the KPMG network in Central and Eastern Europe and leads
the provision of services within the Balkans cluster, comprising
of the KPMG offices in Albania, Bulgaria, Kosovo and FYROM. We
provide Audit, Tax & Legal and Advisory services to business corporations, financial institutions, governments and public sector
agencies. They look to KPMG for a consistent standard of service
based on high order professional capabilities, industry insight,
and local knowledge. Our Tax & Legal advisors provide a range
of services to cover corporate and indirect taxes, transfer pricing,

Head of company:
Gergana Mantarkova, Managing Partner

tax and bookkeeping outsourcing, and business law. We strive to
understand the long-term impact of tax decisions, keep on top
of local and global trends in tax regulation and administration,
and bring clients progressive tax planning ideas. KPMG’s Advisory professionals work with clients to tackle issues and opportunities affecting their growth, governance, performance, and risk
management. We support businesses throughout their lifecycle
as they restructure and expand, whether organically or by acquisition. We help them to become more efficient and provide
support as they adapt to demanding regulatory environments.
At KPMG we seek to be a good corporate citizen, making a real
difference to the communities in which we operate.

LAMDA DEVELOPMENT
Address: Sofia 1463, Vitosha 90 Blvd.
Tel.: (+359 2) 489 65 70
Fax: (+359 2) 489 65 80
E-mail: R_Nikolov@lamda-development.net
Web page: www.lamda-development.net
LAMDA Development S.A., listed on the main market of the Athens Exchange, is a holding company specializing in the development, investment and management of real estate in Greece and
South-Eastern Europe
The company is the leader in the Retail Real Estate sector in
Greece with successful diversification in the office and residential
sectors in Greece as well as in countries of the South – Eastern
Europe.
The company’s development portfolio includes: three com-
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Head of company:
Odysseas Athanasiou, CEO
Zisimos Danilatos, Development Director
Yiannis Kanellopoulos, Country Manager
Rumen Nikolov, Local Representative
mercial and leisure centers, The Mall Athens and Golden Hall in
Athens and Mediterranean Cosmos in Thessaloniki (total GLA
147.000 m2), innovative residential complexes, office buildings
and Flisvos Marina in Faliro.
LAMDA Development was awarded the 2011 Icap Certificate
“Strongest Companies in Greece”.
The company has a top reputation as member of the Latsis
Group and maintains strategic alliances with international and
local players.

LAW OFFICE T.IVANOVA & PARTNERS
Address: Sofia, Vitosha 1 Blvd.
Tel.: (+359 2) 980 32 94
Fax: (+359 2) 980 21 22
E-mail: office@bkc.bg
We, at Law office T.Ivanova & Partners are a creative and responsible team of professionals striving to provide quick, clear and
personalized legal advice and consultations to our clients with in
order to find the most effective practical solution. Since the founding of the firm in 2007 we succeeded in establishing our excellent
reputation among the clients - trade companies, banks, real estate
investors and construction companies, a major association in the

Head of company: Teodora Ivanova,
Attorney at law – Managing Partner
Contact person: Ruzha Raycheva,
Nevena Hristova
beverage sector from Bulgaria, Greece, Cyprus and Israel.
We provide a broad range of high quality legal, business and tax
advisory services in Bulgarian, Greek and English language in the
following areas of legal practices: Foreign Investments,Commercial law and commercial deals, Real Estate Law and construction,
Competition and Intellectual Property Law, Taxation and fiscal law,
Labour Law, Banking Law, Marine Law, Litigation.

MARSH BULGARIA

Marsh Bulgaria is established 2000- 100% US owned entity, locally incorporated in full compliance with Bulgarian legislation.
Currently 45 staff members are servicing more than 300 international and local corporate clients; More than 65% of sizeable Foreign Direct Investors in Bulgaria are clients of Marsh.
As a leading benefits provider to affinity groups and professional organizations, Marsh helps clients to implement group and
individual life and health benefits without increasing their staff
or budget.
As the world’s leading insurance broker and risk advisor, Marsh
is devoted to finding the opportunity in risk. From risk identification and assessment, to quantification and prioritization, to risk
mitigation and financing — our approach lies at the core of a tru-

Head of company:
Petar Minchev, Country Manager
Daria Mihova, Chief Financial Officer

ly differentiated client experience.
Marsh, the world’s leading insurance broker and risk adviser, has
over 23,000 employees and provides advice and transactional capabilities to clients in over 100 countries.Marsh is a unit of Marsh
& McLennan Companies (MMC), a global professional services
firm with approximately 52,000 employees and annual revenue
of $11 billion.MMC also is the parent company of Guy Carpenter,
the risk and reinsurance specialist; Mercer, the provider of HR and
related financial advice and services; and Oliver Wyman, the management consultancy. MMC’s stock (ticker symbol: MMC) is listed
on the New York, Chicago and London stock exchanges. MMC’s
Web Site is www.mmc.com. Marsh’s Web site is www.marsh.com.
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Address: Sofia 1113, Metodi Popov Str. 24 A
Tel.:+359 2 40 20000
Fax: +359 2 40 20019
E-mail: Daria.Mihova@marsh.com
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MAXI 1, PARK HOTEL AND SPA MAXI SOFIA
Address: Sofia 1700, Simeonovsko shose Blvd. 110
Tel.:+359 2 892 00 00
Fax: +359 2 892 0050
E-mail: reservations@maxisofia.com
Web page: www.maxisofia.com
MAXI PARK HOTEL AND SPA SOFIA is the oasis of tranquility and
the luxury of the big, busy city. Combining the features of a modern business hotel and a hotel designed for your holiday, MAXI
will charm you with its service, its perfect attendance and with a
stay you will always remember.
Situated at the foot of the picturesque Vitosha mountain, the
complex offers both hotel accommodation and apartments -

Head of company: Daniela Georgieva

Green City, named after the vast greenery surrounding the complex.
The hotel part of the complex offers 60 standart rooms and business suites, 2 VIP apartments,24-hour lobby bar, Greek restaurant
with a summer garden, parking area, Wi-Fi, banqueting and conference center, exquisit Spa center, indoor and outdoor pools,
firness center and outdoor tennis courts.

MELLON BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1335, Petar Dertliev 25 Blvd.
Labirint Business Center, Fl. 4, Lulin 10 Districit
Tel.: (+359 2) 935 00 35
Fax: (+359 2) 987 73 74
E-mail: p.vlachos@mellonbg.com
Web page: www.mellongroup.com
Mellon Bulgaria EAD, a subsidiary of Mellon Technologies and
member of Mellon Group of Companies, was founded in 2001 in
Sofia, and offers leading front-end and back-end transaction solutions and services to organizations with strong consumer business, such as Retail Banks, Public Utilities, Telecommunications
Providers and large Private Companies.Incorporating the Group’s
international know-how with the company’s local expertise, Mellon Bulgaria is uniquely positioned to address the needs of its customers, enabling them to increase their market share and profitability, develop their network and introduce competitive products
and services with short time-to-market across Bulgaria.
Our customers benefit from field-proven scalable technologies,
and a wide range of expert outsourced services, implemented and
supported locally:
Advanced solutions that address the need of organizations for efficient and cost-effective customer interactions and transactions,
whilst enhancing the overall customer experience at the point of
contact (at the branch, over the internet, over the phone, at the
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Head of company:
Panagiotis Vlachos, Executive Director

store, in the mail).
Our Product Services involve two key capabilities, the provision of
value-added technical support for Mellon’s products and the development of custom support services and software solutions that
address an urging market/customer need.
Call Center Services that provide organizations with one resource
and the necessary expertise for domestic telephony-enabled
services. These services cover both inbound and outbound campaigns on three key areas -collections, telemarketing and customer support.
Business Process Management Services that draw from specialized
sources including know-how, processes, human resources and
technologies to effectively undertake complex and demanding
outsourced projects.
Processing Services including the provision and management of
integrated solutions and applications on card-based and/or posbased transactions.
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MBL/CBRE
Address: Sofia 1000, Kuzman Shapkarev Str. 1, Fl. 1
Tel.:+359 2 9888 650
Fax:+359 2 9888 651
E-mail: office@mbl.bg
Web page: www.mbl.bg, www.cbre.bg,
www.cbre.com
MBL is an affiliate of CBRE Group Inc., the world’s largest commercial real estate services firm (in terms of 2013 revenue) with
over 43,000 employees and 349 offices worldwide.
MBL is a full-service real estate firm providing solutions servicing
the complex needs of companies and individuals. We serve a diverse set of local and international clients, including developers,
investment and pension funds, institutions, retailers and occupi-

Head of company: Asen Lisev, Director

ers. Our professionals have a solid experience in the real estate
and finance fields.
In 2011, MBL advised Europa Capital on the acquisitions of Mall
of Sofia (over 100 million Euro) and Retail Park Plovdiv (20 million
Euro). During the same year, MBL was a market leader in the office space market with 35,000 sqm transacted.

MIRKAT
Address: Sofia 1836, Pop Gruyu Str. 96,
Tel.:+359 2 439 09 30
Fax: +359 2 971 92 61
E-mail: office@suzuki.bg
Web page: www.mirkat.bg I www.suzuki.bg
www.enterpriserentacar.bg
Mirkat Ltd. was registered in 1993 in Sofia and so far it has been
working as a trade company part of the Greek Sfakianakis Group.
The company is an official importer of SUZUKI Motor Corporation
range for Bulgaria - automobiles, motorcycles and outboard engines. SUZUKI’s new crossover SX4 S-Cross, 4x4 models Grand Vitara and Jimny and compact models Swift, Alto and Splash have
become an emblem of the remarkable combination of stylish,
comfort and economy performance.
SUZUKI motorcycles are preferred among the fans of the high
speed because they turn every ride into a memorable experience
through the unique synchronization of perfect aerodynamic design and strong power.
Since 2005 Mirkat Ltd. has been the official franchise dealer of
National Car Rental for the country. In the beginning of 2014
company’s rent-a-car services started operating under the world
famous brand Enterprise Rent-A-Car known for providing a con-
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Head of company: :
Panagiotis Koukovinis, Commercial Manager

sistent level of personalized, professional service, along with
exceptionally low everyday rates to those traveling for business
or pleasure. Enterprise Rent-A-Car in Bulgaria has a car fleet of
diverse vehicles all withl insurances required under the Bulgarian
legislation, absolutely safe and in a perfect technical condition.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car offers a wide range of brands and models,
covering all categories and suiting all customer needs.
As being part of one and the same business group, Mirkat Ltd.
has a strong partnership with Ergotrak Bulgaria Ltd. which is exclusive representative of Ford Trucks in the country.
Mirkat Ltd. also offers a complete solution in Operating Leasing
at the highest international standards. The company provides a
variety of tailor-made services to fit clients’ requirements, which
may include maintenance, seasonal tires, full insurance, accident
and service management, road taxes, replacement vehicles, pickup and delivery.
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MELI TOURS BG
Address: Sofia 1000, Hristo Botev Blvd. 14, fl. 1
Tel.:+359 2 987 32 39; +359 2 989 71 72
Fax:+359 2 987 24 45
E-mail: info@melitours.bg
Web page:www.melitours.bg
Meli Tours BG is a branch office of Meli Tours Greece, which operates more then 20 years on the Greek market.It is registrated
2007 and has a License PKK - 01 - 05990. Meli Tours BG is operating in the bulgarian market as a “Wholesaler” / BTB not BTC /,
not with direct clients. All the companies with which Meli Tours

Head of company:
Anelia Terzieva, Regional Director

BG has contracts can be found in the list “Agents” and the tourists
can book our programmes there. Our Purpose is to help all the
colleagues, to unite them and to offer quality products on competitive prices!!!

METLIFE BULGARIA
Address: 51B Bulgaria blvd, Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: (+359 2) 81 86 200
Fax: (+359 2) 81 86 201
E-mail: headoffice@metlife.bg
Web page: www.metlife.bg
MetLife, Inc. (NYSE: MET), through its subsidiaries and affiliates
(“MetLife”), is a leading global provider of insurance, annuities
and employee benefit programs. MetLife holds leading market
positions in the United States, Japan, Latin America, Asia, Europe
and the Middle East.
In Bulgaria, products and services are offered by ALICO Bulgaria
Zhivotozastrahovatelno Druzhestvo EAD, which is a MetLife Inc.
Company established in 1999 and operating under the “MetLife”
brand. Locally, the Company has developed: Agency and Employee Benefits channels, Bancassurance partnership with UBB,
and partnership with Vivacom. MetLife has leading positions on
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Head of company:
Georgios Tsakonas , General Manager MetLife
Bulgaria
Evgeni Benbasat , Executive Director MetLife
Bulgaria
the Bulgarian life insurance market and offers a broad range of individual and group life insurance products. The Company serves
its clients through offices in Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas, Pernik,
and Veliko Turnovo.
Employee Benefits is one of MetLife’s key distribution channels.
This tool helps our corporate clients to successfully attract, retain
and motivate their employees, offering them an insurance coverage in return for a reasonably and effectively done investment.
For more information, please visit www.metlife.com and
www.metlife.bg

MOTODYNAMICS
Address: Sofia 1784, Tsarigradsko Shosse 137 Blvd.
Tel.: (+359 2) 974 47 74
E-mail: office@yamaha-motor.bg
Web page: www.yamaha-motor.bg
The main business activity is import, sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and mopeds, ATV, outboard engines, wave
runners, generators, snowmobiles and other machines with the
brand YAMAHA.
The Company maintains substantial stocks of spare parts, lubri-

Head of company: :
Theodoros Papadopoulos

cants and accessories, and are not available at our warehouse in
Sofia can be delivered within 10 days from the central warehouse
for YAMAHA Motor Europe.
Motodynamics Ltd is official importer the following brands:
Shark helmets, Termignoni, Ohlins and others.

NAVAN

Navan Ltd company was established in 2002 with its seat in Sofia, Bulgaria.
The company is specialized in international transport and
forwarding in all Europe, groupage freights, naval transport of
goods with containers, air transport.
NAVAN’s team consists of well prepared and trained experts. We
communicate in English, Greek, German, Russian, Italian, French,
Spanish, Polish, Romanian and Serbian languages.
The company’s management is highly qualified and has years of
experience in transport and shipping. Our managers hold CPC
Road Transport Manager certificates issued by the IRU Academy,
Certificates of professional competence in international cargo
road transport, issued by the IAAA at the Ministry of transport,

Head of company:
Vassilis Lagouris, General Manager

IATA/ UFTAA diplomas, Amadeus Certified Agent certificates.
Our mission is not only to insure transport from one point to another. We strive to offer the best transport services. We put every
effort to offer our customers complex services and satisfy their
every need. We believe the best way to provide transport services is “the simple way”, based on accuracy, proficiency, understanding and respectful attitude to our partners and their needs.
We concentrate our efforts on:
• Starting and developing long term professional relations
• Researching and analysing the national and international markets for transportation of goods and offering competitive rates
• Timely and correct information about current transports
City: Sofiair need.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1700,
Nikola Gabrovski 108 str., fl. 1, office 1
Tel.: +359 2 421 89 61, +359 2 421 89 64;
+359 2 421 89 67; +359 2 421 89 68
Fax: +359 2 421 89 60
E-mail: office@navanbg.com
Web page: www.navanbg.com
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MOBITEL
Address: Sofia 1309, 1 Kukush Street
Tel.: *88, +35988 8 088 088
E-mail: customerservice@mobiltel.bg
Web page: www.mtel.bg

Mtel, part of Telekom Austria Group, is the leader on the Bulgarian telecommunications market with over 19 years history.
The company provides fixed and mobile services, broadband Internet and digital TV to over 4 million customers. Mtel plays an
important role in driving the country economy with investments
over BGN 2.5 billion.
As a responsible company Mtel not only invests in the development of new technologies, but also works for sustainable partnerships between the government and the business. The company is
involved in the support and implementation of many initiatives

Head of company:
Thanasis Katsiroumpas, CEO & CMO
Horst Pertl, CTO
Milan Zaletel, CFO
Adrian Jezina, CMFO
Contact person:Iliana Zaharieva
and projects focused on the development of the society and the
environmental protection. The company is among the biggest
donors, supporting many social, sports and cultural causes of national importance.
Mtel is certified for fastest 3G network in Bulgaria by the German
company NET CHECK, as well as for invoice correctness by TÜV
SÜD BABT. Over the year the company was recognized repeatedly by many non-governmental and professional organizations
for its leading policies in corporate social responsibility, people
management and innovations.

NEON ENERGY BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1784, 115K Tsarigradsko Shosse
Blvd., Building B, Floor 1, European Trade Center
Tel.: +359 2 87 87 999
Fax: +359 2 87 87 990
E-mail: info@neonenergy.bg
Web page: www.neonenergy.bg
Neon Energy is a multinational firm operating in the field of
Green Energy, offering a 360° service range related to PV systems,
including Business Development, EPC Contracting & Financing
services. Today Neon Energy has an impressive portfolio consisting of over 118MWp PV Parks, 12,7MWp Commercial Rooftops
and 8,2MWp on Residential Rooftops, which are installed or in
progress.
The company also operates in the field of Energy-Efficient Solutions offering energy-efficient aluminium window & door systems, LED Lighting and Energy-Efficient Heat Pumps (heating
and cooling functions).
Having a global outlook, the company has established its presence in Germany, Japan, Greece, Bulgaria and Cyprus. In its countries of operation the company has employed an integrated 360⁰
service approach so as to ensure the convenience and peace-of-
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Head of company:
Panagiotis Fourtounis, Executive Director
Ioannis Gelasis, Management Consultant

mind of its clients. This includes project definition, design, implementation & maintenance for residential, business and investor
clients.
The company constantly seeks and procures products that will
maximize its client’s satisfaction. Neon Energy focuses on innovative market service offerings that will differentiate it from competitors and will also ensure that the products adopted are of the
latest technological advancements.
Neon Energy has established and continues to develop its service network with specialized staff. The collective experience of
the team spans across 25+ years in the fields of Energy Technologies, Specialized Technology Developments/Construction, Marketing and Economics/Finance. Its team possesses the required
technical “know-how” to ensure the successful performance of its
clients’ investments.
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NESTLÉ BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1360, Evropa 128 blvd.
Tel.: +359 2 9390 333
Fax: +359 2 925 10 40
E-mail: nestle.bulgaria@bg.nestle.com
Web page: www.nestle.bg

Head of company:
Juan Carlos Peralejo, Country Manager
Maria Hristova-Svec, Communication Director

NESTLÉ Bulgaria has operated on the Bulgarian market since
1994 and nowadays is the biggest food and beverages company, a leader in Nutrition, Health and Wellness. In the last 20 years
Nestlé Bulgaria has become one of the biggest strategic investors
in the food industry in the country. The company’s production in
Bulgaria is concentrated in 2 factories: for chocolate confectionery and biscuits in Sofia and for ice-cream production in Varna.
In Bulgaria Nestle offers an extensive range of confectionery
products, under local and international brands - bars KIT KAT,
LION, pralines NESTLE, After Eight, Taralejki, Prostor, wafers
MURA, biscuits Jiten Dar, aerated chocolate LZ, tablets NESTLE,

Kuma Lisa. The Company operates with seven more businesses
on the market – culinary under MAGGI brand, beverages&dairy
with the strategic brand NESCAFE, also COFFEE-MATE, NIDO, icecream MAGNUM, BOSS, NIRVANA, etc, Breakfast cereals (NESTLE
FITNESS, NESQUIK etc.), Pet foods (FRISKIES®, PURINA®), Nestle
Nutrition and Nestle Professional.
Nestlé Bulgaria has established itself not only as a serious investor and producer on the Bulgarian market, but also as a socially
responsible company that supports a number of significant causes related to the development of the Bulgarian society.

NIKAS BULGARIA
Address: Botevgrad 2140, Tzar Ivan Shishman 39 str.
Tel.: +359 723 66 340; +359 723 66 342;
+359 723 66 343
Fax: +359 2 723 66 341
E-mail: nikas@nikasbg.com
Web page: www.nikas.bg
Nikas is a company founded in Athens by Panagiotis Nikas, back
in 1967. Transformed in 2004, from a family run business into a
professionally managed company. Nikas have 2 Factories, one in
Athens and one in Botevgrad.
Nikas Bulgaria was founded in 1996. During the years the factory
has been expanded in order to ensure bigger capacity of storage
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Head of company:
Spyridon Giannitsopoulos, General Manager
Angelos Antonakos, Production Manager
Kiril Gekov, Commercial Manager

areas and production and improve to conform with EU standards.
Nikas partners are one of the biggest and important customers
on Bulgarian market. Nikas distribution covers the whole country
and the company works successfully with main wholesalers and
distributors per regions.
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NIELSEN BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1309,
Kukush Str. 2, Antim Tower, fl. 12/13
Tel.: +359 2 8211471
Fax: +359 2 8211477
Web page: www.nielsen.com
The Nielsen Company is the world’s leading provider of marketing information, audience measurement and business media
products and services.
With more than 40,000 employees in over 100 countries, Nielsen
provides measurement of consumer packaged goods’ retail sales
worldwide.
In Bulgaria, Nielsen offers a wide range of services, such as:
- Retailer Measurement Services, in which we track product sales
to consumers, based on information gathered at the retail pointof-sale.
- Analytic Consulting, analyzing consumer purchasing behavior
in terms of pricing, promotion, marketing mix, category place-

Head of company: Vaios Dimoragas

ment and in-market auditing and testing.
- Customized Research, with qualitative and quantitative measures of consumers’ attitudes and purchasing behavior, customer
satisfaction, brand awareness and advertising effectiveness.
- Merchandising Services, offering consulting services such as
specialized workshops/projects for management of space, assortment and category, as well as Spaceman, the merchandising
software for visualization and financial analysis of micro space in
a store or warehouse.
Nielsen is present in the Bulgarian market as of 1993 and currently employs 150 people.

NOVOTEL SOFIA
Address: 115N Tsarigradsko shosse blvd., Sofia
Tel.: +359 2 9043 000
Fax.: +359 2 9043 001
Email.: h8468-sl@accor.com; h8468-am@accor.com
Webpage: www.novotel.com;
www.accorhotels.com
NOVOTEL Sofia is part of ACCOR, the world’s leading hotel operator and market leader in Europe, present in 93 countries with
more than 3600 hotels. NOVOTEL Sofia has 178 modern rooms,
6 meeting rooms for up to 280 persons, a restaurant, bar and a
gym. The hotel benefits from its strategic location in one of the
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Head of company:
Vincent Dujardin, General Manager
Mincho Pachikov,
Director of Sales and Marketing

newest business areas of Sofia, on the city’s main arterial road
Tsarigradsko Shosse Blvd. at 6 km from the city center and only
5 km from Sofia Airport. The hotel is adjacent to The Mall, one of
the biggest shopping / entertainment centers in Sofia.

OPTIMUM MEDIA
Address: Sofia 1504, 7 Shipka Str.
Tel.: +359 2 942 39 20
Fax: +359 2 942 39 20
E-mail: public@optimummedia.bg
Web page: www.omd.com
Optimum Media OMD is a specialized media agency, dealing
with the full scope of media services.
Particular focus in our operations is paid to the growing demand
in relation to digital and interactive communication. Thus we offer to our clients the right balance between traditional and digital
media and guarantee measurable results for their communication efforts.
Agency’s history is rooted back in the early 90’s, when its team
was among the pioneers in the creation of media expertise in
Bulgaria. Optimum Media OMD represents the leading network
OMD Worldwide – one of the largest global integrated communications agencies. The access to huge international know-how,
outstanding systems and tools, as well our long-term experience
on the local market guarantee to our clients first-class media ser-

Head of company:
Angelos Paraschakis, CEO
Dobrinka Stoykova, Managing Director

vices and consultancy.
At Optimum Media OMD we constantly strive to achieve one
vital goal: embrace the work and vision of our clients and introduce it to the world in the best possible way. Our profound understanding of media allows us to deliver excelling advertising
campaigns, which has helped us build solid relationships with
clients. Some of them are with the agency for more than 20 years.
Optimum Media OMD is also a long-term and reliable partner to
all media in Bulgaria, working in close cooperation with all major
media groups. Our hard-nosed approach to negotiations with
media secures extremely favorable conditions for our clients’
campaigns and maximum effectiveness and efficiency of their
media investments.

ORBIT

Orbit Ltd is one of the leading Bulgarian companies, providing
Services and Innovative Business Solutions for Transportation, Relocation and Logistics.
Since 1994, Orbit Ltd has been leading the Bulgarian Transport
market with exceptional services and innovative solutions, that
range from simple transport projects to complex customized solutions incorporating various services:
• Air Freight
• Sea Freight
• International road Freight
• Inland Road Freight
• Heavy Haulage and Abnormal Loads Services
• Packing and Moving of Household Goods and Personal Effects

Head of company:
Zissis Kotsias, Managing Director
Responsible person: Orlin Krastev

• Fairs and Exhibition Packing and Moving of Objects of Art
• Warehouse Management
• Third Party Logistics
• Value Added Services
• Records Management
• Customs Services
Having streamlined our operations to a high level of efficiency,
we are today able to provide Outsourcing solutions of quality and
great value to our customers, reducing their overhead expenses
significantly.
“Customer Satisfaction is our priority by providing Top Quality
Services”

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1540,
Prodan Tarakchiev 16 Str., Airport Area
Tel.: +359 2 970 6300; +359 2 970 6400;
+359 2 970 6500
Fax: +359 2 970 6333
E-mail: orbit@orbit.bg;
Web page: www.orbit.bg
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P.I.C. CO
Address: Sofia 1532, Industrialna 3 Str.,
Kazichene Village
Tel.: +359 2 999 50 31
Fax: +359 2 999 95 14
E-mail: picco@pic-co.com
Web page: www.pic-co.com
We are a leading supplier of raw materials and functional ingredients for the production of foods, beverage and alcoholic drinks,
as well as for cosmetics, pharmaceutical products, animal feed,
textile, detergents and miscellaneous other applications.
The company’s focus now is also on the import, export and trading of a wide list of industrial chemicals and chemical raw materi-

Head of company: Dimitris Vintzileos, CEO

als on the Bulgarian market as well as various markets worldwide.
Besides premium quality products we also provide application
advice and technical support for solving specific problems. The
experience of our partners – world leading suppliers of ingredients, and of our qualified team is at your disposal.

PALIRRIA BULGARIA
Address: Nova Zagora 8900, Prosveta 2A Str.
Tel.: +359 42 900 151; +359 42 900 152
Fax: +359 457 6 33 67
E-mail: dimitrova@palirria.net
Web page: www.palirria.com
Canning factory Palirria-Bulgaria Ltd, a subsidiary of Shareholders Association Palirria-Souliotis is a producer of ready meals,
founded in 1998 with address of rule and production quarters
based in the town of Nova Zagora, Bulgaria.
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Head of company:
Vasileos Antoniou Souliotis

From the day of its establishment up-to-date the company has
grown up dynamically, using the know – how and experience of
the mother-company which has over 50 years history and is one
o the World’s – leaders on the market of ready meals.

PARK INN BY RADISSON SOFIA
Address: Sofia 1407, Atanas Dukov 36 Str.
Tel.: +359 2 861 57 00
Fax: +359 2 861 57 10
E-mail: info.sofia@rezidorparkinn.com
Web page: www.parkinn.com/hotel-sofia
Park Inn® is a fresh and energetic hotel brand offering friendly and
welcoming hospitality at a competitive price. Our motto is “Sleep
well, Live well” which makes us focus on what really matters: comfortable beds, spotlessly clean rooms, service with a smile and a
hassle-free experience.
With us, guests will experience our warm and friendly ‘Adding
Color To Life’ guest service and ‘Yes I Can!’ service philosophy, setting us apart from the competition.
Resembling a baroque castle, the enchanting Park Inn Sofia compound is comprised of three ornate buildings that combine the
hotel with two apartment houses nestled amidst a lush, secluded

Head of company:
Andrea Kaiser, General Manager
Valya Bocheva, Senior Sales Manager

garden. Situated just 10 minutes from city centre and 15 minutes
from Sofia International Airport in the quiet Lozenetz suburb of
Sofia, the hotel offers an ideal base for business and leisure travelers. This Sofia accommodation boasts 77 spacious and comfortable guest rooms and suites, as well as 36 one- and two-bedroom
apartments. Featuring bright, modern colors for a cozy setting, all
of these hotel rooms include high-end amenities, such as cable TV,
Free high-speed, wireless Internet access and a work desk. Guests
enjoy access to the in-house Greenville Restaurant with accompanying outdoor terrace, two bars, two meeting rooms, and on-site
fitness and spa centre with indoor swimming pool.

PEDERSEN AND PARTNERS

Pedersen & Partners is a leading international Executive Search
firm. We operate 52 wholly owned offices in 50 countries across
Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia & the Americas. Our values

Head of company: Irena Bushandrova

Trust, Relationship and Professionalism apply to our interaction
with clients as well as executives.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1504, Varbitsa 4 Str.
Tel.: +359 2 986 05 50
Fax: +359 2 986 05 51
E-mail: Sofia@pedersenandpartners.com
Web page: www.pedersenandpartners.com
http://www.linkedin.com/company/
pedersen-and-partners
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PENKOV, MARKOV AND PARTNERS
Address: 13B, Tintyava Str., Floor 6,
Sofia 1113, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 971 3935
Fax: +359 2 971 1191
E-mail: lawyers@penkov-markov.eu
Web page: www.penkov-markov.eu
Ever since its establishment in 1990, Penkov, Markov & Partners
is one of Bulgaria’s leading law firms, providing the highest quality legal advice and representation and one of the few with offices throughout the country – Bugas, Varna, Lovech, Pleven, Russe
and Stara Zagora.
In 2005 the firm successfully passed the certification procedure
of BUREAU VERITAS Certification and became the first law firm
not only in Bulgaria but also in South-East Europe to be certified
under ISO 9001:2000 for comprehensive legal services and consultations in the sphere of law related to economic, financial and
investment activities and was later recertified also under the ISO
9001:2008.
Since 1996 Penkov, Markov & Partners has been the Bulgarian
member of LEX MUNDI, the world’s leading association of independent law firms. The firm is also a member of FLI Net and
Eurojuris International. Our active involvement in these professional networks allows us to provide legal support to our clients
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Head of company:
Vladimir Penkov, Managing Partner

throughout the world.
Over the years the company has established itself as a leader in
the spheres of Privatization and Foreign Investments, M&A, Energy Law and Renewables, TMT, Competition, Antitrust and Consumer Protection, Real Estate and Construction, Administrative
Law. Our scope of work also covers Banking and Finance; Bankruptcy and Creditors’ Rights; Company Law and Commercial Contracts; Environmental Law and Natural Resources; Insurance; IP;
Employment and Social Security; Litigation and Arbitration; Taxation; Securities and Capital Markets; Project Development and
Finance; Public Procurement, Pharmaceuticals; Criminal Law; etc.
Penkov, Markov & Partners’ extensive experience and quality of
services have received international recognition through a number of awards, including the International Legal Alliance Summit
Silver Award for Central and Eastern Europe, 2011 and the FLI Net
Regional Vision & Leadership Award Winner, 2012.

PENSION ASSURANCE COMPANY FUTURE

Pension Assurance Company “FUTURE” JSC was founded in
2003, then as part of the financial group “DZI” the company bears
the name “DZI - Pension assurance” AD. Since its inception the
company is managed by the executive members of the BD Valery Alexiev and Andrei Shotov. The Company is registered and
licensed to operate in supplementary mandatory and voluntary
pension assurance. The company established respectively “Universal”, “Professional” and “Voluntary” pension funds. The company, raises its customers pursuant to the statutory set methods,
and manage its customers assets in accordance with the legal
framework, guided by the principles:
- Obligatory / voluntary participation
- Legal independence of the pension assurance company and the
universal, occupational and voluntary pension funds managed
by it;
- Transparency, separation and exclusivity of the activity;
- Licensing and government regulation;
- Mandatory periodic reporting and disclosure;

Head of company:
Kalin Kostov, Executive Director
Contact person: Parvoleta Atanasova

- Fair competition among pension companies;
- Representing the interests of insured persons.
In 2007 the company left the financial group of “DZI”. After separation from “DZI” the company changed its name and the names
of the funds it manages.
Currently the company is managed by the executive members of
BD Venelin Milev and Andrei Shotov.
As of 31.12.2013 in the funds managed by the company are assured:
- UPF – 133 076 persons*
- PPF – 7 165 persons*
- VPF – 4 572 persons.*
As of 31.12.2013 the net assets of the funds managed by the
company, are in amount of:
- UPF - over 114 million leva*
- PPF - over 8 million. leva*
- VPF - over 3 million. leva*

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1592,
Christopher Columbus 43 blvd. fl.7
Tel.: (+359 2) 4896505
Fax: (+359 2) 4144729
E-mail: office@budeshte.bg
Web page: www.budeshte.bg
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PETTAS BULGARIA
Address: Yambol 8600, 14-th str. 22,
Industrial area
Tel.: +359 46 66 27 65
Fax: +359 46 66 27 63
E-mail: pettas_bg@abv.bg
“Pettas Bulgaria” S.A. is company developing in the food processing industry.
“Pettas Bulgaria” S.A. is established in Yambol, Bulgaria on 13th
of May , 2005. The production base and the office are situated at
22, str.”14-th”, Industrial area, Yambol.
“Pettas Bulgaria” S.A. has a team of 60 people - 56 workers in

Head of company: Nikolaos Zafirakis

manufacture and 4 people- administrative staff.
“Pettas Bulgaria” S.A. is specialized in producing of different kinds
of margarines and packing of vegetable oils. The company is one
of the biggest in this industrial sphere in Bulgaria. The company
exports a production in Romania, Serbia, Bosnia and Greece.

PLESIO COMPUTERS BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1000, Angel Kanchev 5 Str.
Tel.: +359 2 939 71 00
Fax.: +359 2 939 71 20
E-mail: info@plesio.bg
Web site: www.plesio.bg
Plesio Computers Bulgaria is a subsidiary of Plaisio Computers
S.A, Greece - a leading reseller in the field of IT products, office
materials and telephony on the Greek market. We are currently
among the TOP 3 biggest suppliers of hardware and office products on the Bulgarian market according to ComputerWorld Top
100.
The Plesio Store, situated in the heart of Sofia – Angel Kanchev
5, is where you’ll find more than 10 500 IT products, consumables
and office materials. We provide the customers with the ability to
choose tailor-made laptop and desktop configurations using the
Built-to-Order method with the help of our highly skilled consultants. Within the store you will find a Service Department, which
offers assembly and personalization of PCs in 24 hours and an un-
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Head of company: John Saroulidis, CEO

precedented 4 hour upgrade service. All products on display are
operational and can be tested before the buy. Plesio is the only
technology store that offers free parking space for its customers
in the center of the city.
The company’s website - plesio.bg is a fully enabled ecommerce
page with various methods of payment, live chat with our consultants and 24 hours free delivery service.
The B2B department of the company serves corporate clients. It
consists of Call Center operators and sales representatives who
work as a team. Each client company communicates personally
with one of our Call Center operators and with a sales representatives responsible for its specific needs and requirements.
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POSTBANK/EUROBANK BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1766, Okolovrasten put 260
Tel.: (+359 2) 8166 100
E-mail: contact@postbank.bg
Web page: www.postbank.bg

Postbank, legally known as Eurobank Bulgaria, is a leading universal bank with over 20 successful years on the Bulgarian market. The bank offers a full range of banking services: various types
of accounts and deposits; consumer loans; mortgage loans; special products for financing small enterprises and entrepreneurs;
corporate credits; mutual funds; investments and cash management; foreign exchange transactions; credit and debit cards;
bank guarantees and letters of credit; securities trading and trade
finance activities.
Postbank traditionally holds strong positions in debit and credit cards business, mortgage and consumer lending, as well as in
individual deposits. The Bank is among the leaders on the factoring services for corporate clients, custody services for local and
foreign institutional clients and investment banking. Postbank

Head of company: Petia Dimitrova, Chairman
of the Board and Chief Executive Director
Dimitar Shoumarov, Member of the Board, Chief
Finacial Director and Executive Director
Iordan Souvandjiev, Member of the Board and
Chief Risk Officer
has a workforce of 2 700 employees and a branch network of 186
locations countrywide.
Having a banking history of over 20 successful years, Postbank
ranks among the leading universal banks in Bulgaria. Total assets
of the Bank reached 5 637 million BGN as of 31 December 2012.
Тhe Bulgarian Credit Rating Agency has assigned a long-term rating of ВВ+ to Postbank and a short-term rating of B.
Postbank is a member of Eurobank Group.
Eurobank Group is a European banking organization with total
assets of € 80.1 billion (as at 30.09.2013), 20,000 employees and
a retail network of more than 1,100 branches in Greece and in 7
other countries.
More information about Eurobank can be found at www.eurobank.gr.

PRAXIS GROUP
Address: Sofia 1407,
“Henrik Ibsen” 3-9 Str., entr. A, ap.18
Tel.: +359 2 962 68 10
Fax.: +359 2 962 68 11
E-mail: info@praxisgroup.bg
Web site: www.praxisgroup.bg
The company
• Accomplishes infrastructural projects, reconstruction, rehabilitation, modernization, study, design and construction of residential, administrative and industrial buildings, realizes electrical and
HVAC projects.
• Assembles hydro and thermal insulations of underground and
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Head of company:
Lambros Karagiannis, Executive Director

roof structures.
• Develops photovoltaic turn key projects with photovoltaic
modules, inverters and assembling systems of the world leaders
in this brand.
• Offers air conditioners and air condition systems.
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PREMIER LUXURY MOUNTAIN RESORT
Address: Bansko 2770 11,
Karamanitza Str. , P.O. Box 73
Tel.: + 359 749 50 500, + 359 749 50 501,
Fax: (+3590749) 50502
E-mail: reservations@premiermountainresort.com
Web page: www.premiermountainresort.com
Premier Luxury Mountain Resort is a 5-star hotel, the only member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World in Bulgaria. Located in
Bansko, at the foothills of Mount Pirin, only 700m from the gondola ski lift, it offers 111 stylish rooms and suites, where distinctive style and luxury create a familiar, calm and relaxing environment; while “Premier Collection” rooms offer an additional air of
luxury and exclusivity. “Amvrosia” a la carte restaurant (awarded
as “Restaurant of the Year 2013” by the Bulgarian Hotel & Restaurant Association) offers contemporary haute cuisine and an
extensive wine list, served in a warm and inviting setting. “Dionyssos” restaurant serves a sumptuous American buffet breakfast
daily, while dinner buffet offers a great variety of delicious dishes.
“Nectar” bar offers a wide selection of beverages and superior
cocktails, as well as a delicious bar menu. The multifunctional
conference hall, with natural daylight, can accommodate any

Head of company:
Konstantina Papounidou, General Manager

corporate need in the best possible way. “Victoria Spa”, one of
the most prestigious Bulgarian spa chains, guarantees complete
relaxation and rejuvenation, through a wide range of treatments
and the free use of the spa & wellness facilities. During the summer months, the outdoor pool with the Pool Bar is the ideal place
to enjoy the sunshine and the fresh mountain air.
Our new jewel - Dohos Hotel Experience, in Greece - is a boutique hotel nested on Mount Kissavos. Magnificent view to the
Aegean Sea and Mount Olympus, spacious rooms with Coco-Mat
mattresses, pillows and linens, fresh meals prepared with local
products, infinity swimming pool, Spa center and a meeting
room await you to discover the true meaning of relaxation, rest
and nature combined with the comfort, luxury and hotel’s harmonious environment.

PWC BULGARIA
Address: Sofia 1000, Maria Louisa 9-11 blvd.
Tel.: +359 2 91 003
Fax.: +359 2 93 55 166
E-mail: pwc.bulgaria@bg.pwc.com
Web site: www.pwc.com/bg

PwC helps organisations and individuals create the value they’re
looking for. We’re a network of firms in 157 countries with more
than 184,000 people.
PwC is present in Bulgaria since 1992 and for the past 22 years
has been committed to delivering quality in assurance, tax and
advisory services. With a local team of around 150 full-time staff -
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Head of company: Irina Tsvetkova,
Country Managing Partner, Tax and Legal
Services Leader
Bojidar Neitchev, Partner, Advisory
Services Leader
Stefan Weiblen, Partner, Assurance S
ervices Leader
transaction services specialists, auditors, consultants, lawyers, tax
experts and HR consultants, PwC Bulgaria provides a full spectrum of services and builds lasting relationships with its clients
helping them to find effective solutions by combining industry
insight with technical expertise. Visit us on www.pwc.com/bg/ .

PRINTAMAX BULGARIA
Address: 38 Capitan Dimitar Spisarevski str.,
Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: (+359 2)920 03 37
Fax: (+359 2)920 01 66
Email: info@printamax.bg
Printamax Bulgaria Digital Printing, Signage Applications Printamax was established in 2001 with a complete range of printing capabilities, strategically-placed production units in Bulgaria, on-going staff training and continuous upgrades of our
equipment and infrastructure, we are able to successfully cover
the most exacting digital printing and signage requirements in
Bulgaria and Greece Young, energetic, professional, with outstanding time management skills, able to handle multiple tasks
of different project, prioritise and bring them to a successful end
in the designated deadlines. Proven experience in business development. To provide the best possible solutions for the most

Head of company: Dimitrios Argyrakis, Director

demanding printing and signage project. Our strategic partners
collaborate closely with our staff in order to produce the best
possible result in quality, durability and investment/value ratio.
Our design and printing services cover a wide range of business. The main services are: Supergraphic building wraps and
ultra-wide format digital printing Interior and exterior signage
applications Customised promotional constructions and POP
displays Window graphics and banners Film applications on any
surface and material Corporate vehicles Multi – storey buildings Magnet printing 24/7 services.

PRINTEC BULGARIA

Printec Bulgaria Jsc was established in 1992 and is the subsidiary of Printec Group, South-eastern Europe’s leader in Transaction
Automation Solutions and an important Systems Integrator. With
headquarters in Athens and annual turnover of €100mn (FY08), the
Group offers its products, solutions and services in 15 countries.
The company, offers integrated solutions in the areas of Transaction Automation, Telco & Networking, Information Security etc,

Head of company:
Harilaos Konstantinou, CEO

partnering with vendors such as NCR, VeriFone, Talaris, Oberthur,
Welcome Real Time, Transoft, Infosys, Flash Networks, ECI, PCCW
etc. Printec Bulgaria Jsc. executes its strategy by providing a complete package of professional initiatives from sales to go live and
servicing including delivery/ software development, installation,
consultancy, warranty, maintenance and support services for the
complete spectrum of hardware and software product offering.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1618, Bulgaria 110 blvd., section B
Tel.: +359 2 8085622; +359 2 8085666;
+359 2 981 7353
Fax.: +359 2 9883723
E-mail: info@printec.bg
Web site: www.printec.bg
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PUBLICIS GROUP
Address: Abacus Business Center,
118, Bulgaria Blvd., fl.5, Sofia 1618, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 4340 787
Fax: + 359 2 4340 725
Email: a.tsitsos@publicis-consultants.bg
Publicis Group is the biggest communications holding in Bulgaria. Founded back in 1995 as a specialized PR and advertising
agency, today it is part of the global family of the French-based
Publicis Groupe – Europe’s largest and world’s third largest communications holding. We gather more than 130 experts and pro-

Head of company: Nikolai Nedelchev, CEO
Contact person: Alexandros Tsitsos,
Co-Managing Director, Publicis Consultants
MSLGROUP

vide full range of communication services including PR, advertising, media planning, internet and digital solutions, BTL and event
marketing, research and analyses, print and multimedia production. Our customers receive flexible, effective and tailor-made
solutions backed up by international know-how and experience.

REPORT BG
Address: Sofia 1756, Racho Petkov Kazandzhiyata 8
Str., fl.6, ADORA Business Center
Tel.: +359 2 971 89 30; +359 894 640 318
Fax: +359 2 971 80 91
E-mail: info@report.bg
Web page: www.report.bg
Report.BG Ltd is an innovative modern company founded in 2004
that provides Consulting and Business Information Services, especially to medium and small enterprises. The company experts offer to their clients, in-depth expertise in EU funding opportunities
also collecting, processing and analyzing corporate, statistical and
economic data, organaizing sector analyses and market surveys. In
addition, the company works in close cooperation with a number
of Bulgarian and foreign partners.
The company issues the unique catalog also with CD edition-“Report.BG Business Information”, which contains contact information
of the leading 5 000 companies in Bulgaria, organized by economic sectors.
Report.BG Ltd. provides the following Business Information Services:
- The Sector Analysis Reports provide information presented in
analytically form, graphics and tables in Bulgarian or English language for the import and export of different goods, materials, re-
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Head of company:
Prodromos Mavropoulos, General Manager
Ludmil Manev, Manager

sources, etc. The data encompass the period from 2000 to 2013.
- The Corporate Reports provide high-quality business reporting
information concerning economic entities, registered in Bulgaria.
They include all contact and financial data, management and related companies, market positions and main competitors, SWOT
analysis. The information included in the Company Reports is presented with graphics and tables in Bulgarian and/or English.
- Database - Database with contacts of companies or natural persons are very convenient for direct marketing in case of sale or promotion of new goods and services.
- Internet Database - Database Report.bg contain information for
over 100 000 economic entities
- Macro and microeconomic market research – The Company
provides solutions regarding clients strategic steps towards their
development, regarding developing of public and corporate registers, operating on the internet and accessible in any time and from
any place.

S&B INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
Address: Kardzhali 6600, Belomorski 97 blvd.
Tel.: +359 361 60 838
Fax: +359 361 60 809
E-mail: info@sandb.bg
Web page: www.sandb.com
S&B Industrial Minerals AD is a part of multinational group of
companies with a strong international presence, whose products
have been on the markets in over 65 countries worldwide. The
company is certificated as per the new version ISO 9001:2008.
S&B Industrial Minerals AD has been a member of the Perlite
Institution-USA since 1993, and it is also a member of the Trade
Leaders’ Club-Madrid, Spain; the company was rewarded with
the International prize for Trade prestige and International star
for quality.
The main activity of the company is extraction, processing and
trade with industrial minerals, and by its portfolio of the special minerals, S&B is transforming the natural resources in winning industrial

Head of company:
Juliana Mareva, Managing Director
Emmanouil Tsontakis, Executive Director

solutions.
Over 60% from the production of S&B is exported abroad.
At present S&B AD is a modern, contemporary company, already
well-known to Europe and the world with the following products:
Bentonite products for: cat litters Bento, drilling fluids, palletizing of iron-ore concentrations, foundry, tunnel constructions and
construction of landfills.
Perlite products: expanded perlite, perlite filter aids (perfil), ceramoperlite heat-insulation products, mineral mixtures, perlite for
purification of petroleum spillages.
Natural zeolite products for: absorption of heavy metals, animal
feed, agricultural purposes.

SENSE HOTEL SOFIA

Sense Hotel Sofia is Sofia’s first upscale design hotel, balancing
luxury and superb design with world class service. Proud member of Design Hotels, Sense Hotel Sofia is an architectural piece of
art that stands out from the crowd! The hotel provides 71 rooms
where the guests can experience genuine comfort and a constant
sense of purity. The goal is one to Indulge in an ambience that suits
the needs but exceeds the expectations.
The meeting rooms urge one to feel the difference of the halls,
whether you are organizing a corporate training, product presentation, small board meeting, important tête-à-tête discussions
or bigger business conference.
Sense restaurant is the place to delight your senses with culinary
excellence. There the guests explore variety of tasty temptations

Head of company:
Elitza Velichkova, General Manager
Contact person:
Pavlina Mateeva, Event Manager

and escape from the busy life in the city center. The restaurant
provides elegant ambience combined Chef’s highlights from the
Mediterranean fusion cuisine.
Rooftop Bar offers relaxing atmosphere, unique spacious terrace,
endless feeling of sky and stars along with premium spirits & wine
collection and delicious culinary highlights, the perfect setting for
a memorable date, perfect finish of the stressful business day or
enjoyable friends’ gatherings.
SENSE SPA – the venue where one can an oasis of harmony in the
heart of Sofia at Sense Spa. Unique patio, discreet daylight, wood,
stone, steel and water. Do not miss out on our truly immersive face
and body ESPA treatments in the expert hands of our therapists.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia, 16 Tsar Osvoboditel Blvd.
Tel.: +359 446 2511
Fax: n/a
Web page: www.sensehotel.com
Email: info@sensehotel.com
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SAMOLIS LAW OFFICE SOFIA
Address: 115K Tsarigradsko Shosse Blvd.,
Building B, fl.5
Tel.: +35924912159; +35924912151
E-mail: office@samolis.net
Samolis Law Office, ATHENS:
Vas. Sofias 73, Athens 115 21
Tel.: +302107299550; + 302107219964
E-mail: samolis@otenet.gr
European Law & Business Center in cooperation with Samolis
Law Firm operates in Athens and in Sofia. The Greek office has
been founded more than 60 years ago and has a rich experience
and practice in the sphere of commercial law, mergers and acquisition, financial transactions and corporate deals.
The local Bulgarian team consists of ten attorneys-at- law, specialized in various areas of law – banking& leasing, real estates,

commercial law, contractual relations, preparation of partnership
and joint- stock agreements.
We also provide litigation services before all court instances.
We believe that the professional advice requires understanding
of the business environment in which each client operates.
The location of the two offices allows us to provide services to
international and domestic corporate clients.

SIENIT HOLDING
Address: Southeast Industrial Zone,
7 Asen Yordanov str.
Tel: 00359 32 600160
Fax: 00359 32 682046
Email: mail@sienit.com;
gushkova@respectconsult.com
Webpage: www.sienit.com
Sienit Holding Jsc. is one of the most powerful Bulgarian companies in the field of construction and investment. The company is a leading construction entrepreneur and key contractor on
the Bulgarian construction market due to its long experience in
building large industrial, logistic, infrastructure, energy, commercial, recreational and residential facilities. It has a big team of professionals and a full range of machinery.
Sienit Holding is a pioneer in the creation of industrial zones in
Bulgaria. The company has built the industrial and logistic bases
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Head of company: Valentin Kanchev, Director
Contact person: Katerina Gushkova

of such global Greenfields Investments in Bulgaria.
In 2004 the company realized the first industrial zone – Rakovski, with the support of the local government, Invest Bulgaria
Agency and the German-Bulgarian Industrial and Commercial
Chamber.currently the company Is in the process of development of 5 industrial zones around Plovdiv - Maritza, Rakovski,
Kaloyanovo, Kuklen, Kalekovetz, and is the basis of the largest
Bulgarian economic zone Trakia.
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SECTRON
Address: Sofia 1125, D-r G. M. Dimitrov 52
blvd., SECTRON/SOT building
Tel.: +359 2 91 982
Fax: +359 2 873 25 76, 9711 282
E-mail: info@sectron.com
Web page: www.sectron.com
Stara Zagora, Ruse, Veliko Tarnovo and Blagoevgrad. Abroad
SECTRON Ltd. has local subsidiary companies in the countries of
Serbia, FYR of Macedonia and Albania.
The focus of the company is to provide higher customer satisfaction by offering quality products, excellent technical support
and services at the best commercial conditions. Because of this,
systems supplied and built by Sectron provide reliable operation

Head of company: Pavel Videnov, President
Georgi Videnov, GM & Vice Vice President

and meet the technical security requirements of every scale from the home and office to the largest industrial, commercial
and institutional cites.
The high quality and reliability of the equipment and services
are valued by - among many others – Government institutions,
Banks, Mobile Operators, Administrative, Industrial, Retail and
Commercial facilities, etc.

SIGMA BULGARIA
Address: 152, Prof. Tzvetan Lazarov,
Tehnopark Sofia
Tel.: 0035929782126
Fax: 0035929783436
E-mail: angel.kugiyski@saracakis.gr
Web page: www.volvoce.com
Saracakis Group is one of the oldest-based commercial and industrial concerns in Greece with a wide range of activities, mainly
in the automotive sector. The company was founded in Thessaloniki in 1922. Currently, the HQ of the Saracakis Group is based
in Athens.
SIGMA BULGARIA JSC is the latest (10th) an affiliated company.
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Head of company: Alexander Saracakis
Angel Kugiyski

From June 2007 Sigma Bulgaria JSC is the authorized dealer of
VOLVO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT for Bulgaria. The head office
is situated in Sofia with further premises in Burgas and Varna.
VCE range of machines includes wheel loaders, wheeled and
tracked excavators, backhoe loaders, graders and articulated haulers.
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SOFIA HOTEL BALKAN, a luxury Collection Hotel
Address: Sofia 1000, 5 St. Nedelya Square
Tel.: +359 2 981 65 41
Fax: +359 2 980 64 64
E-mail: reservation@starwoodhotels.com
Web page: www.sofiahotelbalkan.com
Sofia Hotel Balkan, a Luxury Collection Hotel is at the very heart
of the city, just a short walk away from the major government,
business, cultural and leisure establishments. Sharing a building
with the Presidential Palace, the hotel is part of the architectural heritage of the capital. Sofia Hotel Balkan combines timeless
grace and impeccable service, and is preferred for the lavishing
guest rooms and exquisite event halls.
The hotel opens its doors for guests in 1956 as the first hotel in
Eastern Europe managed by a Western company. Recent archeological researches point to the fact that a major Roman palace lies
beneath the foundations of Sofia Hotel Balkan, which entwines
the history of an entire city in just one building.
Since its opening Sofia Hotel Balkan has welcomed royal family members, presidents, representatives of the show business,
prominent professionals and various high-rank delegations. This

Head of company:
Stylianos Koutsivitis, Executive Director
Athanasios Pantazis, General Manager

makes the hotel a true gem in The Luxury Collection of Starwood
Hotels & Resorts.
Sofia Hotel Balkan has 184 stately rooms and suites, which redefine the concept of space and luxury. Each of them offers unique
point of view to the city center, exquisite comfort and amenities
especially tailored for the modern traveler.
The hotel also prides itself on its renowned meeting and banquet halls, designed to make every type of occasion a once-ina-lifetime event. With approximately 1500 square meters of total
conference space, event rooms include the transcendent Royal
Ballroom, which lives up to its name with the capacity of up to
650 people. The exceptional banqueting space is complemented
with the sophisticated twin ballrooms - Serdica and Sredetz, two
conference rooms and two private offices, all with natural daylight and refined service.

SOFIA SOUTH RING MALL
Address: Sofia, 102 Bulgaria Ave.,
BC Bellissimo, 2 Floor, office 17
Tel.: (+359 2) 854 81 20
Fax: (+359 2) 854 81 23
E-mail: info@ssrm-bg.com
Web page: www.sofiaring.bg
Sofia South Ring Mall EAD, a joint stock company owned by two
major investors- FOURLIS GROUP & DANAOS GROUP, is a company, active in the investment, lease and management of the commercial center Sofia Ring Mall.
FOURLIS GROUP is one of the leading groups in the Balkans, providing quality durable goods. The strategy of FOURLIS GROUP is
the expansion through international companies focused mainly
in retail (franchise of IKEA, New Look, Intersport and others) and
secondarily in wholesale commerce (representing brands such as
General Electric, Liebherr and Körting).
DANAOS GROUP is a diversified group of companies engaged in
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Head of company: Ioannis Giannakis

sectors such as shipping, information technology, construction,
banking and financial services, listed on the New York Stock Exchange, with a successful track record in the shipping industry of
more than 35 years. In the construction sector the Group undertakes commercial and residential construction projects.
Sofia Ring Mall, the new regional retail development, is located on Sofia’s newly extended Ring Road and together with IKEA
store will form the biggest retail and entertaining destination in
Bulgaria, providing to its customers amazing views towards the
city and Vitosha Mountain and a lot of green areas. The opening
of Sofia Ring Mall is scheduled for autumn of 2014.

SPECTAR
Address: Sofia1582 Haidelberg str.,
Sofia, Bulgaria, Druzba 2
Tel.: +359 2 807 82 12/10
Fax: +359 2 973 77 89
E-mail: greece@spektar.bg
Web page: www.spektar.bg
Spectar JSC Printing House is a part of the group Sofiiski imoti ltd, Rezon ltd and Radika Verlag AG. We are one of the most
advanced printing houses in Europe, using last generation machines to provide to our clients the highest quality products.
We attribute our success in an ever changing marketplace, our
commitment to embracing the latest technology, investing in
our staff, adapting to our customers needs, building professional
relationships and consistently delivering excellent print and service.
We can offer a large scale of products for our clients such as cat-

Head of company:
Stefan Monev, Exetuvive Director
Contact person: Peny Drumeva

alogs, books, papers, journals, flayers, leaflets, cards, envelopes,
calendars and many more.
On an area of over 6000 m² and 120 employees, we disposed last
generation sheetfed offset printing presses Heidelberg, Bookbinding department is equipped with Heidelberg, Polar, Muller
Martini machines for cutting, folding and binding printed publications. The prepress department is equipped with CTP Heidelberg, workflow software of the series Prinect by Heidelberg for
receiving orders, assembly, RIP and proofing.
We choose to offer the best quality for the clients!

STANTON CHASE INTERNATIONAL BULGARIA

Stanton Chase International Bulgaria is part of the global network of Stanton Chase – one of the leading executive search
firms in the world. The Bulgarian office was founded in 2006 to
help companies identify and attract qualified and experienced
talents for top and middle managerial roles. Our successful experience in assignments covers projects for board and top executive level and to middle management positions, including HR,

Head of company:
Darina Peneva, Managing Director
Contact person:
Antonia Staleva, Office Manager

Marketing, Sales, Finance, Production, IT, Supply Chain, etc. Our
dedicated team of consultants and researchers has developed
strong expertise in all major sectors in the economy. We are experienced in cross-border searches and we also offer a range of
consulting services, including leadership assessment and competency evaluation.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1404, Bulgaria Blvd 81 B, 6th floor
Tel.: +359 2 962 29 31; +359 2 962 19 86
E-mail: sofia@stantonchase.com
Webpage: http://www.stantonchase.com/
locations/europe_middle_east_and_africa/sofia/
default.asp
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STARBUCKS-MARINOPOULOS COFFEE COMPANY BULGARIA
Address: Sofia, 62, Gurko str.
Tel.: (+359 2) 986 32 94
Fax: (+359 2) 986 32 94
E-mail: a.ivanov@starbucks.com.gr
Web page: www.starbucks.bg
Starbucks Coffee Company, founded in 1971, is the leading
retailer, roaster and brand of specialty coffee in the world, with
more than 17,000 retail locations in 56 countries. It is not only the
finest coffee that makes Starbucks the most favourite coffee of
millions of people around the world - it’s also the trained and experienced Starbucks partners who build a personal relationship
with each of Starbucks customers, first rate music and a comfortable and upbeat meeting place, that make many people talk
about the unique coffee experience.
In Bulgaria, Starbucks is represented by Marinopoulos Bros S.A.,
one of Greece’s leading retail, commercial and industrial groups.
Starbucks celebrated its opening in Bulgaria in 2008, with the
first store in Sofia, Gurko and now it is operating in Nansen, in
Hermes Park Mall with two locations and in Bourgas Plaza Mall.

Head of company: Dimitris Papoulis
Contact person: George Makridis,
Andrey Ivanov

Starbucks customers can choose from the complete line of
handcrafted coffee drinks and pastry, a variety of blends and
single origin coffees, coffee brewers, coffee accessories and gift
items. The high-quality arabica coffee and the innovative products in an inviting and relaxed atmosphere are the factors that
will offer the legendary Starbucks Experience to those who enter
the coffee stores.
Corporate Social Responsibility has been an integral part of the
company’s philosophy. Starbucks is heavily involved in local communities, offering support as part of its own programme of social
responsibility. At Starbucks, everything starts with the promise of
a perfectly made beverage, but it goes far beyond that. It’s really
about human connection.

SUNLIGHT INDUSTRIAL
Address: Sofia 1715, Alexander Malinov Blvd 91,
floor 5, office 503
Tel.: +359 2 807 91 90
Fax.: +359 2 807 91 88
E-mail: office@sunlight.bg
Web page: www.sunlight.bg
SUNLIGHT INDUSTRIAL is subsidiary of SYSTEMS SUNLIGHT S.A.,
leader in the design, production and distribution of batteries and
energy production systems with a manpower that exceeds 770
employees in Greece and abroad.
With a production range of more than 1,500 specialized products, SYSTEMS SUNLIGHT S.A. covers the energy needs of sectors
with particularly high demands, including Industry, Transportation, Telecommunications, Defence, Construction and Infrastructure
The core of the company’s growth is its Manufacturing Plant
based in Northern Greece. In a total area of 142,000 m2, with indoor areas of more than 55,000 m2, the SUNLIGHT Manufactur-
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Head of company:
Tsvetan Kostov, General Manager

ing Plant runs six high-end production units that are recognized
for their high specialization: Cylindrical Zinc-Chloride cells, Advanced Lead-Acid batteries for submarine propulsion, Silver-Zinc
batteries for combat and exercise torpedoes, Stationary and traction Lead- Acid batteries (vented type), Sealed Lead- Acid Batteries (VRLA), Photovoltaic Power Supply Systems.
Aiming at the production of high added value and quality products, the assembly lines of the SUNLIGHT Manufacturing Plant
are used for:mBattery packs for military and commercial applications, Power Supply Systems for telecommunication applications, UPS systems, Industrial Rectifiers, Generating Sets ranging
from 5 to 3,000 kVA.

THE MALL SHOPPING CENTER
Address: Sofia, 115 Z, Tsarigradsko Shousse Blvd.
Tel.: (+359 2) 87 87 810
Fax: (+359 2) 87 87 810
E-mail: marketing@themall.bg
marketing@assospm.com
Web page: wwww.themall.bg
THE MALL is one of the largest shopping centres in Bulgaria,
situated on 66,000 square meters, with 178 stores featuring international brands, a 9000 sq meters Carrefour hypermarket, the
ten screen halls Arena Cinema, various entertainment venues, a

Head of company: Nicholas Yovanidis,
Mall Manager Frank Whiting, Mall Manager
Contact person: Silviya Chaparova

fitness centre, restaurants and cafes.
This combination of world famous brands, services and places of
recreation and entertainment makes THE MALL an exciting place
to shop.

THE RESIDENCE EXCLUSIVE CLUB

The Residence Exclusive Club is one of the kind elite private club
in Bulgaria with carefully selected members. The Club was founded in 2011 and is now member of the International Associate
Clubs /IAC/ – a global network of more than 300 private clubs.
The Residence Exclusive Club is located in the very heart of Sofia, just across the national Parliament and Sofia University, in a
neighborhood considered to be one of Sofia’s landmarks. The
house of the Club itself is a monument of culture of national importance with long and interesting history and is considered to
be one of Bulgaria’s architectural masterpieces.
Club members and our guests can enjoy the Residence Lounge
Bar as a perfect backdrop for an energetic start or relaxing end

Head of company:
Stanislava Georgieva, General Manager
Krassena Kiryakova, PR & Marketing Manager
Iliana Boycheva, Event Manager

of their day, a quiet place for meetings, or just the right place to
have a drink and to try the tempting delights from the Residence
Lounge Bar menu. The Residence Restaurant combines tradition
and creative interpretation of international and Bulgarian cuisine. The restaurant is an outstanding place for formal, business,
and private meetings. The evening continues at Encore Music Bar
- the place for entertainment, music, and dancing. During the
warm months, the Club presents its summer temptation – the
Residence Garden. Here, our guests have the unique opportunity to enjoy all over the day their favorite drink, have something
tasty to eat or indulge into Japanese teppanyaki talent and taste
the delicious suggestions of our Asian chefs.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

Address: Sofia 1000, Tsar Osvoboditel 18 Blvd.
Tel.: Office: +359 2 421 98 38;
The Club: +359 882 989 303.
E-mail: pr@theresidence-club.com
Web page: www.theresidence-club.com
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TERNA S.A. - BULGARIA BRANCH
Address: Sofia, 110 Bulgaria Blvd., building B,
ground floor
Tel.: 359 2/854 94 35
Fax: 359 2/854 80 21
E-mail: terna@terna.bg
Web page: www.terna.gr
TERNA S.A., member of GEK TERNA Group of Companies, covers
the entire range of technical, industrial and energy related projects in both the public and private sectors. TERNA is active in the
South – Eastern Europe and the Middle East as well, with a total
backlog of about € 4 billion.
In Bulgaria, TERNA S.A. has participated in the construction of
very successful private (e.g. HERMES – CARREFOUR PARK – The

Head of company:
Panagiotis Ioannidis, Executive Manager
Konstantinos Iliadis, Executive Manager

Mall, the first IKEA Store in Sofia) and public works (e.g. PLOVDIV-SVILENGRAD RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION, UPGRADING OF
CORRIDORS IV AND IX CIVIL, TRACK & ELECTRIFICATION WORKS
FOR PHASE 1: KROUMOVO-PARVOMAI SECTION and Reconstruction and Electrification of the Railway Line Dimitrovgrad – Svilengrad for Phase 4.1: Dimitrovgrad - Harmanli).

THRACE IPOMA
Address: Sofia 1528, Nedelcho Bonchev 7,
Gara Iskar
Tel.: +359 2 9732451; +359 2 4186511
Fax.: +359 2 9732457
E-mail: sales@ipoma.com
Web page: www.ipoma.com
Thrace Ipoma is member of Thrace Plastics Group.
Main activities are production and sales of:
Ridig packaging with different applications: Food Industry,
Chemical Industry, Retail business, Bier and bevarage, Agricultur-
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Head of company: Dimitar Dichev, CEO

al Industry, Sport and leisure.
Industrial packaging- FIBC for Fertilizers, Fish feed, Food Industry, Construction Industry.
Technical fabrics: Nets, FFS, Geotextile.
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TODOROV AND DOYKOVA LAW FIRM
Address: Sofia 1463,
Dr. Christo Stambolsky 3 Str., Fl. 3
Tel.: +359 2 954 95 60
Fax: +359 2 954 95 61
E-mail: law_office@tdlawfirm.com
Web page: www.tdlawfirm.com
The Law Firm
Todorov & Doykova Law Firm (hereinafter referred to as T&D Law
Firm) was established in Sofia, Bulgaria on 1st of May, 2006 by the
founding partners Svilen Todorov and Dessislava Doykova. The
law office is situated in the administrative building at 3 Dr. Christo Stambolsky Street, 3rd Floor, 1463 Sofia - next to the National
Palace of Culture.
The Team
T&D Law Firm has a team of 18 people - 14 lawyers and 4 people
- administrative staff. The lawyers have sufficient experience in all
fields of civil and commercial law.

Head of company:
Svilen Todorov, Managing Partner
Dessislava Doykova, Partner

The Practice
T&D Law Firm is specialized in providing of a wide range of legal services to legal entities and individuals with respect to their
day-to-day business and corporate governance, establishing and
managing relations with customers, state, municipal and administrative authorities, in carrying out of legal due diligence of
companies, providing of legal opinions on matters of Bulgarian
law, as well as in providing of legal assistance for conclusion of
commercial transactions, including but not limited to privatization transactions, investment projects, acquisition of real estate,
etc., representation in litigation and arbitration.

UBB METLIFE ZHZD AD
Address: Sofia 1404 51B, Bulgaria Blvd., Fl. 6
Tel.: (+359 2) 402 91 91
Fax: (+359 2) 81 86 201
E-mail: office@ubb-metlife.bg
Web page: www.ubb-metlife.bg
The company was founded in 2006 as one of the first companies
focused principally in the field of bancassurance. Major shareholders in the company are UBB bank and life company MetLife.
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Head of company: Evgeni Benbasat
Contact person: Radostina Romanova

UBB MetLife serve customers of a bank UBB provides professional and service oriented to their needs.

UNICORN BULGARIA CONSULTING
Address: 11 August Str. No 10, Sofia
Tel: BG: +359 (0) 898 43 40 49
GR: +30 6945 612 949
Email: ftikas@unicorn-bg.com
Unicorn Bulgaria Consulting EOOD, is a boutique legal and
business Consulting firm, incorporated in Sofia Bulgaria, offering mainly legal but also business consulting services to clients,
operating in various sectors of the economy, indicatively Energy, Real Estate, Professional Services, Banking, Financial Services,
and large scale Construction and Infrastructure projects. Our clientele include major international and local companies, while we
also advise private individuals in various legal issues relevant to
their business activities.

Head of company:
George Ftikas, LL.M, MBA, CMgr, MCMI, Owner

Unicorn Bulgaria Consulting EOOD, serves its clients in the wider
South East Europe region, including inter alia, Bulgaria, Serbia,
Romania, FYROM and Kosovo, through an extensive network
of experienced professionals with in depth knowledge of their
respective markets, while provision of tailored made consulting
services, ensures that we always meet our clients’ needs, irrespective of geographical location.
We remain at your disposal for any clarification.

Address: Sofia 1040, 5Sveta Sofia Str.
Tel.: 0700 117 17
Fax: (+359 2) 811 24 05
E-mail: info@ubb.bg
Web page: www.ubb.bg

United Bulgarian Bank is a banking institution with more than
20 years of history, which began in 1992 through the merger of
22 Bulgarian regional commercial banks. Being the first and most
comprehensive consolidation project in the Bulgarian banking
sector in the national history, UBB proudly holds full banking

Head of company:
Stilian Vatev, Chairman of the Board of Directors,
Chief Executive Officer
Radka Toncheva, Executive Director, Member of
the Board of Directors
Christos Anagnostakis, Management Consultant
for International Corporate Clients
license for domestic and overseas banking and financial operations. In addition United Bulgarian Bank has been an active and
responsible member of the Bulgarian society through its sustainable CSR policy, supporting projects and endeavours in the field
of arts, cultural and historical heritage, science and sports.
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UNITED BULGARIAN BANK (UBB)
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UNISYSTEMS BULGARIA
Address: 3 Belmeken Str.,
District “Pavlovo-Bukston, 1618 Sofia
Tel.: (+359 2) 808 11 67
E-mail: unisystems.bg@unisystems.com
Web page: www.unisystems.com
Uni Systems, as a leading ITC Systems Integrator in the Greek
market, aims to become one of the top, most reliable integrated
solutions providers in Southeast and Central Europe.
Uni Systems was founded in 1964 and today is a member of
Quest Group of Companies. Uni Systems today employs more
than 450 people and in 2013 posted consolidated sales of € 65.5
million. The Company is strategically focused in the Systems Integration marketplace, is developing a dynamic and versatile profile, as a result of its innovative business and technology knowhow and its highly skilled personnel. Uni Systems has significant
experience, unique know-how, proven capability in designing,
implementing and supporting successfully ITC projects, covering
a wide range of Technology Solutions and Business Areas.
Uni Systems invests in new technologies, through strategic alli-

Head of company:
Platon Velonias, Country Manager

ances with international leaders in the areas of Information Technology, such as EMC, Microsoft, Oracle, IBM, Citrix, Hexis, Unisys,
Cisco, Avaya, HP, VMware, Fujitsu, Genesys, Symantec, CA and
many more.
Uni Systems Bulgaria Ltd was founded in 2008 in Sofia.
Supported by a dynamic team of local experts Uni Systems Bulgaria offers a wide range of services, focused on the needs of the
local market, particularly in the banking, telecommunications
and enterprise sectors. Within this framework, the company establishes itself in the Bulgarian market as a reliable partner, capable to meet on time and efficiently its clients’ requirements and
specialized in fields like Access and Security, Networking, Computer Telephony Integration και Business Applications.

UNITED MILK COMPANY
Address: Plovdiv 4003, 3 Dunav Blvd.
Tel.: (+359 32) 900 100; (+359 2) 970 6969
Fax: (+359 32) 900 101
E-mail: umc.officesofia@umc.bg
Web page: www.umc.bg
UNITED MILK COMPANY AD has more than 55 years of milk processing experience. Nowadays it is one of the leading companies
on the Bulgarian dairy market. Since 2007 UMC is part of VIVARTIA SA (Dairy & Drinks Division) global operations.
UMC plays important role for dairy business structure and development in Bulgaria. Having responsibility of a big domestic processor UMC influences all other linked businesses such as dairy
farming (Milk Zone), traditional and modern trade etc.
Company’s production is consolidated in big processing center
located in Plovdiv. UMC’s plant is EU certified and is Bulgarian
best milk processing practices example, visited by big number of
EU and other countries agricultural delegations.
UMC has a portfolio of products/brands that offer variety of: yoghurt and fresh milk, UHT milk, butter and sour cream, very limited cheeses. For the Bulgarian consumers the fresh dairy category
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Head of company: Konstantinos Valiadis, CEO
Contact person: Galina Vasileva

includes Vereia range of traditional Bulgarian yoghurts and fresh
milk; Vereia Calcium functional range of fresh milk and yoghurt;
Vereia Vitalia fruit yoghurt, Vereia butter, Fibella fruit-flavoured
and plain UHT milk, yoghurt and yoghurt-based drinks; as well as
Khansko, Vitalact and Russalka products. In a limited range UMC
offers cheeses made from cow and sheep milk being an exporter
to the US, Australia, Lebanon, Canada, and Russia. (UMC is a certified cheese exporter to the EU and Russia.)
The credo of UMC’s national brand Vereia - ‘With care for you’ –
describes mostly the company’s philosophy. UNITED MILK COMPANY will continue investing and developing the Bulgarian dairy
market while providing with high quality and healthy products;
to give a good care for today’s and next generations. (www.umc.
bg)
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UNICREDIT BULBANK
Address: Sofia 1000, Sveta Nedelya 7 Sq.
Tel.: (+ 359 2) 9264 993
Fax: (+ 359 2) 9232 906
E-mail: viki.davidova@unicreditgroup.bg
Web page: http://www.unicreditbulbank.bg
UniCredit Bulbank (www.unicreditbulbank.bg) is the biggest
Bulgarian bank with about 200 banches and more than one million clients – citizens and households, private customers, small
and mid sized businesses, larger domestic and multinational corporate customers, municipalities and etc.
The bank is number one on the market at:
- assets
- deposits
- loans
- capital.

Head of company:
Levon Hampartsumian, CEO

UniCredit Bulbank offers its corporate customers a comprehensive range of banking products and services. The Bank collaborates with corporates from all economic sectors in close interaction with the other UniCredit Group’s banks in Italy, Germany,
Austria, Azerbaijan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Czech Republic, Hungary, the Baltics (with leasing), Romania,
Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey and Ukraine
The Bank offers various cash management products and flexible
opportunities for financing. UniCredit Bulbank is an active participant on the Bulgarian and international finance and capital
markets.

VARADINOV & Co ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Address: : Sofia 1142, Vasil Levski 38 Blvd.
Tel.: (+359 2) 980 43 38
Fax: (+359 2) 989 20 17
E-mail: zzlatkova@varadinovlaw.com
Web page: www.varadinovlaw.com
Varadinov & Co., Attorneys-at-law, has been established in 1990,
and since then it has been one of the leading companies in the
provision of legal services – both legal consultancy and litigation.
The firm, being an alliance of freelance professionals who count
on their united skills to find the best solution of the cases they
affront, has set as its guiding principles to follow the rules of law;
rise the clients’ legal problems into priority; seek the optimal result in their work and achieve it; and are continuously developing
and perfectioning.
Our main areas of expertise among others are corporate & commercial law; mergers and acquisitions; banking and finance; foreign direct investment; construction law, commercial property
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Head of company: Att-at-law Javor Varadinov
Contact person: Zoya Zlatkova

and real estate; telecommunications, media and technology; intellectual property, patents and trademarks; environmental law;
natural resources and energy; protection of competition; labour
law and social security; regulatory and public procurement; administrative law and process; litigation and arbitration; alternative
dispute resolution.
In order to protect the interests of their clients in the most adequate way and to attend their requirements as need be, the professionals at Varadinov & Co., Attorneys-at-law, work with a wide
range of languages such as English, German, Italian, Spanish,
French and Russian.

VESTITEL BG
Address: 1504, Sofia,
169 Hristo and Evlogi Georgiev Blvd., 3 floor
Tel.: (+359 2) 428 1123; (+359 2) 428 1181
Fax.: (+359 2) 428 1100
E-mail: vladimir_mihaylov@vestitel.bg
Webpage: http://www.vestitel.bg
Who we are:
• A young, fast growing telecommunications company established in 2003
• VESTITEL BG offers to its customers
Integrated data services – IP VPN, Layer 2 VPN, Internet Access,
Transmission services
International connectivity and leased lines
3-play services –IP TV, Internet and fixed telephony
• The first Bulgarian company to launch IPTV, under the brand
TIVIA, in 2007 as a proof of the continuous investment and rapid
expansion policy and quality of the network
• A part of the Overgas Group
Expertise and experience in Telecom Industry:
• VESTITEL BG relies on a management team with knowledge, experience and vision
• The young, highly- qualified and motivated team guarantees
focus on the customer needs through excellent quality of the

Head of company: Bozhidar Ignatov, CEO
Contact person: Vladimir Mihaylov, CCO

services, flexibility and outstanding customer support including
a CCIE certified engineer
International Connectivity in Greece
• VESTITEL BG operates its own international fibre optics route between Sofia, Bulgaria and Thessaloniki, Greece with total length
of 381 km.
The Bulgarian part consists of 245 km dark fibre It is fully protected – having two independent, geographically separated routes.
The Greek side is 136 km long and consists of 2 separate fibre
optics cables.
PoP in Thessaloniki– presence in the biggest Telehouse (Vodaphone) in the city
SDH and Ethernet equipment providing variety of choices for
data services
Since 2011 Vestitel BG has its own DWDM intercity network using the national backbone.

VIP SECURITY

VIP Security is one of the most dynamic and rapidly developing companies in the security sector in Bulgaria. In addition to its
activity at the Bulgarian market, the company provides security
services outside of the country.
Since its establishment in 1999, the company has continually invested in the development of a broad product range and also,

Head of company:
Atanas Simeonov, General Manager
Contact person: Vasko Balabanov

importantly, in the professional skills of its personnel.
Our activities cover the entire range of security services, and in
particular manned guarding, cash-in-transit services, cash management services, monitoring and control, electronic security
systems, consultancy services and training.
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Address: Sofia 1407, Srebarna 14 Str.
Tel.: (+359 2) 963 52 77
Fax: (+359 2) 963 52 96
E-mail: sales@vipsecurity.bg
Web page: www.vipsecurity.bg
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VM FINANCE GROUP
Address: 1138 Sofia, 7 Samokovsko shousse Str.,
adm. building “Florina”, fl. 4
Tel.: +359 2 817 48 84
Fax: +359 2 817 4885
E-mail: pr_vmfg@vmfgroup.com
Web page: http://vmfgroup.com/bg/
VM Finance Group has been managing the strategic investment
portfolio of eleven leading companies in various sectors – FMCG,
building installations and technologies, services and publishing,
since 1994. Entrepreneurship, innovative thinking, leadership
skills and common philosophy in the process of creating and
establishing business are at the heart of each company in the
Group. More than 1000 employees within the companies are
committed to sharing their expertise and professionalism for the
improvement and development of the Group’s public profile and
financial performance.
FMCG
• Avendi is a leading company in marketing and distribution of
consumer goods working with well-known brands like Johnnie
Walker, Bushmills, J&B Rare, Campari, Smirnoff, Hennessy, HiPP,
Knorr, Moet&Chandon, Nestle Purina, Sanpellegrino more than
12 years. Avendi was also recognized as a “Best Employer” both
in Bulgaria and in Central and Eastern Europe according to international research performed by Hewitt Associates.
• Movio Logistics Ltd is a reliable partner of many importers
and manufacturers of fast-moving consumer goods. Apart from
the logistics services traditionally provided by 3PLs companies
Movio Logistics offers more complex value-added services such
as kitting and pre-assembly on-site, pick and pack operations,
sorting, bundling, labeling, repacking, and invoicing on behalf
of customers, records management etc. The company carries out
weekly deliveries to all chain stores of national and regional coverage as well as other end customers on a national scale, including the Organized Gas & Convenience channel.
• Transimport is a leading company specialized in marketing and
distribution of world famous brands of wines, spirits and tobacco
products - Grant’s, Glenfiddich, Tullamore D.E.W., Hendrick’s gin,
Sailor Jerry, Beluga vodka, Esporao, Laroche, Davidoff , Macanudo, Café Crème, Handelsgold, Clubmaster, Vasco Da Gama, Toscano and Starbrook chocolates.
• Gebr. Heinemann Bulgaria is a joint venture of VM Finance
Group with the German company Gebr. Heinemann. The company delivers goods to airlines and shipping agents and offers a
wide portfolio of products in several categories - perfumery and
cosmetics, spirits, tobacco, confectionary, accessories (jewelry,
watches, bags and toys), traditional Bulgarian food, souvenirs
and wines.
Building installations and technologies
• VM Automation is a leading company on the market in consulting, design, sales, installation and service of air conditioning,
heating, ventilation and refrigeration systems for buildings as
well as Johnson Controls building automation components and
solutions. The company is the successor to the business of Johnson Controls in the field of Building Efficiency for three countries Bulgaria, FYR Macedonia and Moldova. VM Automation is partner
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Head of company:
Vassil Mirtchev, Executive Director
and Chairman of Board of Directors

of Sital Klima, BLUEBOX, System Air, Airwell, Trox.
• New System is specialized in design, delivery and commissioning of energy efficient building automation systems (BMS), emergency power supply and energy security (diesel and UPS) and
their warranty and post-warranty service. We offer the following
services:
- HVAC, BMS and emergency power supply equipment delivery;
- Full engineering including design, supply and implementation
of HVAC and BMS systems;
- Warranty and post-warranty maintenance of HVAC equipment,
BMS and backup power supply;
- Spare parts supply.
Services and Publishing
• ABC KinderCare Center is an international center for children
from two to six years old established in January 2008, providing
educational services mainly to the diplomatic community and
expatriates in the country. The curriculum – structured entirely
in English – is a compilation of British and American educational
systems for preschool-aged children.
• NET IS SAT has been a licensed telecommunication operator on
the Bulgarian market since 1997. It specializes in offering individual telecommunication business solutions including providing optical and wireless Internet access, fixed telephone service,
Virtual Private Networks (VPN), cloud services, network and data
management, administering and protection.
• EDENRED Bulgaria is joint venture of VM Finance Group with Edenred France and is the Bulgarian market leader in prepaid corporate services offering food and gift vouchers.
• A Team is a Communication Agency with full services for more
than 30 international and Bulgarian brands in the field of ATL, BTL,
PR and Digital advertising channels, combined with high quality
FMCG merchandising services. The Agency operates successfully
on Bulgarian market 17 years up to now and takes local care for
brands of Diageo, Grant’s Family, LVMH, Gruppo Campary, HIPP,
Danone, Baersdorf and other significant brands.
• Mit Press is a Publishing House and “Manager”, as the most popular brand in its portfolio, has proven itself as a unique magazine
for Bulgarian leaders, entrepreneurs and business owners. The
role of the magazine is contributing to raising the profile of managers is further enhanced by the annual “Manager of the Year”
Award, recognized as one of the most significant business events.
In 2010 the publishing house created the news sites “Manager.
bg” and “Obekti.bg”. “Obekti.bg” is highlighting topics such as
science, technology, space, humanity, the Earth and the world
around us. Nowadays there are in top 10 web media in Bulgaria. Mit Press Publishing House organizes a lot of business events
during the year. Most popular are The Green forum and The International Economics Conference.
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WOLF THEISS
Address: Sofia 1407,
“Atanas Dukov” 29 Str. Rainbow Center
Tel.: (+359 2) 8613 700
Fax: (+359 2) 86 20 370
E-mail: Sofia@wolftheiss.com
Web page: http://www.wolftheiss.com
Wolf Theiss is one of the leading law firms in Central, Eastern
and Southeastern Europe (CEE/SEE). We have built our reputation
on a combination of unrivalled local knowledge and strong international capability. We opened our first office in Vienna over 50
years ago. Our team now brings together over 300 lawyers from
a diverse range of backgrounds, working in offices in 12 countries
throughout the CEE/SEE region.
Our Sofia office has significant strength in all areas of corporate
law, mergers and acquisitions (M&A), banking, debt financing,
project financing and capital markets, energy, telecommunications, media, pharmaceuticals and financial services laws and
regulations. We are able to translate international requirements
to local circumstances and sit down with management teams

Head of company:
Anna Rizova, Managing Partner
Katerina Kraeva, Partner
Radoslav Mikov, Partner

and employees to ensure understanding. Our lawyers have
worked at senior levels for leading professional services, industrial and investment firms, have detailed knowledge of the political
and business environment, and give practical legal support of
the highest quality to a broad range of domestic and international clients.
Wolf Theiss Sofia have advised on several of the Top 10 M&A
deals on the Bulgarian market for 2013. We regularly act as a lead
counsel on major transactions on the Bulgarian market. With a
business-oriented approach, Wolf Theiss goes beyond providing
legal advice. We aim to also look after our clients’ commercial interests and put our extensive industry knowledge into practice.

ZLATNA PANEGA CEMENT
Address: Zlatna Panega village, Lovech district,
Shipka str. No 2
Tel.: (+3592) 9760070, (+3592) 8820279,
(+3592)8820101
Fax: (+359 2) 8820224
E-mail: Kostas.nikolau@titan.bg
Web page: www.titan.bg
Zlatna Panega Cement AD is one of the three Bulgarian producers of cement and clinker. The company produces and sales bulk
and bagged cement.
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Head of company:
Alexander Chakmakov, General Manager
Kostas Nikolau, Plant Director
Bisser Dossev, Finance and Administration
Director

ZLATNA PANEGA BETON

“Zlatna Panega Beton” is 100% subsidiary of TITAN CEMENT Group
and exists since the beginning of 1998. In Bulgaria the Group is
represented by the cement factory Zlatna Panega AD, and the
ready-mix concrete company “Zlatna Panega Beton” EOOD with
three commercial plants in Sofia, two in Plovdiv, one in Veliko Tarnovo, two project plants – LOT2 and LOT4 Struma Highway. The
Company owns also two semi-mobile concrete plants (with 3.3
cub.m. and 2.0 cub.m mixers), specially designed for big construction projects, ready to be installed in a month. Mobile certified laboratories are available for all the necessary tests.
In all plants the production of concrete itself is fully automatically
controlled by a software system, giving a complete safety to the
client concerning quality and quantity. The technology and the

Head of company:
Boriana Yotzova, General Manager
Biser Dosev, Procurator

capacity of the plants, as well as the know-how of TITAN CEMENT
Group allows us to offer to our clients high qualities of concrete of
all types according to the Bulgarian and European standards.The
dosing of chemical additives is controlled also automatically giving the possibility to produce various kinds of special recipes according to the clients requirements, concerning waterproof, frost
resistance etc.
The company is supported by fully equipped laboratory, which
ensures the strength input/output control, the proof of the products and development of new recipes for concrete.
“Zlatna Panega Beton” EOOD has a quality management system
with Certificate for ISO 9001:2000, BS OHSAS 18001:2007 и EN ISO
14001:2004.
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Address: Sofia 1528, Poruchik Nedelcho
Bonchev 6 Str.
Tel.: (+359 2) 9760081
Fax: (+359 2) 9760082
E-mail: office.beton@titan.bg
Web page: www.titan.bg
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The Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria
would like to thank all the contributors to the HBCB Yearbook 2014-2015,
in particular to the HBCB Patrons:
UBB, Alpha Bank.
Special thanks to the advertisers (alphabetical order):
Atelier Serafimov Architects
Aegean
Attica Media
Baker Tilly
Chipita Bulgaria
Ciela Norma
Coca Cola
Daticum
Dromeas BG
E-act
Eko Bulgaria
Ekopack
Ernst&Young
Eurobulstroy Holding
Eurofast Global
GEK Terna
Happy tour
Icap Bulgaria
Interallis Chemicals
Interion
Interservice Uzunovi
Intracom Bulgaria
Intralot
Karelia
Kempinski Hotel Zografski/ CHAD Zografski
Law office T.Ivanova & M.Terziyska
Mellon
Mirkat Ltd.
Mtel
Nikas
Orbit
Plesio
Post Bank
Report.BG ltd.
Samolis
Sectron
See News
Sofia Hotel Balkan
United Milk Company
VM Finance Group
Zlatna Panega cement
HBCB has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information in this publication.
We apologize for any errors or omissions.
Published by Hellenic Business Council in Bulgaria.
c September 2014
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